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1.1 Analytical Chemistry and Signal Processing  

Analytical chemistry can be defined as the study of methods for determining the 

composition of substances. As such, it is a field of science dealing with the characterization 

of the composition of matter, either qualitatively, in order to identify the elements and/or 

compounds, or quantitatively, to determine the absolute/relative amounts of 

elements/compounds in a given sample 1-2. This discipline has several applications in almost 

all branches of science, including clinical (e.g. analysis of blood or urine, pharmaceuticals), 

environmental (e.g. analysis of heavy metals in soil), forensic (e.g. DNA analysis for crime 

investigation), and food-safety /quality-control (e.g. analysis of vitamin content in foods 

samples) 3-7, to name just a few. For all these application areas, the general analytical 

procedure usually starts from sample preparation, followed by chemical analysis through 

analytical instruments, data acquisition, signal processing and interpretation8-9. Each step of 

the analysis has created a broad research topic of its own, and several methods have already 

been developed, and are in constant improvement. Advanced instrumentation (e.g. ultra-high 

Performance chromatography and high resolution mass-spectrometry) has also made its 

contribution for a significant leap forward in the field10-11. Discussion and review of each 

topic requires an entire thesis of its own and will not be discussed here in detail. This thesis 

focuses solely on method development for signal processing in analytical chemistry. 

Signal processing is a broad discipline that deals with application of mathematical 

operations on a sequence of measurements (continuous or discrete) in order to enhance, 

extract, and relate the information the system producing the signal intends to transmit12. The 

evolution of analytical chemistry has made use of several other disciplines such as signal 

processing, statistics, and computer science at different stages of its development13. Thus, 

interaction of disciplines has given rise to an entirely new discipline referred to as 

‘chemometrics’. Even though analytical chemistry was benefiting from methods developed in 
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signal processing way earlier than 1980’s, the beginning of chemometrics as a discipline of 

its own has made a significant impact in advancement of signal processing techniques 

developed for chemical data analysis; more specifically, for data produced by analytical 

instruments like chromatography and mass-spectrometry14-15. In addition, the clear distinction 

between chemometrics and similar fields such as computational chemistry being well 

established has also contributed to its acceptance as an independent research filed.  In the mid 

and late 90’s further advancement in chemometrics was also a result of funds coming from 

industries that have realized its potential (e.g. pharmaceutical companies) 14. This realization 

is also a result of the need for more sophisticated chemometric tools, as the advancement of 

hyphenated techniques producing increasingly large amounts of complex data has become 

apparent, resulting in what is nowadays referred to as a ‘big data’ problem16-18. Big data, in 

its simplest definition is a very large and complex dataset in which conventional data-analysis 

techniques are usually inadequate to handle. In the analytical chemistry domain, even though 

the amount of data generated by the analytical instruments few decades ago was not 

comparable to what is being produced these days, the limitation of computing power 

constituted a significant part of the computational challenge, and thus, the develop of more 

advanced chemometric tools using sound statistical framework was necessary. At the current 

stage of instrumentation development, the hyphenated techniques are producing even larger 

and more complex multi-dimensional datasets, which requires even more efficient 

computational approaches to handle the information rich raw-data18. 

 Hyphenated techniques are basically a combination of more than one analytical 

instrument, in order to harness their benefit simultaneously, for better analytical outcome (i.e. 

compound separation and detection). Such techniques are commonly used for qualitative and 

quantitative determination of compounds in biological/non-biological samples in different 

laboratories around the world19-23. Some of these techniques include for example, liquid/gas-
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chromatography coupled to high resolution mass-spectrometry (LC-HRMS/GC-HRMS), and 

multi-capillary electrophoresis coupled to laser induced fluorescence/mass-spectrometry (CE-

LIF/CE-MS). In this thesis, chapter two to six, and chapter seven discuss on the application 

of LC-HRMS and CE-LIF, respectively. The capability of such hyphenated techniques for 

rapid identification and characterization of compounds in a variety of samples has given rise 

to a growing interest in the application of the techniques in several analytical processes. 

However, even though highly sensitive hyphenated techniques are evolving rapidly, 

chemometrics techniques for signal processing is still lagging behind instrumentation 

development. As such, it’s noticeable that most existing algorithms specifically developed for 

compound screening purposes are not capable of utilizing the information rich raw-data 

coming from such instruments to a full extent. At this stage, opposed to the circumstances 

few decades ago, this draw back can only be attributed to the unavailability of efficient 

algorithms. This is true since the price for computer storage and memory has significantly 

gone down, and thus is not necessarily a limiting factor anymore. This situation therefore 

leaves a gap between the state-of-the-art instruments and currently available inefficient data 

analysis tools, requiring further development. Thus, the challenges described above define the 

motivation for this PhD thesis, which discusses on the application of sound statistical 

methods based on Bayesian framework and machine learning, for better utilization of 

complex multi-dimensional datasets.      

1.2 Bayesian Statistics in Analytical Chemistry 

In analytical chemistry, compound screening is a process that starts with analyzing the 

sample in question with one or more combinations of hyphenated techniques discussed in 

previous section. In qualitative analytical chemistry, the main question ‘is compound of 

interest present/absent?’ should be answered. From a computational data analysis perspective, 

this question should be approached using the data (i.e. experiments) available. In other words, 
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this approach conceptually leads to hypothesis testing. From a statistical point of view, the 

uncertainty involved in the overall attempt to answer that question will lead to the need to 

approach it probabilistically. For this, Bayesian Statistics being the only school of thought 

that is capable of answering the probability of our hypothesis being true, by providing answer 

that respond to the question of interest directly, makes it the appropriate statistical 

framework. 

Bayesian statistics can be traced back to 18th century by the introduction of Bayes’ 

theorem by an English statistician Thomas Bayes24. However, its use was not recognized 

until the 1950’s which was still challenged due to lack of computational power at the time. In 

the 1990’s and later, Bayesian approach found several practical applications which can be 

attributed to the advancement in computation power of modern computers. Bayesian statistics 

then found its way into several science fields, including analytical chemistry. The work as it 

will be presented in the following chapters of this thesis has also made a significant 

contribution in the introduction of Bayesian thinking in analytical chemistry25. The core idea 

behind Bayesian approach is intuitive, and it is based on the notion of updating any prior 

knowledge (i.e. a state-of-knowledge) possessed about a given idea beforehand, with new 

data. Such an ‘idea’ might be represented by a variable (continuous or discrete), not 

necessarily random, or knowledge about a collection of hypotheses. Thus, such a framework 

allows Bayesian approach to quantify the truth of a proposition as a probability, conditioned 

on the availability of a data and some prior information. This process can be achieved by 

Bayes’ theorem, which is a mathematical formulation that the entire Bayesian statistics is 

based upon. This core concept of combining prior knowledge and current collected data is a 

key difference between Bayesian and frequentist (another school of thought in statistics). 

As Bayesian way of thinking is based on ‘updating knowledge’, no information is 

lost, while the frequentist approach tends to ignore whatever has been learned previously 
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once a new data is collected. The sequential updating process that is easily feasible in 

Bayesian statistics also makes it attractive in the machine learning field where computers are 

expected to learn from large amount of data in an iterative fashion (e.g., updating models 

with new data). In analytical laboratories, where routine experimental analysis is a common 

scenario, the level of accuracy (e.g. to confidently identify a compound), requires a carful 

assessment of not only the data obtained from our current sample, but also any prior 

knowledge we possess about the compound itself, or the instrument. Thus, Bayesian 

framework seems to be adequate for these purposes, taking into account it has the naturally 

intuitive framework that can accommodate all the prior knowledge possessed and the current 

experimental data. As such, over the past decade, Bayesian statistics had several application 

areas in analytical chemistry, especially for chromatography and mass-spectrometer system 

optimization, as well as data analysis26-36. For chromatographic techniques, identifying the 

optimal parameters of a given systems for better separation is part of the basic workflow. 

Usually, the optimization process is performed by trial and error, without utilizing the 

knowledge gained from previous experiments. Unfortunately such an approach could be not 

only time consuming but also costly. The Bayesian sequential state-of-knowledge updating 

process can easily incorporate the knowledge gained from each experiment in an elegant 

fashion, to guide the analyst in the appropriate direction for decision making27. Similarly, for 

chromatographic data analysis, the initial hypothesis made is usually dependent on several 

pieces of evidence that can be extracted from the chromatogram. However, decision making 

at each step by utilizing only a single piece of evidence is not an optimal approach usually 

resulting in error propagation. For this, once again, a Bayesian sequential updating process 

has been found to be the most efficient approach. In this thesis, the computational methods 

developed for handling high resolution mass-spectrometry data discussed in chapter two to 

chapter seven make use of Bayesian framework at their core.  
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1.3 Machine Learning in Analytical Chemistry 

Machine learning is a discipline of artificial intelligence that deals with models giving 

computers the capability to iteratively learn from data. As such, it has become one of the 

main focus areas especially in the new, and growing ‘data science’ discipline37. The 

increasing amount of data produced by current state-of-the-art instruments in several 

scientific disciplines, including analytical chemistry has forced the scientific community to 

come up with new and advanced methods for data analysis. For this, machine learning, a field 

that was exclusively known as artificial intelligence few decades ago has become a very 

valuable tool for utilizing large amount of data, and it has expanded as an independent 

discipline of its own. 

Analytical chemistry, as a discipline that is strictly entangled with instrument 

development, however, has not yet fully embraced the value of ‘big data’ to make better 

judgments using prior knowledge, or automating processes for routine analysis. In most 

application areas, such as forensic and food safety, the algorithms available (either as an 

open-source or commercial software) are not fully equipped to handle the large amount of 

data produced by high resolution instruments, and, in the majority of cases, do not 

incorporate the notion of automation using machine learning techniques. As such, a quick and 

easy approach to answer the desired question (hypothesis) appears to be the dominating 

approach38-41. However, with such large amount of data being available especially in 

industrial settings, a smart and efficient data analysis should become the core of algorithm 

development. Just the same way signal processing in analytical chemistry has been an 

integral part of the science, the relevance of other disciplines such as machine learning has 

become apparent. Even though the application of machine learning in this aspect is still in its 

infancy in analytical chemistry, there is a growing interest in the area, especially for mass-

spectrometry data analysis. Every now and then, scientific publications proposing the use of 
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state-of-the-art machine learning techniques appear in analytical chemistry journals42-48. In 

general, it can be speculated that, opposed to a slow knowledge exchange between most 

interdisciplinary fields, application of machine learning techniques in analytical chemistry 

could evolve a lot faster for a couple of reasons; first, several breakthroughs has already been 

made in machine learning techniques for ‘big data’. Second, almost every scientific field 

nowadays is confronted with the ‘big data’ problem, introducing the use of machine learning 

approaches extending its applicability. As such, with better insight, it becomes intuitive that 

problems from similar data types can be solved with very similar techniques, and most of the 

techniques already established in other fields can easily be transferred to the analytical 

chemistry. In this thesis, the merge of probability theory and machine learning (probabilistic 

machine learning) is introduced.       

1.4 Scope of This Thesis 

Compound screening is routinely performed in many analytical laboratories. As such, 

several algorithms have been developed for that purpose. This thesis presents several 

innovative, computational methods developed for handling large, multi-dimensional, 

information-rich mass-spectrometry raw-data, for the purpose of compound identification, in 

the context of forensic, food-safety and material science.  However, the developed methods 

can as easily be extended to other similar application areas. 

Chapter 2: Bayesian Untargeted Peak Detection  

For liquid chromatography coupled to high resolution mass-spectrometry (LC-HRMS) data, 

one of the first and crucial steps in the information extraction process is peak detection. Most 

currently existing peak detection algorithms usually involve, and rely on, some sort of data 

pre-processing step (i.e. baseline correction, centroiding, intensity-threshold) during or before 
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peak detection, and can easily distort and discard peak features with  potential chemical and 

biological relevance.  

In this chapter a novel probabilistic peak detection algorithm for LC-HRMS data 

using Bayesian statistics is presented. Unlike the conventional, binary (‘yes’ or ‘no’) answer 

obtained by deterministic algorithms, a probabilistic peak detection based on Bayesian 

framework can allow the end user to incorporate any prior knowledge s(he) possesses about 

the hypothesis with the information extracted from the data, to make the final decision.  

Chapter 3: Targeted Compound Screening in Toxicology 

As part of forensic investigation of unexpected death of individuals, toxicology screening of 

post-mortem samples is conducted by analytical toxicology laboratories in forensic institutes 

and medical facilities. Due to the variability and complexity of the samples and the need to 

identify and quantify compounds of interest at trace level, this procedure normally requires 

very robust and sensitive analytical methods.  

 In this chapter, a novel and robust Bayesian algorithm for toxicology screening has 

been introduced. This new method implies a paradigm shift in the way data is treated in the 

laboratory. Instead of using a threshold, a probabilistic (Bayesian) method is proposed. 

Contrary to conventional methods which discard (i.e. eliminate) information in subsequent 

steps, Bayesian approach analyzes the information as a whole, and all pieces of evidences 

(shape of a peak, retention time, m/z, observed isotope ratios, adducts, etc.) are elegantly 

incorporated in a single equation. The proposed approach has been validated with a large 

dataset fulfilling several important criteria to mimic real case scenarios and has shown that 

the probabilistic approach can yield a significant gain in sensitivity (reduced number of false 

negatives) whilst maintaining specificity (consistently low number of false positives) in 

comparison to a deterministic algorithm.   
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Chapter 4: Additional Evidence for Targeted Compound Screening 

In targeted compound screening, once the features of a compound of interest have been 

detected, identification of the compound requires more compound specific information. As 

such, fragment ion information provides this information. One of the most common 

techniques used for compound identification involves isolation of a precursor ion, 

fragmentation of that ion, and measurement of at least two specific precursor/product ion 

transitions. Thus, combining all available evidence (information) for reliable detection of a 

compound is challenging.  

 In this chapter, as a natural extension of chapter three, a Bayesian method to fully 

utilize the raw LC-MS/MS data has been developed. Contrary to most existing software 

developed for targeted-compound screening, this method only requires one input parameter, 

while the other parameters are automatically learned from a large training dataset in a 

Bayesian learning framework. The algorithm was validated with a large dataset, and has been 

shown to give a more optimal balance in true and false positive rates in comparison to a 

threshold-based commercial software package. The fact that the developed method also 

requires minimal human optimization efforts makes it an attractive alternative for automated 

screening.    

Chapter 5: Re-definition of the Hypothesis for Targeted Compound Screening  

Current state-of-the-art analytical tools govern the way targeted compound screening is 

approached in most analytical laboratories. Thus, in toxicology screening, LC-HRMS has 

made a significant impact in the way compounds are detected (identified) in routine analysis. 

However, there still exist several levels of uncertainty that most currently available open 

source (commercial) software packages appear to disregard when reporting results, carrying 

the risk that might lead to information misinterpretation.  
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 In this chapter, a novel Bayesian probabilistic approach for compound identification 

in LC-HRMS, which takes into account all the uncertainties in both retention time and mass 

to charge domain has been developed. This new approach is probabilistic (instead of 

deterministic), estimating the probability that the compound is (or is not) present in a sample. 

It also differs from the classical methods in the way the hypothesis itself is defined; ‘the 

compound is present’, opposed to answer the question ‘the compound feature is present’ as 

described in chapter three and chapter four. This definition implies a paradigm shift in the 

way data analysis is tackled, by taking into account the probability of interfering compounds 

(i.e. isomers and isobaric compounds). 

Chapter 6: Multi-Path Targeted Assessment of Compounds in Complex Samples  

In targeted compound screening of complex samples using LC-HRMS, keeping track of all 

the possible uncertainties involved in the analytical system causing variation from analysis-

to-analysis is one of the biggest challenges yet to be fully addressed. One of such challenges 

is retention time shift and variation, resulting in ambiguous scenarios, i.e. the existence of 

more than one potential peak within region of interest. As each of these potential peaks 

resembles the compound of interest, the identification of the compound with acceptable level 

of confidence is more challenging.   

In this chapter, a novel method that tackles the retention time ambiguity problem 

probabilistically is discussed. The developed method applies a Bayesian framework presented 

in chapter five. However, in this chapter a computationally efficient approach has been 

implemented while simultaneously addressing the retention time ambiguity problem in 

complex samples. 

 Chapter 7: Application of Probabilistic Peak Detection for Forensic DNA Analysis 

Since the introduction of short tandem repeat (STR) profiling, forensic DNA analysis has 

gone through several stages of development. In 2015, The Netherlands Forensic Institute 
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reported roughly 60.000 forensic investigations of which approximately 75% were conducted 

in the field of DNA analysis. This highlights the importance of STR DNA analysis in the 

forensic community for convicting perpetrators and exonerating innocents. In recent years, 

the data analysis approach has transitioned from stringent binary method, to semi-continuous 

and continuous approaches. However, the process can still benefit from further 

improvements. 

In this chapter, further application of Bayesian probabilistic peak detection algorithm 

discussed in chapter two has been found to be applicable for laser induced fluorescence 

multi-capillary electrophoresis (CE-LIF) datasets. The benefits of the proposed method for 

allele calling, and further on for DNA profile matching in forensic crime scene investigations 

are discussed in this chapter. 
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In this chapter we introduce a novel Bayesian probabilistic peak detection algorithm 

for LC-MS. The final probabilistic result allows the user to make a final decision about which 

points in a chromatogram are affected by a chromatographic peak and which ones are only 

affected by noise. The use of probabilities contrasts with the traditional method in which a 

binary answer is given, relying on a threshold. By contrast, with the Bayesian peak detection 

presented here, the values of probability can be further propagated into other pre-processing 

steps, which will increase (or decrease) the importance of chromatographic regions into the 

final results. The present work is based on the use of the statistical-overlap-theory of 

component overlap from Davis and Giddings, as prior probability in the Bayesian 

formulation. The algorithm was tested on LC-MS Orbitrap data and was able to successfully 

distinguish chemical noise from actual peaks without any data pre-processing. 
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2.1 Introduction  

The combination of Liquid Chromatography (LC) and Mass Spectroscopy (MS) is 

rapidly emerging as a method of choice for several analytical purposes, including biomarker 

discovery, forensic investigation, food-health research and many others, mainly because of its 

high sensitivity and relatively low cost2-5. Based on resolution, different mass spectrometers 

yield spectra of different characteristics, which give additional options to instrumentation of 

choice based on complexity of the sample. Modern high-resolution mass spectrometers, such 

as the Orbitrap and Fourier-transform mass spectrometers, possesses a high precision 

allowing to pinpoint the mass to charge (m/z) values of the compounds of interest, as well as 

enable an easy separation of noise from m/z values6. Although it is possible to facilitate the 

compound identification process using targeted tandem mass spectrometer (LC-MS/MS)7, it 

may result in under-sampled chromatograms due to its slow scanning speed. For this reason, 

LC-MS is still the method of choice when screening is the main goal8-10. 

After obtaining the data from LC-MS, data handling task can be divided into (i) pre-

processing and (ii) data analysis or interpretation step11. One important step in the pre-

processing phase (before being able to perform compound identification or quantification) is 

peak detection. This peak detection phase, or sometimes referred to as ‘feature detection’, is 

mainly aimed at identifying signals produced by true ions12. There are three main families of 

methods for feature detection. The first family of approaches consists of performing peak 

detection separately in both retention time and m/z directions13-14. This technique searches for 

data points with intensity above a threshold level in the two orders of measurement. Data 

points that meet these criteria are defined as affected by a chromatographic peak. The second 

family of techniques consists of detecting peaks in the time dimension only at each m/z 

channel15. In other words, each ion chromatogram (normally covering a narrow m/z range) is 

processed independently for peak detection. Note that this technique ignores the existence of 
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peak features in the m/z dimension. The third family of techniques consists of fitting a three-

dimensional model to the highest points in the raw-data and subtracting the fit from signal 

until the highest possible point is near the determined background level16-17. 

All above mentioned approaches are based on frequentist approach at its core. This 

means that all these algorithms use a threshold at one or more steps, and classify whether the 

situation corresponds to ‘peak’ or ‘noise’. This way of working implies the appearance of 

type-I and type-II errors, with some consequences. For example, a type-II error in the pre-

processing step (i.e. missing a peak when in fact it is present) has irreversible consequences 

in the next steps of the analysis, since the peak in question will no longer be considered in the 

next steps of the data processing (e.g. a metabolomics study). 

Although inevitable at the very last step of the data processing, the presence of type-I 

and type-II errors can be avoided in the pre-processing steps. This implies a paradigm shift in 

the way the data is pre-processed. Contrary to the frequentist-based approach used to classify 

features as ‘peak’ or ‘noise’ where the conventional binary result is obtained, a probabilistic 

peak detection based on Bayesian framework approach is proposed in this paper. This idea 

has already been proposed as a solution by few18-19. Regardless, it has not yet been exploited 

for LC-MS data. What such approach can offer is the capability for the end user to 

incorporate the prior knowledge (s)he possesses with the final (probabilistic) result to make a 

final decision about the existence/absence of a peak. This allows to propagate the 

probabilities of existence of a peak further into other pre-processing steps, which will 

increase (or decrease) the importance of chromatographic regions into the final results. 

Contrary to traditional methods, no data is eliminated in this (pre-processing) step, but each 

data point is ranked as having a certain probability of being affected by a chromatographic 

peak or not. This way of working contrasts with the traditional binary (‘peak’ or ‘no peak’) 
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output methods that, as explained above, is vulnerable to high false positive and false 

negative results. 

So far, Bayesian statistics have been applied to peak detection in chromatographic 

data involving mass spectrometry. Some examples are the probabilistic biomarker 

discovery19, peak detection in one and two-dimensional chromatography18-20, as well as LC-

MS peak detection and data alignment21. Regarding LC-MS peak detection, even though 

there have been several models proposed to use the raw data for feature detection purposes, 

they all still apply thresholds to filter out data points22-24. To our knowledge, there are no 

publications on generic probabilistic peak detection algorithm for high-resolution LC-MS 

without any data pre-reduction. The most recent publication in accordance to our proposal is 

a two-dimensional Bayesian peptide detection algorithm for LC-MS, and has shown a 

significant improvement in peptide identification25. However, the mentioned approach 

focuses only in peptide detection by making use of distinctive features and does not constitute 

a generic peak detection method, which is our main goal in this chapter.  

2.2 Theory  

For the illustration of the equations, it is convenient to consider the data as a second-

order LC-MS data set, with m/z and time in the x and y dimensions respectively, and 

intensity as the third dimension. In our case, we will make use of raw data obtained from U-

HPLC-Orbitarp MS (see the experimentation section for details). To clarify the explanation, 

we will solve the mathematical model considering only one point in the chromatogram (the 

point of interest). Obviously, this computation is repeated in the results and discussion 

section at all points of interest. For the point of interest, we consider two complementary 

hypotheses, namely H1 and H2. H1 states that the point of interest is affected by a 

chromatographic peak, whereas H2 states that the point of interest is only affected by noise. 

As both hypotheses are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, a probabilistic model to calculate 
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whether the point of interest is affected by a chromatographic peak can be formulated by 

using a Bayes' theorem26 in its odds form: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(D|H1)P(H1)

P(D|H2)P(H2)
                                                                                                        (2.1) 

Both P(H1|D)  and P(H2|D) in Eq.(2.1) are posterior probabilities, P(H1) and P(H2) 

are the prior probabilities indicating the prior belief for a point to be affected (H1) or not 

affected (H2) by a chromatographic peak, and  
P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
 is the likelihood ratio. In Eq.(2.1), D 

represents the observed data. As it will be demonstrated later, D is the observation window, 

i.e. the data around the point of interest that covers 4 times the standard deviation of the peak 

of interest in either direction and in either order of measurement (Fig.2.1).  

 

Figure 2.1 Graphical representation of extracted data centred at ‘Point of Interest’ 

The need for such fashion of data extraction around the point of interest is to be able 

to accommodate all possible positions for hypothetical peaks that are still capable of affecting 

the point of interest. This means that two important parameters, the chromatographic band 

broadening (in standard deviation units), σt, and the spectral band broadening (in standard 

deviation units), σm, should be known a priori. The first is related to the expected 

m/z

Ti
m

e
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chromatographic peak width and the second is related to the resolution of the mass 

spectrometer. The variability of these two parameters across different experiments can easily 

be overcome by looking into standard(s) included within every analyzed sample. On the 

contrary, variability of these parameters within the same experiment is considered to be 

minimal within the observation window. 

In order to calculate P(D|H1) and P(D|H2) from Eq.(2.1) we will consider a 

collection of hypotheses in which a Gaussian-shaped 2D peak (or a collection of Gaussian-

shaped 2D peaks) is (are) located at any point inside the observation window (Fig.2.1). Also, 

we will consider the possibility of chemical noise being present in the form of a constant 

signal in the time direction, forming a Gaussian-shaped form in the m/z direction. This 

consideration is formalized by marginalizing P(D|H1) and P(D|H2) over w, the model case, 

by using: 

P(D|H1) =  ∑ P(D, w|H1)n1
w∈H1

= ∑ P(Dε|w, H1)n1
w∈H1

P(w|H1)                                         (2.2) 

P(D|H2) =  ∑ P(D, w|H2)n2
w∈H2

= ∑ P(Dε|w, H2)n2
w∈H2

P(w|H2)                                        (2.3) 

Where w represents a model case w={1,2, …, W}, which consists of a certain number 

of peaks (nw) located at specific μt,i and μ
m,i

 and chemical noise located at a certain μ
w

. In 

this formulation, i={1, 2, …, nw} indicates peak number in this model case w. n1 and n2 refer 

to the number of model cases supporting H1 and H2 , respectively, in such a way that the total 

number of model cases is equal to W=n1+n2. Dε refers to the residual obtained by least square 

fitting of a model to the data, and will be discussed later in the article. To describe all the 

models, the value of K (the maximum number of peaks present in the observation window) 

should be defined. For illustration of the model cases, the Table 2.1 shows certain examples 

of model cases, w. 
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Table 2.1 Illustration of model cases. In this case, K = 2 (the maximum number of peaks 

present in the observation window). Arbitrary values (between 1 and 30) have been given to 

the position of the peaks, t,i and m,i. Note that model case w=1 represents only base-line 

drift. 

Model Number of peaks, nw t,1, t,2, …,t,nw m,1, m,2, …,m,nw w Supports H1/H2? 

1 0 - - - H2 

2 0 - - 1 H2 

…      

31 1 2 1 0 H2 

…      

… 2 10, 14 2, 15 3 H1 

… … … … … … 

W 2 30, 29 30, 29 30 H2 
 

Here, it is crucial to know which model cases support H1 (w ∈ H1) and which ones 

support H2 (w ∈ H2). This depends on the location of the proposed peak(s) respect to the 

point of interest. The ‘point of interest’ (located at te and me) is affected by a chromatographic 

peak if any of the Gaussian peaks that exists is centred at any point inside the ellipse depicted 

in Fig.2.1. This ellipse has the dimensions 4σt in the time direction and 4σm in the m/z 

direction. Multivariate Gaussian peak(s) centered at all other possible points outside this 

ellipse will not affect the point of interest. Formally, we can state that a model case w 

supports H1 if any ith Gaussian peak (from the nw available) contained in this model case w 

satisfies the condition: 

(
𝑡𝑒−μt,i

2∗σt
)

2

+(
m𝑒−μm,i

2∗σm
)

2

≤ 1                                                                                                     (2.4) 

Eq.(2.4) indicates a scenario when the ith Gaussian peak falls within the ellipse 

depicted in Fig.2.1. We can then model the intensity (ŷ𝑗,𝑤) at a given jth experimental point 

for model case w as follows:  

ŷ𝑗,𝑤 = b0 + b1t𝑗 + c exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑗−μw

σm
)

2

) + ∑ d𝑖 [exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑗−μm,i

σm
)

2

) ×
𝑛𝑤
𝑖=1

exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑗−μt,i

σt
)

2

)]                                (2.5)                    
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In this equation, mj and tj are the experimental values of m/z and time at which the 

signal is modelled; b0, b1, c, and d1, d2, … dnw are fitted parameters of the model; and j is a 

specific experimental point inside the window of interest containing J experimental points, 

j={1,2,…, J}. Note that, in this equation, the drift that usually exists at the baseline in the 

chromatographic direction is represented by a straight line function (b0 + b1t𝑗); the presence 

of a chemical noise at μ
w

 is modelled by the term c exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑗−μw

σm
)

2

) and the peaks are 

represented by a double Gaussian in both directions, d𝑖 [exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑗−μm,i

σm
)

2

) ×

exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑗−μt,i

σt
)

2

)]. 

One should note that some model cases outline no peaks present without chemical 

noise (see Table 2.1, model case 1), as well as model cases in which only drift is present with 

chemical noise (see Table 2.1, model case 2). Also, there might be cases in which a peak is 

present, without chemical noise (see Table 2.1, model case 31). There are several parameters 

that the user can control to modify the accuracy of the computations (at the expense of higher 

computation times). First, the user can decide the maximum number of peaks that can be 

present in the window of interest (the value of K discussed above). In order to save 

computation time, one can decide that only one peak can be allowed inside the window of 

interest. This implies setting K=1. However, other options with higher K values are possible, 

increasing however exponentially the computation time. Note that the appropriate value of K 

depends on both the complexity of the sample (i.e. how ‘crowded’ can be a chromatogram, 

allowing a region of interest (ROI) to be present with more than one peak) and the resolution 

of the instrument (i.e. the higher the resolution, the less probable is to find more than one 

peak in a ROI). We have observed that values of K = 1 and K = 2 are recommended, and 

there is little benefit from increasing to further values of K. We have been testing a complex 

sample (i.e. metabolites in human plasma) and a value of K=1 is still valid (results not 
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shown). Another parameter that decreases the computation time (at the expense of lower 

accuracy) is the coarseness, i.e. how far apart are μm,i and μt,i in consecutive model cases. 

For every model case w, the values of P(Dε|w, H1) or P(Dε|w, H2) in Eq.(2.2) and 

(2.3) are calculated as follows. First, Eq.(2.5) is fitted by least squares to the experimental 

data, and the residuals (difference between the model predicted intensities data intensities) for 

all observed m/z and retention times are calculated, εj. Residuals are assumed to be 

independent and normally distributed with standard deviation σn. The value of   σn can be 

approximated by inspecting a peak-free area of the chromatogram and calculating its standard 

deviation from the mean. Therefore, P(Dε|w, H1)  from Eq.(2.2) and (2.3) can be calculated 

as follows: 

P(Dε|w, H1) = ∏ P(εj|w, H1)J
j=1 = ∏

1

 σn√2π

J
j=1 exp [

−1

2
(

εj,w

 σn
)

2

]                                         (2.6) 

Where J is as defined above, i.e. the number of experimental points in the window of 

interest. From a computational perspective, it is more convenient to calculate these 

probabilities in the logarithmic domain to prevent computation underflow: 

logP(Dε|w, H1) = J log (
1

 σn√2π
) −

1

2
∑ (

εj,w

 σn
)

2
𝐽
𝑗=1                                                                 (2.7) 

The second part of the likelihood in Eq.(2.2) and (2.3), P(w|H1) or P(w|H2) can be 

calculated by considering the statistical overlap theory (SOT)1. Using this approach, a prior 

probability for the existence of a certain peak in a certain location follows the Poisson 

distribution:  

P(w|𝐻1) = P(w|𝐻2) = P(w) =
𝜆𝑛𝑤𝑒−𝜆

𝑛𝑤!

𝑓

𝑧𝑛𝑤

                           (2.8) 

Note that in this formulation we have modified the classical definition of the Poisson 

distribution (
𝜆𝑛𝑤𝑒−𝜆

𝑛𝑤!
) with the term (

𝑓

𝑧𝑛𝑤

), which is used as normalization factor (see below). 

Note also that in this definition we have made explicit the independence of P(w|H1) or 
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P(w|H2) on H1 or H2. In this equation, nw refers as before to the number of peaks considered 

in the model case w,  is the mean of the distribution, znw is the number of model cases 

sharing the same value of nw and f is a normalization factor: 

𝑓 =
1

∑ (
𝜆𝑛𝑤𝑒−𝜆

𝑛𝑤!
  

1

𝑧𝑛𝑤
)𝑊

𝑤

                                         (2.9) 

Where W is the total number of model cases. Note that in Eq.(2.8) the term 
𝑓

𝑧𝑛𝑤

 is 

added to make sure that the sum of the probabilities of all w model cases sum up to 1, i.e.  

∑ 𝑃(𝑤)𝑊
𝑤 = 1. This would not happen if this term is not present, since in our formulation we 

obviously propose the presence of a finite maximum number of peaks. The value of  in 

Eq.(2.8) and Eq.(2.9) is the average number of peak whose maximum can be observed within 

the window of interest, which becomes: 

𝜆 =
𝑁

𝑛𝑐
𝑛𝑐,𝑜                                        (2.10) 

Where N is the total number of peaks in a chromatogram, nc is the total peak capacity 

of the chromatogram and nc,o is the peak capacity of the window of interest. It is obvious 

from Fig.2.1 that nc,o is 4. On the other hand, according to Davis and Giddings, an optimal 

chromatogram with single-channel detector should show between 18% and 36% of its total 

peak capacity occupied (in case of random distribution of peaks)1, which implies that the 

ratio N/nc should be between 0.18 and 0.36. If mass spectrometry is available, this value 

should be smaller, since there is less chance that a single m/z is so ‘crowded’ (up to 36% of 

its space). We have chosen the value of N/nc = 0.05 in this work, which yields a =0.20. 

Obviously, different values of N/nc are possible, but they do not influence too much the 

results of the computation (see section 4 for the sensitivity of the computation to changes in 

N/nc). 
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 The prior odds in Eq.(2.1), P(H2), is simply the probability that no peak is centred 

inside the inner ellipse of Fig.2.1. This is equivalent to the value of the Poisson distribution 

for nw=0 with the mean of the distribution being N/nc, multiplied by a normalization factor f’: 

P(H2) = 𝑒(−𝑁 𝑛𝑐⁄ )𝑓′                                                                                                            (2.11) 

The fact that we have chosen the mean of the distribution to be N/nc arises from 

considering the average number of peaks that can be found inside the inner ellipse of Fig.2.1. 

Similarly to Eq.(2.8) this value is 
𝑁

𝑛𝑐
𝑛𝑐,𝑒 where nc,e is the peak capacity of this inner ellipse 

and it is obviously equal to 1. In Eq.(2.12) the normalization factor f’ becomes 

𝑓′ =
1

∑
(𝑁 𝑛𝑐⁄ )𝑘  𝑒−(𝑁 𝑛𝑐⁄ )

𝑘!
𝐾
𝑘=0

                (2.12) 

Where K is as defined above, the maximum number of peaks present in the 

observation window for all model cases w. Finally, P(H1) =  1 − P(H2) since both 

hypotheses are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. One should note here that our framework 

to calculate the priors is based on the Statistical Overlap Theory and the Poisson distribution. 

However, this might not be always the case. A study conducted in an attempt to justify 

Statistical Overlap Theory by the use of thermodynamic properties and distribution of 

compounds has indicated that Poisson distribution does not always apply30. In addition, other 

studies have also indicated the benefit of using other distributions (e.g. uniform, normal, 

gamma, power-law) to describe complex mixtures (especially in chromatograms showing 

some kind of structure) 31, 32. In any case, we assume that the Poisson distribution is the most 

universal one in case of fully randomness and will be tested here. Moreover, adaptations to 

include other distributions should be straightforward. 
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2.3 Experimental 

Apparatus & Samples 

U-HPLC Settings 

U-HPLC was performed on a U-HPLC Accela system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San 

Jose, CA, USA), with a 2.1 mm × 150 mm UPLC BEH-C18 column, and 1.7 mm particles 

(Waters). Pump setting (‘Solvent A’ 2 mM NH4 Formate in H2O+20 µl/L formic acid and 

‘Solvent B’ MeOH: H2O 95:5 2 mM NH4 Formate in H2O+20 µl/L Formic acid) was set at a 

constant flow rate of 300 µl/min with A:B being 50:50. Sample injection volume was 5 L. 

The U-HPLC was directly interfaced to a single stage Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Exactive, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

Orbitrap Mass Spectrometer Settings 

Heated Electrospray interface (HESI): operating in positive mode (ESI+), Data 

acquisition: between m/z 100 and m/z 1000, Resolving power: 50.000 (FWHM), Scan time: 

0.5 s, Spray voltage: 2800 V, Capillary voltage: 47.5 V, Capillary temperature: 250 ˚C, 

Sheath gas flow: 19 arbitrary units, Auxiliary gas flow: 7 arbitrary units, Instrument 

calibration: externally, prior to sequence by infusion of calibration solution (m/z 138 to m/z 

1822) containing caffeine, MFRA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala), ultramark 1621, acetic acid in 

acetonitrile/methanol/water (2:1:1, v/v) (Sigma-Aldrich). 

Sample 

The sample used contains standards of 205 organic compounds that are used as 

flagged substances during toxicological analysis at RIKILT (Netherlands food safety research 

institute).  
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Software  

All functions for the algorithm were developed on MATLAB Version: 8.2.0.701 

(R2013b) with Bioinformatics and Statistics Toolbox and implemented on an Alienware 

AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 7 

Professional Operating System Desktop computer.  

2.4 Results and Discussion 

Method Performance 

In order to illustrate the performance of the algorithm in different situations, a 

representative region of the chromatogram described in the experimental section (the area of 

retention times between 660 and 700, and m/z values between 387 and 393, see Fig.2.2) was 

selected to test the algorithm. This region included regions of chemical noise, 

chromatographic peaks and instrumental noise. Once the region is selected, the algorithm was 

applied to each point found within this region, obtaining the posterior probability according 

to Eq.(2.1) at each experimental point. The computation time to calculate the posterior 

probability at each data point is around 0.003 seconds.   
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Figure 2.2 Part A: 3D representation of ‘Region of Interest Data Point’ and ‘Posterior 

Probability’. Blue dots correspond to experimental points, whereas red dots correspond to 

posterior probability. The scale of the experimental chromatogram has been adapted to allow 

the overlay of the probability values. Experimental data has been meshed to facilitate visual 

representation. Parts B, C and D depict zoom in regions of Part A. 
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Fig.2.2A depicts the results of the posterior probability for the region studied. The 

values of the intensity (normalized to the values between 0 and 1) are also overlaid. In order 

to facilitate the 3D display of the picture, a mesh plot that interpolates between the data 

points is included. One should note, however, that the mesh plot is used for representation 

purposes only and it is not used at all in the computations. The region chosen contains 3529 

experimental points. Fig.2.2B depicts a zoomed-in representation of the chromatographic 

peak region between 388 and 388.15 in the m/z dimension and between 673 and 703 seconds 

in the time dimension. As can be seen, all the data points that are affected by the 

chromatographic peak have obtained a probability for H1 of 1. On the other hand, as soon as 

a data point appears too far away from the chromatographic peak, the posterior probability 

suddenly falls to zero indicating the end of the chromatographic peak region. Fig.2.2C is a 

zoomed-in illustration of the region between 388.21 and 388.28 in the m/z and between 670 

and 703 seconds in the retention time dimension. The region appears to be chemical noise, 

but there are what seem to be several embedded Gaussian-like peaks within such noise, as the 

oscillations detected in the time dimension seem to suggest. The ability for the model to 

capture this intuition is depicted in Fig.2.2C. Data points from either short or large peaks 

equally obtain a high probability for H1. On the contrary, a threshold based algorithm that 

would attempt to avoid noisy region by an arbitrary intensity threshold would have clearly 

missed the data points from the short peaks as in the right region of Fig.2.2C. Fig.2.2D 

depicts what is more clearly a chemical noise region. In that case, almost no point is 

considered being affected by a chromatographic peak. However, the algorithm is assigning 

posterior probabilities of 1 for some of the experimental points. These points with a posterior 

probability of 1 are those potentially affected by somewhat Gaussian-shaped peak. This 

illustrates the algorithm's capability to find peaks that are even almost entirely embedded in a 

chemical noise that would normally be impossible to identify by visual inspection. However, 
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the posterior probability is not necessarily a definitive indication of existence of a peak, but 

rather an indication that there exists a potential peak that could further be explored. The 

sensitivity of the model to easily recognize Gaussian-like distributions could be its strength in 

cases where our analysis is highly sensitive to loose of information. 

One should note here that a posterior probability of 1 is, in theory, not possible. This 

is because the posterior probability is only asymptotic to the value of 1. However, 

computational round-off errors can yield values of 1 in practice. The way to interpret this 

result is that we are almost certain that such point is affected by a chromatographic peak, 

given the background information (which contains the peak model, the noise level, the level 

of saturation of the chromatogram and, in general, any information needed to calculate this 

probability). It can occur, with the current mass spectrometer that the detector is registering 

an isolated signal, with no intensities registered within a 4σt × 4σm window. This spike 

would, however, produce a high value of probability according to Eq.(2.12) due to the over-

fitting of the model (with only 1 data point). To avoid this situation, the algorithm is designed 

to automatically assign a posterior probability value of 0 whenever such cases occur.  

The computation time of the algorithm might, however, be problematic. A 1-hour 

chromatogram with high-resolution MS (like the one studied here), takes 16-hours to be fully 

processed. In this article, we present two approximations (see Supporting Information) that 

reduce this time to around 7-hours (with the first approximation) and 1.5-hours (with the 

second approximation). On the other hand, these approximations carry out around 7% and 

10% of error. 

Robustness of the Model for Different Parameters 

Changes with N/nc  

We have tested our algorithm's robustness against changes in the prior distributions or 

in the nuisance parameters. The first parameter we tested is the N/nc value, used in both the 
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calculation of P(w) in Eq.(2.8) and the calculation of P(H1) and P(H2). As indicated, N/nc is 

an expression of how ‘crowded’ the chromatogram is a priori. A value of 0.05 (indicating 5% 

of the total peak capacity has been occupied) was taken in the results section. This might be 

ambiguous, as the user may not know this number a priori. We tested the algorithm with N/nc 

values varying between 0.01 and 0.5 with 0.05 increments. For this comparison, the same 

data region mentioned on results section is used. The difference between the posterior 

probability of all the results and the posterior probability obtained with N/nc=0.05 was 

computed. 

Fig.2.3A depicts these differences in posterior probabilities for H1. The data points 

are sorted in such a way that the differences appear from the lowest value to the highest. An 

increase in N/nc always increases the posterior probability of H1, and vice-versa. As can be 

seen, differences are however very subtle. This means that the algorithm is robust against 

changing values of N/nc, so the user does not need to be too concerned when this value is not 

accurate. The reason for this is because the likelihood ratio plays a significant role in the 

Bayesian formulation of Eq.(2.1), making the posteriors quite insensitive to changes in the 

priors.  
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Figure 2.3 Part A: Deviations of the posterior probability when changes in N/nc are induced, 

respect to the nominal value of N/nc = 0.05. Data points are sorted from the most negative 

deviation to the most positive. Part B: Deviations of the posterior probability when changes 

in n are induced, respect to the nominal value of n= 103. Data is sorted in the same way as 

in Part A. 
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Changes with 𝛔𝐧   

The same type of study described in changes with N/nc section was performed for 

changes in noise standard deviation, σn. This parameter appears in Eq.(2.6) and (2.7). For this 

case, a value of σn = 1000 was considered to be the reference for this particular data region. 

Comparison was made between posterior probabilities obtained using σn = 1000 and several 

other values (σn=7, 14, 35, 70, 140, 350, 700, 1400, 3500, 7000, 14000, 35000, 70000). As 

can be seen (Fig.2.3B), the differences in the posterior probability were not very large, unless 

the values of noise were several orders of magnitude different from the correct value. There is 

a clear trend in the data when the values of noise change. For example, when the value of σn  

decreases respect from the accepted value, the posterior probability increases, and the reverse 

effect is observed when σn  increases. This makes sense, since an increase in σn makes the 

algorithm to be more ‘unsure’ about experimental points that otherwise would be affected by 

a peak. However, note that the algorithm is quite robust against dramatic changes in σn. For 

example, a 1000% increase in the noise value caused only 15% of the experimental points to 

obtain significantly different posterior probability while as 100% decrease resulted in only 

0.2% of the experimental points to obtain significantly different values.   
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Figure 2.4 Part A: Deviations of the posterior probability when changes in t are induced, 

respect to the nominal value of t = 3sec. Data points are sorted from the most negative 

deviation to the most positive. Part B: Deviations of the posterior probability when changes 

in m are induced, respect to the nominal value of m= 0.005. Data is sorted in the same way 

as in Part A. 
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Changes with 𝛔𝐭 or 𝛔𝐦 

We also tested the algorithm’s robustness against a change in σt and σm. For the case 

of σt, 3 seconds was estimated to be the average standard deviation describing majority of the 

Gaussian peaks width in the time dimension. The purpose of this analysis was to check the 

impact in the results when deviations from σt = 3 (i.e. the ideal value) occur.  We tested 

values of σt  from 1 up to 6 (with 0.5 seconds increment). 

As can be observed from Fig.2.4A, a 67% decrease in σt (from 3 to 1) resulted in only 

6% false negatives and 3% false positives (blue line, Fig.2.4A). Similarly, a 100% increase in 

σt from the reference value (from 3 to 6), resulted in only 5% false positives and 1% false 

negatives (red line, Fig.2.4A). These results are logical since a large decrease or increase in 

the assumed peak width causes a significant lack of fit, and therefore the algorithm starts to 

fail calculating the appropriate probability. The trend in the result shows that, lower and 

higher estimation of σt resulted in the highest false negatives (6%) and false positives (5%), 

respectively.  

In a similar fashion, the robustness of the algorithm was also tested by deviating the 

input parameter of σm from the reference value (0.005 m/z), which describes the Gaussian 

peak width in the m/z dimension. Values between 0.001 and 0.01 with 0.001 increments were 

used. Once again, results shown on Fig.2.4B indicate that the errors observed due to these 

deviations are small.  An 80% decrease of σm from the reference value (from 0.005 to 0.001) 

resulted in only 3% false negatives and 2% false positives (blue line, Fig.2.4B). On the other 

hand a 400% increase in σm resulted in 9% false positives and 3% false negatives.  The trend 

in the result shows that, higher estimation of σm resulted in the highest false positives (9%).  
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Bayesian 2D Peak Detection vs. Existing Threshold-Based Methods 

To our knowledge, there are no methods that fully exploit the raw LC-MS data with 

its multidimensionality and give a probabilistic result in a similar fashion as the Bayesian 

method proposed in this paper. However, the performance of our algorithm was compared 

with currently existing threshold-based algorithms. We selected XCMS27 and MZmine28 

software for comparison, as these packages are the most widely used. As the data used for 

this work consists of raw data, we selected the use of the MatchedFilter algorithm29 for 

XCMS and 2D GridMass22 for MZmine. 
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Figure 2.5 Top view 2D representation of sub regions, of region of interest, for the purpose 

of illustrating distinctive (A, B, C, and D) and potential (E and F) elliptical features. In all 

cases, experimental data has been meshed to facilitate visual representation. 

 

One should note that any comparison between a Bayesian and a frequentist (i.e. 

threshold-based) model is difficult, since they outline two ways of thinking. The former, 

weights the data according to the probability of being potentially useful, whereas the latter 
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acts as a filter, discarding parts of the data that cannot be analysed in a second step. In any 

case, in order to proceed with the comparison, we adapted the Bayesian framework to a 

threshold-based approach. The first step was to set up a threshold on the probability values: 

experimental points with posterior probability above 0.5 were considered as potentially 

affected by a chromatographic peak, whereas experimental points with posterior probability 

below 0.5 were discarded. As both XCMS and MZmine report on the number of peaks 

detected (not on the regions potentially affected by a chromatographic peak), we adapted our 

Bayesian formulation to provide this answer as well. To this aim, those regions in which the 

posterior probability was above 0.5 and could be clustered covering the peak width in time 

and m/z units were considered as a ‘peak’.  

Table 2.2 Parameter settings and features detected by all algorithms 

Algorithm Number of Detected Peaks in ROI Parameters used 

B2DPD 7 σt=3, σm=0.005, σn=103 

XCMS(MatchedFilter) 3 σt=3 

MZmine(MassGrid) 0 Min. height= 100 

m/z tolerance= 0.01 

Min. width (min)= 0.1 

Max. width (min)=0.5 

Smooth time & m/z=0 
* B2DPD: Bayesian 2D Peak Detection 

Table 2.2 shows the results of the comparison. MZmine, using the appropriate 

parameters for the algorithm as stated on reference22, was not able to detect any of the peaks. 

On the other hand, for the case of XCMS, MatchFilter peak detection algorithm incorporated 

in the software was able to detect 3 of the distinctive peaks. Those peaks were also identified 

by the proposed Bayesian method. On the other hand, MatchFilter algorithm was not able to 

identify the low abundant peaks as well as the potential peaks imbedded in a noisy region 

indicated (e.g. Fig.2.2C), that were identified by the Bayesian method. Figs.2.5A-F depicts a 

top view of the different regions. Peaks indicated in Figs.2.5A-C were not detected by 

MZmine, but detected by both the Bayesian approach and the XCMS software, and clearly 

indicate the presence of a distinctive peak. On the other hand, distinctive peak indicated on 
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Fig.2.5D was detected only by the Bayesian method. Fig.2.5E and F also show the potential 

of embedded peaks inside a noisy region. In both cases, XCMS and MZmine were not able to 

detect anything relevant, and these features were discarded. On the contrary, the Bayesian 

method indicated that parts of these regions were potentially affected by chromatographic 

peaks. Despite the fact that these regions might not necessarily be actual peaks, the Bayesian 

method weights them as potentially interesting. This is a fundamental difference between a 

threshold-based approach (providing a binary answer) and a probabilistic approach. Whereas 

the former discards data that cannot be reconsidered, the latter weights the data according to 

the probability value, still maintaining the possibility of using it in further pre-processing 

steps.  

2.5 Conclusion 

The use of Bayesian statistics in analytical chemistry is becoming a promising 

technique in many areas. One of the areas is peak detection, where (unlike the conventional 

binary, ‘yes’ or ‘no’ result applied by most existing algorithms), a probabilistic peak 

detection approach with Bayesian framework can offer a solution that allows the end user to 

incorporate the prior knowledge (s)he possesses with the probabilistic result to make the final 

decision. On the contrary, threshold-based approaches, delivering a binary answer are 

subjected to false positive and false negative results. The current algorithm has shown a 

promising result without any data pre-processing and/or filtering. Additionally, the method is 

not based on the use of any threshold, so the data is just weighted with a probability score 

that can be propagated into other processing steps, opposed to be discarded in the peak 

detection step. We were able to prove that the algorithm is able to incorporate naturally the 

statistical overlap theory from Davis and Giddings, and it is robust against changes/errors in 

the main parameters (noise in the signal and N/nc). 
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To implement the proposed method for an entire chromatogram, computation time 

might be an issue. However, the approximations presented (see Supporting Information) can 

reduce the computation time by a factor of 10, producing almost the same results, with only 

10% of error. It should be noted that 10% error however does not refer to 10% of features, 

but rather 10% of potential data points. Since the end user can make the final decision based 

on cluster of probabilistic results, a 10% loss of information distributed at different regions in 

the 2D space does not significantly affect the feature detection process.  

In comparison to currently existing algorithms, given the sensitivity of the Bayesian 

method to detect especially the low abundant peaks in raw high resolution LC-MS data, 

which usually have a higher biological or chemical significance, the Bayesian 2D peak 

detection can be used as a competitive feature detection algorithm. 

2.6 Supporting Information 

Speeding Up the Computation Method 

The goal of this supporting information is to describe an approximation to the 

algorithm presented in the paper, showing a reasonable computation time. The application of 

the algorithm describe in the paper for the region of interest (depicted in Fig.2.2) with 3529 

experimental points, with a retention time window of 36 seconds and m/z window of 8 

Dalton, took 11 minutes. In addition, the value of K (maximum number of peaks that can 

affect the point of interest) in Eq.(2.8) could also exponentially increase the computation time 

needed. In this particular case, we have estimated maximum peak of K=1 to be sufficient to 

contemplate for the number of peaks affecting the point of interest for an extracted dataset at 

any given time. Although the computation time needed for a certain region as the example 

given above is feasible, the time needed for the analysis of the entire LC-MS dataset is 

significantly large (ca. 16h). For that reason, we developed an alternative (but approximate) 
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method that speeds up the computation time, which we called ‘Two-dimensional nearest-

neighbour interpolation’ and ‘One-dimensional nearest-neighbour interpolation’.  

Two Dimensional Nearest Neighbour Interpolation 

The method takes into consideration all the values of the retention time in the region 

of interest, but the algorithm will down-sample the m/z dimension only, analyzing data points 

that are at least 2σm Dalton apart. This means that approximately only half of the 

experimental points will be considered for analysis. After selecting those data points, the 

algorithm calculates the posterior probability as described in theory section. The result (for 

these selected experimental points) is then used as an input for the interpolation function. 

This interpolation estimates the probability for the rest of the experimental points that were 

not considered in this first step but do exist within the region of interest. This method is 

developed with the strict motivation that, if enough evidence is picked up for any data set, a 

reasonably sound interpolation can be conducted for all experimental points existing with 

only a minimum risk of getting false results.  

The way the data is interpolated is performed as depicted in Fig.2.6. The interpolation 

process starts by considering only those experimental points that obtained a probability of 0.5 

or above with an assumption that this data points have higher chance of being affected by a 

chromatographic peak. Next, the algorithm will sort the selected data points in ascending 

order of the m/z values, and iteratively check if the distance between any given two 

consecutive m/z values is less than or equal to 4σm. If this criterion is fulfilled, the range 

between the registered time (time1 and time2) of the two consecutive m/z values in question is 

considered. If the range in time is less than or equal to 4σt, a single chromatographic peak is 

assumed with potentially the beginning and the end of the m/z values picked up during the 

2σm jump. With this assumption, every point registered in the raw data which lies between 

time1 and time2, and between the two consecutive m/z values in question, will automatically 
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be assigned a posterior probability computed as an average of the posterior probabilities of 

the two nearest points (in m/z) for which the experimental P(H1) has been calculated. Note 

that these two nearest points are potentially the limits of a peak. To contemplate for cases 

when this is not true, posterior probability for data points from the raw data found on the left 

side of the minimum m/z at time1 and on the right side of the maximum m/z at time2 value 

are calculated using the original method (theory section), until a posterior probability of less 

than 0.5 is obtained (Fig.2.6). On the other hand, when either the 4σt or the 4σm criterion is 

not fulfilled, the presence of more than one compound is assumed. In this case, there could be 

more than one scenario. The first one assumes the two consecutive registered experimental 

points coming from two adjacent (but fully separated) chromatographic peaks without 

sufficient amount of data points selected during the 2σm jump. The second scenario assumes 

at least two partially overlapping chromatographic peaks, with the m/z values considered 

above being less than or equal to 4σt apart. In all scenarios (unimodal or bimodal peak), to 

avoid unnecessary assumption with limited evidence, it is safer to calculate the posterior 

probability experimentally (using the method described in theory section) for experimental 

points not included in the 2σm jump subset, but found on the right and at the left side of both 

the m/z values in question. As in the previous case, this is done in an iterative manner until a 

posterior probability of < 0.5 is obtained (Fig.2.6).  

With this method, the computation time is diminished by more than a half (from 11 to 

4 minutes), compared with the original method. Fig.2.7A illustrates the differences between 

the result obtained with the original method (theory section) and the interpolation method 

making use of the same data region (Fig.2.2) used in previous sections. Out of 3529 

experimental points, 258 points obtained different results by this approach in comparison to 

the estimated ground truth result (σn = 1000, N/nc = 0.05) obtained by the original 

method that is confirmed by visual inspection (Fig.2.2). Hence, there the algorithm yielded 
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~7% error. The reason for this difference in result is due to the lack of all necessary 

information for a proper interpolation. Obviously, diminishing the aggressiveness of the 

down-sampling (for example to a jump less than 2σm) will dramatically improve the 

performance with some cost in computation time. In this case, we found 2σm jump as a 

reasonable balance between acceptable error and reasonable computation time.  

Out of the total 7% error, 221 results were false negatives and only 37 were a false 

positive, which shows that false negatives are more prevalent than false positives. An in-

depth observation of different results obtained with the 2D interpolation and original method 

reveals that the errors are concentrated in only few areas of the data set, in which very narrow 

chromatographic peaks (less than preset 4σt) and very few registered points by the mass 

spectrometry are found. In these areas, the 2σm down sampling will not acquire enough 

evidence (miss the peaks) for an accurate interpolation process.  
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Figure 2.6 Flow chart illustration of 2D nearest neighbour interpolation  

One Dimensional Nearest Neighbour Interpolation of Centroid Experimental Points 

The second alternative proposed to minimize significantly the computing time 

consists of the analysis of the centroided m/z values of the raw data.  The first step of this 

approach consists of converting the raw spectrum registered at each retention time to a peak 
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list. To this aim, we made use of the peak detection algorithm incorporated in the Matlab 

Bioinformatics toolbox (mspeaks), which makes use of a wavelet approach33-36. In this way, 

the values of centroided spectrum are flagged and become the raw data subset to be 

considered in the next steps. Next, the posterior probability for each of these points is 

calculated. A one-dimensional (m/z) interpolation (using nearest-neighbour method) is then 

calculated for the rest of the experimental points in the region of interest that were not in the 

initial peak list.  

For the same region of interest (Fig.2.2), the computation time required with this 

approach is significantly lowered from 11 minutes to 1 minute and 20 seconds. Comparing 

this result with the result obtained using the original method (theory section), out of 3529 

experimental points, 366 (10%) obtained a different result. Out of the 366, 215 (59%) were 

false positives while as the rest (151 points) were false negatives (Fig.2.7). In addition, since 

the centroiding step does not always manage to pick up the centre of the peak (due to non-

symmetrical nature of some peaks), the errors observed were scattered from different areas in 

the dataset. For that reason, and since the information used during the 1D interpolation is 

only coming from the m/z dimension, the false positive rate is increased at different areas of 

the dataset. 

Comparison of 1D and 2D Interpolation Techniques  

When the errors obtained with both interpolation methods were compared, it turned 

out that 1/3 of the errors found in both methods corresponded to the same data points. Indeed, 

105 of the errors corresponded to the same data points (out of the 366 errors observed in the 

1D interpolation and the 258 errors observed with the 2D interpolation). Errors that solely 

belong to either of the methods proposed, 261 and 153 for the 1D and 2D methods, 

respectively, were inspected in detail. For the case of the 1D methods, 68 (26%) of the results 

were false positives and 188 (72%) were false negatives. On the contrary, for the 2D method 
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case, 8 (5%) and 145 (95%) were false positives and false negatives, respectively. Both 

approaches have their own benefits and difficulties. In cases where computation time is the 

main aim, the use of the 1D interpolation would be advised. However, a comparison of the 

posterior probabilities obtained with several replicates of the same samples could be used as a 

control for the false positives, discarding out inconsistent results while the user still benefits 

from significantly reduced computation time. On the contrary, for highly sensitive cases 

where the risk of false negatives should be avoided (for example toxicology analysis), the 

two dimensional interpolation technique is the optimal solution, as both the false positive but 

specially the false negative rates are significantly reduced with minimal risk of missing a 

compound of interest. However, in targeted screening (when the compounds are known) the 

use of the original method (theory section) without any interpolation could be applied since 

the screening can be performed on a limited range of data points. 
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Figure 2.7 Part A: 2D nearest neighbour interpolation error.  Part B: 1D nearest neighbour 

interpolation error 
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As part of forensic Toxicological investigation of cases involving unexpected death of 

an individual, targeted or untargeted xenobiotic screening of post mortem samples is 

normally conducted. To this end, liquid chromatography (LC) coupled to high resolution 

mass spectrometry (MS) is typically employed. For data analysis, almost all commonly 

applied algorithms are threshold-based (frequentist). These algorithms examine the value of a 

certain measurement (e.g. peak height) to decide whether certain xenobiotic of interest (XOI) 

is present/absent, yielding a binary output. Frequentist methods pose a problem when several 

sources of information (e.g. shape of the chromatographic peak, isotopic distribution, 

estimated m/z, adduct, etc.) need to be combined, requiring the approach to make arbitrary 

decisions at sub-step levels of data analysis. 

In this chapter we introduce a novel Bayesian probabilistic algorithm for toxicological 

screening. The method tackles the problem with a different strategy. It is not aimed at 

reaching a final conclusion regarding the presence of the XOI, but it estimates its probability. 

The algorithm effectively and efficiently combines all possible pieces of evidence from the 

chromatogram and calculates the posterior probability of the presence/absence of XOI 

features. This way, the model can accommodate more information by updating the 

probability if extra evidence is acquired. The final probabilistic result assists the end user to 

make a final decision with respect to the presence/absence of the xenobiotic. The Bayesian 

method was validated and was found to perform better (in terms of false positives and false 

negatives) than the vendor supplied software package.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Nowadays, forensic science, i.e. the use of science and technology to answer 

questions related to criminal investigations, is of crucial importance to support decisions 

taken in legal matters.  Forensic science covers a wide range of expertise, out of which 

analytical chemistry and associated techniques are making a significant contribution to 

forensic casework to assist the criminal justice system1. As part of forensic investigation of 

unexpected death of individuals, toxicology screening of post-mortem samples is conducted 

by analytical toxicology laboratories in forensic institutes and medical facilities. This 

procedure normally requires very robust and sensitive analytical methods due to the 

variability and complexity of the samples and the need to identify and quantify compounds of 

interest at trace levels2-5. 

For the purpose of identification and quantification of foreign (xenobiotic) chemical 

substances in a post-mortem sample, the application of liquid chromatography (LC) coupled 

to mass spectroscopy (MS or MSn) or tandem mass spectroscopy (MS/MS) has become one 

of the commonly used approaches6-7. It is estimated that nearly 70% of everyday samples in 

the toxicological laboratory are handled by LC2. In addition, the coupling of mass 

spectrometry to LC has revolutionized toxicological analysis allowing the combination of 

chemical identification and quantitative trace analysis of analytes in highly complex 

biological matrices in a single method.  

In forensic toxicology, the compounds involved in clinical or forensic cases are often 

unknown. Therefore, general screening for identification of toxicologically relevant 

compounds in biological matrices is an important part of the procedure. The basic workflow 

in xenobiotics screening of post-mortem samples involve; peak detection, identification of 

suspected or unsuspected drugs or metabolites, and quantification to determine a potential 

drug-related or drug-induced fatality8. The method of choice in analytical toxicology depends 
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on the problems to be solved. In order to enhance the level of identification, chromatographic 

columns with different selectivity and mobile phases with different pH can be combined9-10. 

After positive identification of potential xenobiotic compounds, typically, final confirmation 

and/or quantification is obtained through the use of tandem mass spectroscopy (MS/MS). 

With respect to data analysis, all current approaches for targeted screening in 

toxicology are frequentist (threshold-based) methods. In other words, the algorithms examine 

the value of a certain measurement (e.g. peak height) to decide whether a given compound is 

present or not. This means that the algorithms yield a binary output (‘the xenobiotic is 

present’ or ‘The xenobiotic is absent’)11-13. Frequentist methods pose a problem when several 

sources of information (e.g. shape of the chromatographic peak, isotopic distribution, and 

estimation of the m/z values) are combined to determine the presence/absence of a 

xenobiotic. This requires arbitrary decision making at various levels14-16. It is difficult to 

combine evidence when applying a threshold method in order to arrive at a conclusion 

regarding the presence/absence of a compound. Besides this problem, a frequentist 

(threshold-based) approach does not inform the user about the probability of a xenobiotic 

being present, but rather shows a binary answer, and guarantees a probability for the type-I 

and type-II errors in assumption that the hypothesis is true. This is the result of how the 

frequentist approach works, i.e. it computes how likely it is to obtain such a data or more 

extreme under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true (usually described as p-value). 

This output is contrary to what is commonly needed by the researcher, which is to answer the 

question ‘how probable it is for the hypothesis to be true given data collected’. 

In regards to improving sensitivity and specificity in compound identification, some 

proposals have already been put forth17-22. However, the proposed methods are frequentist 

(threshold-based) and hence they face the same basic problems described above. For 

example, all the methods involve (in one way or the other) a premature decision making at 
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several points throughout the data analysis process that leads to error propagation. Vergeynst 

et al.18 took these drawbacks into account and proposed a better solution (multivariate 

approach using p-value) in comparison to previous publications. This work, however, still 

lacks the ability to answer the real question of how likely the hypothesis is true or false. In 

addition, it also does not fully exploit the raw LC-MS data as the methodology does not allow 

the combination of all available evidence (peak-shape, obtained values of tR and m/z, 

information from adducts, isotopic patterns, etc.) when considering the various scenarios in 

one model. Furthermore, almost all existing algorithms are strictly dependent on the input 

parameters provided by the user, and they significantly affect the sensitivity and specificity of 

the analytical method. 

We hereby propose a novel Bayesian method to solve the problems mentioned above, 

with several advantages. First, it allows us to merge different sources of evidence in an 

elegant way to provide a single answer. Second, contrary to the threshold-based method, it 

does not provide a binary answer regarding the question whether the peak of a xenobiotic 

compound is present or absent, but it rather calculates the probability of features of 

xenobiotic being present. An additional advantage of this approach is the ability to update 

probabilities using Bayes’ theorem when extra evidence is made available (e.g. tandem 

MS/MS information), which can be easily taken into account and incorporated in the 

calculation. Furthermore, contrary to the threshold based approaches in which the final result 

is too dependent on user input parameters, with the method proposed here, a Bayesian 

learning algorithm have been incorporated which utilizes users input parameters ‘a priori’ to 

arrive at more precise estimates of these parameters.  

3.2 Theory 

For a given xenobiotic of interest (XOI), with expected retention time (τe ) and m/z 

(μe) (of the most abundant isotope), the algorithm begins the screening process by extracting 
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all necessary data points from the LC-MS dataset around the expected retention time, τe and 

the expected m/z value, μe. For this step, in addition to the two known parameters, the user is 

required to define three additional input parameters: σt, σts, and N. σt refers to the standard 

deviation (i.e. ¼ of the average peak width) of the Gaussian chromatographic peak in the 

retention time dimension (in seconds) and σts is the expected retention time shift that occurs 

due to retention time variation in the LC system, expressed as a standard deviation (in 

seconds). Finally, N refers to the number of isotopes the user is interested for the algorithm to 

search. Other parameters, like the peak width in the mass/charge dimension, measured in 

standard deviation units (σm), for any given peak in the m/z dimension, can be estimated by 

making use of the calibration data of five compounds with 118-1562 m/z range, and therefore 

the user does not need to define it. Using these information, a straight-line regression of σm 

as a function of m/z can be fitted, and the σm at any value of m/z can be computed. 

Once all necessary initial parameters are set, every data point belonging to the region 

τe  ± (2σt + 4σts) and μe ± 2σm within the two dimensional data space will be extracted for 

the most abundant isotope of a given XOI (Fig.3.1), as well as for all N isotopes considered. 

To simplify the explanation, we will first discuss the formulation using one isotope and then 

we will extend the discussion for N isotopes. 
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Figure 3.1 Graphical representation of data points extraction from region of interest. 
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Figure 3.2 Part A-E Graphical representation of data points for isotopic peak features of 

bromperidol extracted from region of interest. Mesh is overlaid only for visual illustration 

purposes. Part F Graphical representation of observed isotopic pattern for bromperidol (τe= 

448.86sec and μe= 422.0957). The expected isotopic pattern is overlaid.  
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in a pre-step of the algorithm, the values of τe, σt and σts  for a given XOI are updated into 

τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗ . This updating step is performed using Bayesian statistics. Details on the 

algorithm to perform this updating step can be found in the supporting information. In the 

end, the values of τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗ , as well as μe and σm, are used to extract the data. Similarly 

as before, every data point belonging to the region τe
∗ ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ ) and μe ± 2σm from the 

two dimensional space for N number of isotopes will be extracted. This region is organized in 

consecutive scans from the mass spectrometer. This means that, at each scan (or acquisition 

time), a full spectrum is obtained. Therefore, the data can be structured as follows: t={t1, t2, 

…, tt, …, tT} are the acquisition times covering the full τe
∗ ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ ) region; mt={mt,1, 

mt,2, …, mt,m,…, mt,M} are the m/z values for the tth acquisition time, covering at least the 

μe ± 2σm range; and It={It,1, It,2, …, It,M} are the intensity values corresponding to this 

acquisition time and m/z values. As the values of m/z for which intensity is obtained are not 

the same in consecutive scans, there is no common m/z axis for the different scans. In other 

words, the value of M (the maximum number of m/z values) depends on t. We will use the 

index j to point to an arbitrary tt – mt,m pair, and we will consider a total number of J points in 

the region of interest. This will constitute the data, D, of the Bayesian formulation explained 

below. The hypotheses considered in the Bayesian formulation are as follows:  

H1: Isotopic peaks corresponding to the xenobiotic of interest are present 

H2: Isotopic peaks corresponding to the xenobiotic of interest are not present 

One should note here that we formulate the hypotheses in terms of the presence and 

the absence of signals (peaks) corresponding to the XOI. Thus, there is an important 

distinction here between ‘H1: The xenobiotic of interest is present’ from ‘H1: Isotopic peaks 

corresponding to the xenobiotic of interest are present’. The first option includes in H2 the 

possibility that isomers or other compounds (sharing the same or similar m/z and retention 

times) are present, forcing the user to calculate the prior probability of isomeric species being 
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present. The second option (adopted in this work) restricts our search to features or peaks 

corresponding to the xenobiotic of interest. In fact, this formulation includes inside H1 the 

possibility that isomers (or other compounds) sharing retention times, m/z values and isotopic 

patterns could be present. In this way, we avoid the complex calculation of the priors in H1 

and H2. This is in line with the screening objective of the method (opposed to be a 

confirmatory analysis). As both hypotheses are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, P(H1) +

P(H2) = 1. Additionally, we can formulate Bayes' theorem in its odds form: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(D|H1)P(H1)

P(D|H2)P(H2)
                                                                                                        (3.1) 

Both P(H1|D)  and P(H2|D) on Eq.(3.1) are posterior probabilities, P(H1) and P(H2) 

are the prior probabilities estimating the prior knowledge we have before taking the evidence 

into account, and  
P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
 is the likelihood ratio. On Eq.(3.1), D is the evidence which 

represents the extracted data described above. This data can be further split into more specific 

evidences. In this particular case we will describe three pieces of evidence, namely E1, E2, 

and E3.The first evidence (E1) will be used to check whether the LC-MS data extracted 

contains features that resemble a chromatographic peak and a m/z peak around τe and μe, 

respectively. The second evidence (E2) is in fact the observed m/z value of the isotope in 

question, used to check whether such observed value (μo) is within the acceptable range from 

the expected m/z (μe) . The third evidence (E3) consists of information from the relative 

peak heights of the different isotopes of a molecule, and it will be used to check whether the 

observed isotopic relative heights (ro) for a certain number of isotopes (N), show the 

expected pattern (re) . Fig.3.2 is an example depicting an actual data with a perfect case 

scenario for bromperidol (τe= 448.86sec and μe= 422.0957), where all pieces of evidence for 

the five isotopic features investigated contain compelling information for all pieces of 

evidence (E1, E2, E3).  
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In order to reach the final posterior probability, P(H1|D) and P(H2|D), indicated on 

Eq.(3.1), the computation involves consecutive updating of our prior knowledge by making 

use of the three pieces of evidence (E1, E2, E3) as follows: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(E3, E2, E1|H1)×P(H1)

P(E3, E2, E1|H2)×P(H2)
=

P(E3|H1,, E1, E2)

P(E3|H2, E1, E2)
×

P(E2|H1, E1)

P(E2|H2, E1)
×

P(E1|H1,)

P(E1|H2,) ×
P(H1)

P(H2)
   (3.2) 

by making all three evidences independent, we obtain: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(E3, E2, E1|H1)×P(H1)

P(E3, E2, E1|H2)×P(H2)
=

P(E3|H1,)

P(E3|H2)
×

P(E2|H1)

P(E2|H2)
×

P(E1|H1,)

P(E1|H2,)
×

P(H1)

P(H2)
                    (3.3) 

The computation of each term of Eq.(3.3) is given below. 

Computation 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐇𝟐) 

The term P(H1) from Eq.(3.2) and (3.3) refers to the prior probability of finding a 

chromatographic peak at a random location within the limits μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗. This 

further refines the definition of H1 and H2. According to this definition, H1 becomes ‘Isotopic 

peaks corresponding to the xenobiotic of interest are present within μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗ 

limits’. The formulation of H1 assumes randomness in peak location in the chromatographic 

space which can be described by a Poisson distribution23. The same concept expressed on 

Eq.(3.12-3.14) of a previous work24 can be employed as follows: 

P(H1) =
λe−λ

λe−λ+e−λ
                                                                                                                  (3.4) 

P(H2) = 1 − P(H1)                                                                                                              (3.5) 

On Eq.(3.4), λe−λ + e−λ in the denominator refers to the normalizing constant to 

make sure that the two probabilities, P(H1) and P(H2), add up to 1. λ refers to the average 

number of peaks within the space μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗. This value can be estimated as 

follows: 

λ =
θ

nc
nc,o                                                                   (3.6) 
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On Eq.(3.6), θ is the total number of peaks that could be found in the whole LC-MS 

space, nc is the peak capacity of the system, nc,o is the peak capacity of the space comprised 

within μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗. It is obvious (if a peak spans 4σm and 4σt
∗ in both m/z and time 

dimensions) then nc,o is ¼. On the other hand, the ratio 
θ

nc
 expresses how ‘crowded’ the 

chromatogram is. In this work, we will use a value of 0.05, which makes λ 0.0125. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟐) 

As for the calculation of P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2), the algorithm contemplates the 

possibility of a multivariate Gaussian peak (in both time and m/z dimensions) centered 

anywhere within the extracted dataset. The presence of chemical noise as well as base-line 

drifts is considered. This philosophy is similar to a previous publication24 and it is accounted 

for by marginalizing P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2) over several peak models (pi) as follows: 

P(E1|H1) = ∑ P(E1, |pi, H1)P(pi|H1)n1
pi∈H1

= ∑ (∏ P(εj,pi
|pi, H1)

J
j=1 )P(pi|H1)n1

pi∈H1
        (3.7) 

P(E1|H2) = ∑ P(E1, |pi, H2)P(pi|H2)n2
pi∈H2

= ∑ (∏ P(εj,pi
|pi, H2)J

j=1 )P(pi|H2)n2
pi∈H2

        (3.8) 

On Eq.(3.7) and (3.8), n1 and n2 refers to the number of models supporting H1 and 

 H2, respectively, pi refers to a given model, and εj,pi
refers to the jth residual data point, once 

the pi model has been fitted (explained below). To further explain the marginalization step 

applied, it's worth mentioning the mathematical model formulated to fit the extracted data to 

an arbitrary model pi. As we have demonstrated on our previous work24, a mathematical 

model that can sufficiently represent all characteristics of a given LC-MS data can be 

formulated as follows: 

ŷj,pi
= a + btj + c exp (−

1

2
(

mj−μcn,pi

σm
)

2

) + d exp (−
1

2
(

mj−μm,pi

σm
)

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

tj−τpi

σt
)

2

)   

                      (3.9) 
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Eq.(3.9) is a simplification of Eq.(2.5) in chapter two, since it only takes into 

consideration the presence of one peak. This is possible since the extracted data is narrow 

enough to accommodate only one peak. More complex formulations are possible, but 

allowing only one peak simplifies our formulation and the computation time significantly. On 

Eq.(3.9), mj and tj are the experimental values of m/z and time at which the signal is modeled; 

a, b, c, and d are fitted parameters of the model, and j is a specific experimental point inside 

the region of interest. The baseline in the chromatographic dimensions is represented by a 

straight line function (a + btj); the presence of a chemical noise at μ
cn,pi

 is modelled by the 

term c exp (−
1

2
(

mj−μcn,pi

σm
)

2

), and the peaks is represented by a Gaussian in both dimensions, 

centered at the m/z value of μ
m,pi

 and at the retention time of τpi
, d exp (−

1

2
(

mj−μm,pi

σm
)

2

) ×

exp (−
1

2
(

tj−τpi

σt
)

2

). 

On Eq.(3.9), every model considered (pi) will hypothesize a specific μ
m,pi

 and τpi
 as 

the central location of a peak corresponding to a specific isotope of XOI, and μ
cn,pi

 as the 

central location of a chemical noise that gives a possible Gaussian peak in the m/z dimension. 

All the parameters of a given model (a, b, c, and d) will be estimated by least square fitting of 

the extracted unfolded dataset. After obtaining the parameters for each model pi, the 

difference between the predicted intensities ŷj,pi
and the experimental intensities yj for all 

observed m/z and retention times inside the ROI is calculated, and referred to as residuals, 

εj,pi
. For parameters obtained by least squares fitting as the maximum likelihood solution, by 

definition, residuals are assumed to be independent and normally distributed with standard 

deviation, σψ. Therefore, the left-hand side term inside the sum of Eq.(3.7) can be calculated 

using Eq.(3.10) as follows: 
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P(E1|pi, H1) = ∏ P(εj,pi
|pi, H1)J

j=1 = ∏
1

√2πσψ
exp (−

1

2
(

εj,pi

σψ
)

2

)J
j=1                                  (3.10) 

For the case of H2, the same equation can be applied, but obviously for different pi 

models. The value of σψ can be approximated by inspecting a peak-free area of the 

chromatogram and calculating its standard deviation from the mean. The probability of a 

given model, P(pi|H1), which appears on Eq.(3.7) is calculated as follows. First, the exact 

center of the peak location in the time dimension is contemplated. The probability of a 

possible shift in the peak centre from the expected value is supposed to be normally 

distributed, centred at τe
∗  with standard deviation σts

∗  . The same holds for the m/z dimension 

where shift of the peak centre are normally distributed, centred at μe with standard deviation 

σm. Intuitively, the standard deviation of peak centre shift in the m/z dimension is less than 

the actual MS detector error resulting in the Gaussian distribution. Regardless, a more lenient 

approach was chosen by adopting σm as the standard deviation of the probability distribution 

reflecting the uncertainty in peak centre in the m/z dimension. The combined probability can 

be expressed as follows: 

P(pi|H1) = α ∫
1

σm√2π
e

−
1

2
(

μ−μe
σm

)
2

dμ
μpi

μpi−1
∫

1

σts
∗ √2π

e
−

1

2
(

τ−τe
∗  

σts
∗ )

2

dτ
τpi

τpi−1

                                    (3.11) 

Where  is: 

α =
1

∑ ∫
1

σm√2π
e

−
1
2

(
μ−μe

σm
)

2

dμ
μpi

μp(i−1)
∫

1

σts
∗ √2π

e
−

1
2

(
τ−τe

∗  

σts
∗ )

2

dτ
τpi

τp(i−1)

n1
pi∈H1

                                                (3.12) 

Note that P(pi|H1) follows a Gaussian distribution in both dimensions (m/z and time). 

The closer the location of the model to the expected retention times (τe
∗) and mass (μe), the 

higher the value of P(pi|H1). On Eq.(3.11), α as defined on Eq.(3.12) is a normalization 

constant ensuring that ∑ P(pi|H1)n1
i = 1. Every model (pi) supporting H1, hypothesizes a 

peak. Therefore,  μpi
 and μp(i−1)

 refers to any two consecutive peak centers in the m/z 
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dimension for peak models pi and p(i−1). Similarly τpi
 and τp(i−1)

 refer to any two 

consecutive peak centres in the retention time dimension for peak models pi and p(i−1). In 

this case, we define peaks belonging to H1 (pi ∈ H1) if they are within μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗, 

and belonging to H2 otherwise. 

For the calculation of P(pi|H2) we should marginalize over two possibilities, as there 

are models that contemplate the absence of peaks, and others that contemplate the presence of 

peaks centred outside the μe ± σm and τe
∗ ± σt

∗ limits. Obviously, models contemplating no-

peak, do not have the term d exp (−
1

2
(

mj−μpi

σm
)

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

tj−τpi

σt
)

2

) on Eq.(3.9) (only 

chemical noise and base-line drift, and only base-line drift). In order to accommodate this 

assumption, we marginalize over the parameter w (which represents the number of peaks in 

the model): 

P(pi|H2) = β[P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2) + P(pi|w = 1, H2)P(w = 1|H2)]             (3.13) 

Where: 

P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2) =
1

n2,0
(e−λ)               (3.14) 

P(pi|w = 1, H2)P(w = 1|H2) =
1

n2,1
(λe−λ)              (3.15) 

β =
1

∑ P(pi|w,H2)P(w|H2)1
w=0

                                                                                                  (3.16) 

On Eq.(3.13), the first part, P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2), is the probability of a 

model supporting H2 and contemplates no-peak that can be calculated as indicated in 

Eq.(3.14), while as the second part, P(pi|w = 1, H2)P(w = 1|H2), is the probability for those 

models supporting H2 and contemplates a peak that can be calculated as indicated in 

Eq.(3.15). 
1

n2,0
 and 

1

n2,1
 are normalizing factors for both case scenarios where, n2,0 and n2,1 

are the number of models contemplating no-peak and a peak, respectively. Similarly as 

before,  is a normalization factor ensuring that ∑ P(pi|H2)n2
i = 1. 
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Given the formulation to calculate the likelihood for a given isotopic feature of XOI, 

expanding the approach for N number of isotopes is straightforward. We will use the variable 

n to refer to the isotope number in descending order of abundance: the most abundant isotope 

corresponds to n=1, the second most abundant isotope corresponds to n=2 and so on. In 

practice, it is possible that the data for a certain isotope is not observed. In order to 

accommodate for this, the final step in the likelihood calculation contemplates different case 

scenarios that can be encountered in regards to the number of isotopes observable (usually 

dependent on the concentration of XOI). This consideration is accounted for by marginalizing 

P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2) over parameter c (referring to the combination of isotopes 

considered). For example, if the user inputs the value 3 for N (the maximum number of 

isotope of interest for XOI), c would include a set of possibilities that takes into account only 

the most abundant isotope (c=1), the two most abundant isotopes (c=2), and the 1st, 2nd, and 

3rd most abundant isotopes (c=3=N). This way, each case scenario can be weighed with its 

probability:  

P(E1|H1) =  ∑ {∏ [∑ (∏ P(εj,pi,n
|pi,n, H1)J

j=1 )P(pi,n|H1)n1
pi,n,c∈H1

]c
n=1 }N

c=1 P(c|H1)         (3.17) 

P(E1|H2) =  ∑ {∏ [∑ (∏ P(εj,pi,n
|pi,n, H2)J

j=1 )P(pi,n|H2)n2
pi,n,c∈H2

]c
n=1 }N

c=1 P(c|H2)         (3.18)  

 The quantity P(εj,pi,n
|pi,n, H1) corresponds to the likelihood of the residuals (as 

calculated in Eq.(3.10) for isotope n. Note that c governs the number of isotopes 

contemplated (as mentioned above). Observing 1 isotope corresponds to c=1, observing 2 

isotopes corresponds to c=2, and so on (up to c=N). In Eq.(3.17) and (3.18), we have 

assumed independence of the pieces of evidence for each isotope. P(c|H1) and P(c|H2) refer 

to the chance of observing c isotopes given H1 or H2. As this quantity depends on the 

concentration of the XOI and this is unknown, we will assume total ignorance, and model this 

probability using Poisson distribution as follows: 
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P(c|H1) = (
γce−γ

c!
) f                                                                                                            (3.19) 

f =
1

∑
γce−γ

c!
N
c=1

                                                                                                                        (3.20) 

In Eq.(3.19), γ refers to the average number of isotopes for a given XOI, f refers to the 

normalization factor as indicated in Eq.(3.20), and the rest of the parameters are as defined 

previously.  The estimation of γ, the average number of isotopes encountered, is estimated by 

considering the natural isotopic abundance of the molecule25. Given this distribution,  

becomes the number of isotopes in which the cumulative abundance of the isotopic 

distribution gets above 0.9. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟐) 

We will define E2 as the observed m/z value for a given isotopic feature n of XOI 

(μo,n) calculated as the average of the first moments obtained from each acquisition time. To 

simplify the discussion, we will consider only one isotope first, and we will extend the 

equations for several isotopes in a later stage. For an isotope n, the computation of the 

observed value o,n is done in two steps. First, the first moment of the m/z values within the 

limit μe,n ± 2σm for a given acquisition time t is computed: 

μt,o,n =
∑ mt,m It,m

M
m=1

∑ It,m
M
m=1

                          (3.21) 

Where mt,m and It,m are, as defined earlier, the m/z values and the intensity of the mth 

m/z, at a given acquisition time t. M refers to the maximum number of m/z data points 

registered within the limits μe ± 2σm for a given acquisition time t. In a second step, the 

average of μt,o,n over all retention times (within the limit τe
∗ ± 2σt

∗
) is computed as follows: 

μo,n =
∑ μt,o,n

T
t=1

T
                                                                                                                   (3.22) 

Where T refers to the total number of acquisition points within the specified limit, as 

defined earlier. Assuming that P(E2|H1) follows a normal distribution we obtain: 
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P(μo,n|H1) =
1

σmo,n√(2π)
e

−
1

2
(

μo,n−μe,n
σmo,n

)
2

                                                                               (3.23) 

 In Eq.(3.23), σmo,n is the standard deviation for the distribution of mo,n which can be 

estimated as the propagated error taking the MS instrument error for each data point into 

account. Details of such approach can be found on reference26.  

On the other hand, the calculation of P(E2|H2) is done considering a flat distribution 

for all the possible m/z values not corresponding to XOI. Hence, the value of P(E2|H2) is 

constant and it is equal to 
1

4σm
. Finally, if the user takes into account more than one isotopes 

(up to N), and marginalizing over the different possibilities in the number of observable 

isotopes (represented by the parameter c as discussed previously), the likelihood for E2 can 

be formulated as follows: 

P(E2|H1) =  ∑ [∏ P(mo,n|H1)c
n=1 ]P(c|H1)N

c=1                                                                   (3.24) 

P(E2|H2) =  ∑ [∏ P(mo,n|H2)c
n=1 ]P(c|H2)N

c=1                                                                   (3.25) 

In Eq.(3.24) and (3.25),  P(c|H1) and P(c|H2) are calculated according to Eq. (3.19) 

and (3.20). 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟐) 

The third evidence E3 refers to observed isotopic relative heights ro={ro1, ro2, …, roN}  

for a certain number of isotopes (N). ro is calculated using the cumulative relative heights of 

every Gaussian peak feature observed in the spectrum at each retention time: tt={t1, t2, …, tt, 

…, tT}. P(E3|H1) is calculated using error propagation, as it will be discussed later on. 

In order to estimate isotopic relative heights {ro1, ro2, …, roN}, first the peak heights of 

all Gaussian features observed (due to MS detector error) at every acquisition time t, for N 

number of isotopes are estimated. In order to do that, the following mathematical model is 

fitted to all data points at each acquisition time tt for N isotopic features: 

ŷt = af,t + cf,texp [−
1

2
(

mt−μt

σm
)

2

]                                                                                        (3.26) 
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In Eq.(3.26), af,t, μ
t,

, and cf,t are the parameters to be optimized by nonlinear least 

squares fitting, mt as defined previously refers to all registered m/z values {mt,1, mt,2, …, 

mt,m,…, mt,M}  at acquisition time tt, and σm is as defined previously. Here, the fitted 

parameter cf,t (corresponding to the Gaussian peak height) and its corresponding fitting error 

σCf,t
, are values of interest and therefore  collected for each acquisition time, for N isotopes. 

Given the collected parameters, the relative height of a Gaussian feature for a given isotope at 

acquisition time t can then be calculated as follows: 

ro,t =  
Cf,t

∑ Cf,t
N
n=1

                                                             (3.27) 

In Eq.(3.27), all the parameters are as defined previously. The propagated error, σro,t , 

for each computation is estimated by applying error propagation theory. After obtaining the 

relative heights of all Gaussian features, at every acquisition time, for N number of isotopes, 

the final cumulative relative height for a given isotopic feature can be calculated by as 

follows: 

ro =  
∑ ro,t(

1

σro,t 
2 )T

t=1

∑ (
1

σro,t 
2 )T

t=1

                                                                                                              (3.28) 

In Eq.(3.28), T is the total number of acquisition points (scan) for the isotopic feature 

n, and ro is the final relative isotopic feature height obtained as a first moment (weighing 

each relative heights at each acquisition time by its corresponding propagated error). On the 

final step, P(𝐫𝐨|H1) is calculated assuming a multivariate Gaussian distribution for the 

deviation of observed isotopic relative height (𝐫𝐨), if any, from the expected values, 𝐫𝐞: 

P(ro|H1) =
1

√(2π)K|Σ|
e[−

1

2
(𝐫𝐨−𝐫𝐞)TΣ−1(𝐫𝐨−𝐫𝐞)]

                                                                         (3.29) 

In Eq.(3.29) Σ refers to the variance-covariance matrix computed via error 

propagation. re refers to the expected relative isotopic heights (in accordance to the natural 

abundance of elements of the compound). The need for using a multivariate probability 
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distribution emerges from the fact that the relative heights estimation for each isotopic feature 

is no longer independent. For the case of P(𝐫𝐨|H2), a value of 1 as constant is applied.  

Finally, in a similar fashion as described in previous sections, to be able to 

contemplate the different case scenarios that could exist in the number of observable isotopic 

features (contingent on the concentration of XOI), a parameter c (as defined previously), is 

introduced to the likelihood and marginalized as follows: 

P(E3|H1) =  ∑ P(𝐫𝐨,𝐜|H1, c)N
c=1 P(c|H1)                                                                            (3.30) 

P(E3|H2) =  ∑ P(𝐫𝐨,𝐜|H2, c)N
c=1 P(c|H2)                                                                            (3.31) 

Adduct as an Evidence 

It is a common phenomenon that certain ions have tendency to be ionized with 

specific adducts. Further details on this notion can be found elsewhere27, 28. This occurrence 

can thus be considered as a probability problem rather than deterministic. Therefore, the user 

is not required to input a specific adduct as a search criteria, but instead the algorithm can 

search for all possible scenarios simultaneously (marginalize over the parameter indicating 

the adduct). In order to implement this approach into the Bayesian formulation, a new 

parameter a can be introduced, indicating the adduct. This is introduced in the likelihood of 

all three evidences. For the case of H1, the formulation for all three steps can be presented as 

follows: 

P(E1|H1) =

 ∑ ⌊∑ 〈∏ {∑ [∏ P (Dεj,pi,n,c,a
|pi,n,c,a, H1)J

j=1 ] P(pi,n,c,a|H1)n1
pi,n,c,a,H1

} P(Ic,a|H1)N,c
n=1 〉N

c=1 ⌋ P(a|H1)A
a=1   

                                                                                                                                            (3.32) 

P(E2|H1) =  ∑ {∑ [∏ P(mo,n,c,a|H1)N,c
n=1 ]P(ca|H1)N

c=1 }P(a|H1)A
a=1                                     (3.33) 

P(E3|H1) =  ∑ [∑ P(ro,c,a|H1, c)P(ca|H1)N
c=1 ]A

a=1 P(a|H1)                                                (3.34) 
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 The probability P(a|H1) from Eq.(3.32-3.34) refers to the prior probabilities for any 

given adduct to ionize a given XOI (e.g., hydrogen ion, ammonium ion, sodium ion, etc.), 

and A is the total number of types of adducts considered. For this particular work, the prior 

knowledge about such affinity of a give XOI for a specific adduct was implemented by 

assuming total ignorance, and thus a flat prior probability for P(a|H1) was assumed: 

P(a|H1) =
1

A
. However, if more precision is needed, this probability could be estimated 

experimentally by looking at a large number of datasets and observing the adduct affinity for 

each compound. In this way, the frequency of occurrence (the phenomena of being ionized), 

could be adopted as prior probability  

 Finally, a similar formulation for different adducts was used for H2, resulting in 

P(a|H2) =
1

A
 as well. 

3.3 Experimental 

Materials and Methods 

Chemicals 

Acetonitrile and Formic acid were from Biosolve (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands), 

Ammonium Formate from Fluka (Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands) and Ethanol from Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany).  Water was generated by an Elga Pure Lab Ultra System (Veolia, 

Ede, The Netherlands). 

Reference standards were purchased from LGC standards (Middlesex, UK), Ceriliant 

(Texas, USA), Sigma-Aldrich (Zwijndrecht, Netherlands) and Lipomed (Weil am Rhein, 

Germany) and dissolved in Methanol, Ethanol or Acetonitrile. The stock solutions were 

combined to five solutions in methanol, approximately 35 compounds per solution. The 

combined solutions were further diluted with methanol to spiking solutions. A 5 mM Purine 

and 2.5 mM HP-921 solutions were purchased from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, 
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USA). Whole blood was collected from a male volunteer in 4 ml BD Vacutainer tubes (New 

Jersey, USA) containing 20 mg Sodium Fluoride and 150 U Sodium Heparine. 10 mM 

Ammonium Formate and 0.05% Formic Acid in Water (eluent A) and 0.05% Formic Acid in 

Acetonitrile (Eluent B) were used for chromatographic separation of the compounds. The 

Lockmass solution was prepared by adding 2.2 ml Purine and HP-921 to 500 ml 

Acetonitril/Water (90:10, v/v) 

Instrumentation 

The chromatographic system consisted of an Agilent 1290 Infinity LC system with a 

Waters HSS T3 150 x 2.1 mm 1.8 µm column (Milford, USA) thermostatted at 60˚C. 

Gradient elution was used for the chromatographic separation at a flow rate of 0.5 min/min. 

The following gradient was used: 1% B holding for 0.5 min ramping to 50% B over 7.5 min, 

ramping to 95% B over 4 min and subsequently holding for 1 min. The flow rate was then 

ramped to 0.8 min/min for 1 min in order to clean the column after which the gradient 

returned to the initial setting and stabilized for 1.3 min. 

Detection was done with an Agilent 6230 ToF accurate-mass spectrometer equipped 

with a Jet Stream ESI source in positive mode using nitrogen gas.  The following ToF setting 

were used: Gas Temp 320 ˚C, Gas Flow 8 L/min, Nebulizer 35 psig Sheath Gas temp 375 ˚C, 

Sheath Gas Flow 11 L/min, VCap 3500 V, Nozzle Voltage 100 V, Fragmentor 150 V, 

Skimmer 65 V and Octopole RF 750 V. The Lock mass solution was introduced to the ToF 

using a 10 ml Hammilton syringe and an infusion pump at a flow rate of 7 µl/min. 

Sample Preparation 

A 135 µl aliquot (Human whole blood) was spiked in duplicate with a volume of 15 

µl of varying spiking solutions. After spiking the whole blood samples were left on the 

benchtop for 15 min at room temperature. 300 µl Acetonitril/Ethanol/ Formic Acid 

(90:10:0.1, v/v/v) was added and mixed briefly on a vortex. The samples were placed for 5 
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min in an ultrasonic bad after which the samples were vortexed for 5 min on a vortex at 2000 

rpm. The samples were then centrifuged at 4000 rpm and the supernatant was transferred to 

an amber colored maximum recovery vial (Waters). 

Data Acquisition 

Sample extracts were prepared daily and were analyzed on five different days over a 

period of one month. 2 µl was injected on the UPLC-ToF system. Profile spectra were 

obtained at an acquisition rate of 2.5 spectra/sec and a mass range of 75 to 1100 amu. The 

acquired spectra were corrected on the fly using the Lockmass solution (121.050873 amu for 

Purine and 922.009798 amu for HP-921). 

Validation Data 

In order to validate the Bayesian method developed, a dataset of 100 LC-MS (ToF) 

chromatograms were used. The validation samples were obtained as follows; a human whole 

blood sample was spiked with one of five different groups of xenobiotics at two different 

concentrations of xenobiotics, namely the minimum required performance level (MRLP) and 

tenfold the MRLP. Each spike-in sample also had a duplicate which resulted in a total of 100 

chromatograms. As each sample that resulted in a specific chromatogram was only spiked 

with a specific set (group) of xenobiotics taken from a total of 523 xenobiotics, screening all 

chromatograms for all 523 xenobiotics allowed the estimation of a cumulative true positive 

and false positive rates using by using all 100 datasets.  

Software 

Bayes-ToxScreen 

All functions for the algorithm and GUI were developed on MATLAB Version: 

8.2.0.701 (R2015a) with Bioinformatics and Statistics Toolbox and implemented on an 
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Alienware AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit 

Windows 7 Professional Operating System Desktop computer. 

MassHunter 

For comparison purposes with the newly developed Bayesian method, the acquired 

data was also processed with Agilent Masshunter B 6.00 using the following settings: 

Extraction Data Format: Profile;Chromatogram Peak height (counts) >= 500; MS spectrum 

Peak height (counts) >= 100; Isotope spacing tolerance (m/z): 0.0025; Isotope spacing 

tolerance (ppm): 7; Retention Time Tolerance: 0.1 min ; MS integrator: Agile; Expected 

retention time: + 0.3 min; Relative Mass Tolerance: 10 ppm; Single ppm width: 20 ppm; 

Reject score threshold: 25. 

3.4 Results and Discussion  

Validation and Method Performance 

 For the validation data set described in the experimental section, a specific spike-in 

sample will be coded as GxDyRz  , where x, y, and z refer to the group of samples used for 

spiking the sample, the day of analysis, and replicate number, respectively. In addition, the 

two different concentrations used (MRLP and 10xMRLP) will also be referred to as ‘low’ 

and ‘high’, respectively. Such type of validation data was chosen to test the algorithms 

capability to detect xenobiotic features during presence of a biological matrix, retention time 

shifts and wide range of concentrations.  

In addition to the main goal (check the sensitivity and specificity of the Bayesian 

method developed) using the validation datasets described in materials and method section, 

the results were also compared with the vendor supplied software (Agilent-MassHunter 

package). Therefore, all datasets were screened for 523 xenobiotics (list of compounds for a 

routine screening) with both our newly developed method ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ (using input 
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parameters: σt = 2sec, σts = 3sec, N = 3) and ‘Mass Hunter’ (using parameters settings as 

stated in the experimental section). Screening the 100 datasets with 523 xenobiotics consisted 

of 3,220 checks for xenobiotics that are known to be present and 49,080 checks for 

xenobiotics known not to be present in the samples. The average computation time required 

by ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and ‘MassHunter’ to screen for 523 xenobiotics and give a 

probabilistic and a score based output for a single LC-MS chromatogram is ~5 and ~2 

minutes, respectively. In parallel computing, it took ~4 hours to screen all 100 datasets using 

the Bayesian approach. As both methods provide results with two different way of thinking 

(MassHunter as threshold-based filter and Bayes-ToxScreen as probabilistic weight), in order 

to compare the results obtained, adaptation of a reasonable threshold for the Bayesian 

approach was necessary. Therefore, given all the possible threshold candidates, for Bayes-

ToxScreen (0.2-1) and MassHunter (20%-100%), a ROC-curve was constructed by 

calculating true positive rates (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR) at each threshold level. 

Fig.3.3A-C depicts a region in the ROC-curve for all samples (A), for ‘low’ concentration 

(B), and ‘high’ concentration (C) where both software packages (Bayes-ToxScreen and 

MassHunter) perform the best. In should be noted that, in this context (forensic toxicology 

screening), false positives are preferred instead of false negatives (it is desired not to miss 

compounds at the expense of falsely flagging non-existing compounds). Therefore, taking 

into account that the concentration of the spiked-in xenobiotics are at an MRLP/10xMRLP, 

results with sensitivity below 90% are not of interest. As can be observed from the curve 

where both software attain this criterion, it is clear that the Bayesian approach can achieve a 

higher level of sensitivity for both concentration levels, compared to the vendor-supplied 

software package. 
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Figure 3.3 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicting the true positive and 

false positive rates observed by Bayes-ToxScreen (blue line) and MassHunter (red line) using 

different thresholds. Part A: For all samples. Part B: For ‘low’ concentration samples. Part 

C: For ‘high’ concentration samples   

3.5 Conclusion 

A novel and robust Bayesian algorithm for toxicology screening has been introduced. 

This new method implies a paradigm shift in the way data is treated in the laboratory. Instead 

of using a frequentist-approach method, based on a threshold, a probabilistic (Bayesian) 

method is proposed. Contrary to frequentist approach, which discards (i.e. eliminates) 

information in subsequent steps, Bayesian approach analyses the information as a whole, and 

all the evidences (Gaussian shape of a peak, retention time, encountered m/z, isotope ratios, 

adducts, etc.) are elegantly incorporated in a single equation. The proposed approach has 

been validated on a large dataset fulfilling several important criteria to mimic real case 

scenarios. Furthermore, the Bayesian method developed (Bayes-ToxScreen) was compared 

with the instrument vendor software package (MassHunter) 28. Although the Bayesian method 

A

CB
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with the currently developed mathematical tools and software requires more time to process 

the data (~5 min vs. ~2 min for MassHunter per dataset), our work shows that the 

probabilistic approach can yield a significant gain in sensitivity (reduced number of false 

negatives) whilst maintaining specificity (consistently low number of false positives) when 

compared to the common threshold approach applied at the Netherlands Forensic Institute29.  

3.6 Supporting Information 

Parameter Learning Algorithm  

As discussed in the previous section, taking into account the complexity of analytical 

systems, it will not be possible for the user to be able to make an exact prediction for the 

input parameters, τe, σt and σts. Rather, an approximate value is expected to be given 

(experimentally estimated value for the case of τe). If however, the search area of τe is too 

large, the algorithm is going to be time consuming. Therefore, given these input parameters, a 

Bayesian learning algorithm has been developed.  

The objective of the algorithm is to calculate the posterior probability distribution for 

 and . To this end, starting with a prior distribution, it considers the data to calculate the 

posterior. The algorithm starts by extracting all data points within τe  ± (2σt + 4σts) and 

μe ± (2σm) window for the most abundant isotope of xenobiotic of interest (XOI) in the two-

dimensional chromatographic space. This will constitute the data (D) that will be used in the 

Bayesian formulation in Eq.(3.1). In order to calculate the posterior distribution, the 

algorithm calculates the likelihood for all possible parameters less than or equal to the given 

values and implements the initial parameters as a prior (details below). For example, if the 

user inputs a value of 5 seconds for σt, all possible values from 1 second up to 5 seconds are 

initially considered potential values for the appropriate parameters. Similarly, for τe, given 
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the uncertainty in the retention time shift reflected by the inflated input parameter σts, all 

acquisition points within the τe ± 4σts window are potential candidates for peak location.  

Bayesian Formulation  

To contemplate all the possible scenarios within region of interest (ROI), a set of 

exhaustive combinations of  σt and τe is created. In order to choose the appropriate 

combination of parameters, the posterior probabilities for all possible candidates are 

calculated. The calculation can be expressed using Bayes’ theorem as follows: 

P((τe
∗ , σt

∗)i|D) =
P(D|(τe

∗ , σt
∗)i)×P((τe

∗ ,σt
∗)i)

∑ P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)×P((τe
∗ ,σt

∗)
i
)Z

i=1

=
P(D|(τe

∗ , σt
∗)i)×P((τe

∗ )i)×P((σt
∗)i)

∑ P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)×P((τe
∗ )i)×P((σt

∗)
i
)Z

i=1

          (3.35) 

In Eq.(3.35), (τe
∗ , σt

∗)i is one possible combination of parameters, where 

P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) is the likelihood, P((τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) is the prior probability, and 

∑ P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) × P((τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)
Z
i=1  is the normalizing factor, where Z refers to the total 

number of parameter combinations considered.  Taking into account the independence of the 

two parameters (τe
∗

i
 depends on retention factor and σti

∗ depends on concentration of XOI), the 

prior probability in the formulation can be expanded as shown at the right hand side of 

Eq.(3.35). Here it should be noted that, in situations where the uncertainty in τe is wide 

enough to accommodate more than one peak feature, the exhaustive assessment should also 

take that into account.  

Likelihood Calculation 

In order to accommodate the assumption that there could be more than one peak 

features within ROI, a new parameter (p), representing number of peaks expected is 

introduced into the likelihood and marginalized as follows: 

P(D, p|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) = [P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, p1) × P(p1|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)] + [P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, p2) ×

P(p2|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)]                                                          (3.36) 
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In Eq.(3.36), P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, p1) and P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, p2) contemplates the probability of 

observing such a data, in assumption the given combination of parameters, and model are 

true.  Here, for a given combination of parameters, the probability of two case scenarios, 

either one peak feature (p1) or two peak features (p2) being present is contemplated as 

P(p1|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) and P(p2|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i), respectivily. In order to calculate these probabilities, the 

following mathematical model is fitted to ROI by least squares: 

ŷj,pi
= b0 + b1tj + ∑ c exp (−

1

2
(

tj−τe
∗

i,px

σti
∗ )

2

)2
x=1                                 (3.37) 

Given the fitted model parameters (b0, b1, and C) as the maximum likelihood 

solutions, by definition, the residuals of the least-squares fitting is assumed to be normally 

distributed with 0 mean and σψ standard deviation. The means to estimate σψ has already 

been discussed in the theory section of the manuscript. Therefore, the probability 

P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, px) in Eq.(3.36) can be calculated using a normal probability density function 

as follows: 

P(D|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i, px) = ∏ P (Dεj,pi
|(τe

∗ , σt
∗)i, px)J

j=1 = ∏
1

√2πσψ
exp [−

1

2
(

εj,px

σψ
)

2

]J
j=1             (3.38) 

The probabilities P(p1|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) and P(p2|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) in Eq.(3.36) can also be 

interpreted as a random peak(s) located at a random location within the chromatographic 

space. To calculate this probability, a simple modification of the formulation expressed in 

Eq.(3.14-3.16) can be implemented as follows: 

P(p1|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) = (e−λ)NF                                                                                                 (3.39) 

NF =
1

λ1e−λ+[λ2e−λ(
1

np2
)]

                                                                                                      (3.40) 

P(p2|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i) = 1 − P(p1|(τe
∗ , σt

∗)i)                                                                                (3.41) 

In Eq.(3.39), all the parameters are as defined for Eq.(3.14-3.16). The only difference 

here is that for this learning algorithm, one or two peaks are contemplated, opposed to 
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hypothesizing 0 or 1 peaks as in Eq.(3.9). Eq.(3.41) expresses the fact that the hypotheses are 

mutually exclusive and exhaustive, and therefore the normalizing factor NF (Eq.3.40) is 

needed. Similarly, since all models hypothesizing two peak features are also mutually 

exclusive, the term 
1

np2

 is implemented to make sure the probabilities add up to 1. 

Prior Calculation 

Referring back to Eq.(3.1), the probabilities P(τe
∗

i
) and P(σti

∗ ) refer to the prior 

probability in regards to the chosen combination of parameters. For the case of τe
∗

i
, the error 

is assumed to be normally distributed with mean τe and standard deviation σts(user defined 

uncertainty) which can be estimated using normal probability density function:     

P(τe
∗

i
)  =

1

σts√2π
e

−
1

2
(

τe
∗

i−τe 

σts
)

2

                                                                                               (3.42) 

On the other hand, for the case of P(σti

∗ ), taking into account the dependency of the 

parameter on concentration of XOI, which is totally random, it is assumed that σti

∗  follows a 

flat prior. 

Decision Making                

         Given the final posterior probability distribution obtained from all combination 

of parameters, the parameter combination that obtained the maximum a posterior (MAP) can 

be selected. Here it should be noted that if the model with the MAP happens to hypothesize 

for more than one peak feature within ROI, only the parameters describing the closest 

possible feature in relation to our prior knowledge is selected for the next computational 

steps. Regardless, the probability of the other feature to be accessed as well is an option. For 

this particular work, for the purpose of minimizing computational complexity, only the set of 

parameters with the maximum a posterior probability is chosen.   
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Workaround Computational Limitations 

Here, it is worth mentioning that computation power of computers could influence 

certain results. This computational drawback can be observed in the main computation of the 

algorithm which involves consecutive updating of the prior probability using three pieces of 

evidence. In scenarios where E1 happens to be compelling given the expected value the 

product P(E1|H1) × P(H1), is logically expected to be a high value. In such cases, numerical 

overflow (limitation of computer computing power, a number is rounded off to the nearest 

whole number) might occur (even if working on a logarithmic domain). When such cases 

occur, in the Bayes’ formulation expressed in Eq.(3.3), the consecutive evidences E2 and E3 

will not contribute to the final posterior probability. In order to circumvent this problem, the 

algorithm is designed to automatically avoid such numerical overflows by substituting 

probabilities of 1 with a constant (0.99) throughout the analysis step. This way, all pieces of 

evidence considered can be able to contribute to the final posterior probability without 

computational limitations. 

Bayesian Algorithm Precision 

By adopting a probability of 0.5 as a reasonable threshold from the ROC-curve, TPR 

and FPR was calculated from the screening results of the 100 validation data sets. For samples 

spiked with ‘high’ concentration, which accounts for 50% of the datasets, and each screened 

for 523 xenobiotics, all spiked xenobiotics in each sample were identified. For samples 

spiked with ‘low’ concentration however, results that showed at least 30% classification error 

for a given sample (accounting for at least 3 out of 10 datasets per sample, per concentration) 

were further investigated. Desalkylbuprenorphine is one xenobiotic that encountered such 

misclassification. Three isotopic features for Desalkylbuprenorphine, from G1D4R1 were 

investigated. In all three cases, the supposed misclassification can be attributed to signal 

suppression. Fig.3.4A-D depicts ROIs inspected for the isotopic features of 
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Desalkylbuprenorphine. Looking into all pieces of evidence (E1, E2, and E3) for the ROIs, it 

can be observed that, given the expected values (τe and μe), the first evidence (E1), appears 

to carry an information that is not in accordance to what is expected. The lack of strong 

evidence can be attributed to noise signal interference due to very low concentration of the 

XOI itself, and therefore, resulting in a minimal impact of E1 on the final  posterior 

probability. Similarly, for E2 two out of the three isotopes (including the most abundant 

isotope) searched had a m/z error greater than 5ppm, once again weighing down the 

evidential value of the information from ROI. Lastly, for E3, as indicated on Fig.3.4D, the 

isotopic features relative heights (ro) in comparison to the expected relative heights (re)  also 

carried an ambiguous information possibly due to interfering signal within ROI. As a result, a 

combination of all the evidential values of data points extracted from ROI resulted in a final 

posterior probability of 7.6661x10-21. Therefore, H1 was rejected based on the optimal chosen 

threshold. Similarly, for the rest of false negative (FN) results, with supervised assessment, a 

similar case (where a lack of compelling evidence) was observed to be the reason for 

rejection (results not shown). 

 In contrast to FN, the majority of false positive cases are due to one or more of the 

evidence having compelling information resembling what is expected, and as a result the final 

posterior probability is high. It should be noted that, in this particular experiment, the FP 

results are not only attributed to a random match of features, but also to possible 

contamination with the xenobiotic. Computationally, matching of data to the expected 

distribution will intuitively result in a higher value for the likelihood, and thus contributing to 

the final posterior probability. Such case can be illustrated by Fig.3.5A-D, where peak 

features for Disulfiram from G4D3R1 has been identified with a probability of 0.9, when in 

reality, samples of G3  is known to be free from this xenobiotic. Fig.3.5A-C indicates that all 

the ROIs for the isotopic features searched accommodate a peak within τe
∗ ± σt

∗ (inner time 
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window) in the time dimension and simultaneously within μe ± σm (inner m/z window) in 

the m/z, that resulted in a higher value for P(E1|H1). In addition, the mo for all isotopic 

features also possessed less than 5 parts per million error. As can be observed in Fig.3.5D, for 

E3, the observed isotopic relative heights (𝐫𝐨) and the expected (𝐫𝐞) are also perfectly 

matched resulting in a higher posterior value for P(E3|H1). Consecutively updating our prior 

probability with the evidence observed resulted in a final posterior probability of 0.9. An 

experienced chromatographer, after visual inspection to the figures, will conclude that a 

possible contamination with Disulfiram is very high. Regardless, since the ground truth is 

that G3 has not been intentionally spiked with the compound; such results were still 

considered as FP in the calculation.   
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Figure 3.4 Part A-C: Graphical representation of data points for isotopic peak features of 

Desalkylbuprenorphine extracted from region of interest. Mesh is overlaid only for visual 

illustration purposes. Part D: Graphical representation of observed isotopic pattern for 

Desalkylbuprenorphine. The expected isotopic pattern is overlaid.  

 

 Here it is worth mentioning that in real case scenario, there could be compounds 

naturally existing in a blank biological sample (biological sample known to be free of any of 

the xenobiotics), that could resemble one or more of the xenobiotic features routinely 

screened.  For this reason, screening result of blank biological sample can give a list of all 

possible candidate compounds with similar features as any given xenobiotic. This list can 

then be used to filter FP cases with supervision. For this particular work, taking into account 

FP cases with compelling evidence (similar to as discussed above) could also be attributed to 

contamination, as well as one of the main goals of this work was to develop a method that 
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generally avoids arbitrary threshold values (in which using the results from blank samples 

might require), it was decided not to apply the methodology and accept the final screening 

results as the ground truth for both software packages. The reader is however advised to take 

that into consideration for practical purposes.  

 
Figure 3.5 Part A-C: Graphical representation of data points for isotopic peak features of 

Disulfiram extracted from region of interest. Mesh is overlaid only for visual illustration 

purposes. Part D: Graphical representation of observed isotopic pattern for Disulfiram. The 

expected isotopic pattern is overlaid.  
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Bayes-ToxScreen vs. MassHunter  

 To further demonstrate the improvements achieved with the proposed method, critical 

analysis was made between the result obtained with the Bayesian approach and the 

commercial software package. For all cases (FP, and FN), since identical results obtained 

with both methods does not show difference in performance of the softwares, such results 

were not of interest so therefore were eliminated from the comparison set. From the 

remaining list of xenobiotics, each misclassification was investigated by looking into the 

ROIs for the xenobiotic in question. An example xenobiotic from the ‘high’ concentration 

category that has been repeatedly misclassified (eight out of ten cases) by MassHunter but 

was identified by Bayes-ToxScreen is Memantine. The xenobiotic was spiked in G5 samples. 

Fig.3.6A-D depicts ROIs for sample G5D1R1. From the figure, it’s clear that a peak feature in 

the ROI is present (P(E1|H1) is high). Similarly, the isotopic pattern of the observed features 

also appears to be compelling evidence compared to what is expected. However, for the case 

of E2, the observed m/z values (mo) for two out of three of the isotopic features consisted of 

an error greater than 10ppm. Therefore, the stringent threshold approach implemented by 

MassHunter package leads to a false negative result, regardless of the fact that the other 

pieces of evidence actually are present and compelling. On the contrary, the Bayesian 

approach carefully weights and elegantly combines all the available pieces of evidence 

corresponding to the XOI to give a final posterior probability without the need to make a 

decision at sub-step level. In addition, the arbitrary parameter (10ppm) referring to the 

window of acceptance in m/z error that is needed as an input parameter for MassHunter 

package is not of concern for the Bayesian approach. In the Bayesian method, as discussed in 

the theory section of the manuscript, error propagation theory is applied to keep track of the 

MS detector error for each data point that further propagates at every step of the computation. 

Therefore, the argument is that there will not be a need for an arbitrary assumption. Given 
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this precisely estimated propagated error, the observed m/z can also be weighed 

probabilistically without unnecessary stringent threshold.  

 The majority of the differences between the results of MassHunter and Bayes-

ToxScreen are due to similar reasons as described above. In addition, for the case of low 

abundant xenobiotics in which in most cases only the most abundant isotope is observed, 

threshold-based algorithm like the one implemented in MassHunter, are prone to reject the 

presence of the XOI in case not all the suspected isotopes are observed. Here it should be 

noted that such approach ignores the randomness of concentration level that any given 

xenobiotic in any random sample might have in reality. Thus, for this reason, such type of 

cases will result in a misclassification. On the contrary, with the Bayesian method proposed 

here, such case scenarios are also contemplated. Eq.(3.19) and (3.20) in the theory section 

presents such formulation. The other benefit the Bayesian method offers, which plays a 

significant role in the overall accuracy (sensitivity and specificity), is its capability to 

compute the appropriate computational parameters, using a Bayesian learning algorithm as 

discussed in previous sections. In contrast to threshold based approaches, highly dependent 

on a specific set of parameters defined initially by the user, the Bayesian method is flexible 

and gives the appropriate framework for statistical optimization. For example, intensity 

threshold played a significant role for the result obtained by MassHunter package. The 

majority of the low abundant compounds (‘low’ concentration) tend to be missed due to 

stringent intensity threshold set as a parameter. The setbacks of threshold based algorithms in 

general is that when intensity threshold is set too low, the FP rate unacceptably increases 

while improving on TP rate, while as when the threshold is high, the number of FN increases 

risking the miss of compounds actually present while improving on FP rate. This challenging 

aspect has been addressed with the threshold free Bayesian model presented here.   
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Figure 3.6 Part A-C: Graphical representation of data points for isotopic peak features of 

Memantine extracted from region of interest. Mesh is overlaid only for visual illustration 

purposes. Part D: Graphical representation of observed isotopic pattern for Memantine. The 

expected isotopic pattern is overlaid.  
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In this chapter, we introduce an automated, efficient and elegant model to combine all 

pieces of evidence (e.g. expected retention times, peak shapes, isotope distributions, 

fragment-to-parent ratio) obtained from LC-MS/MSMS data for screening purposes. 

Combining all these pieces of evidence requires a careful assessment of the uncertainties in 

the analytical system as well as all possible outcomes. To-date, majority of the existing 

algorithms are highly dependent on user input parameters. Additionally, the screening 

process is tackled as a deterministic problem. In this work we present a Bayesian framework 

to deal with the combination of all these pieces of evidence. Contrary to conventional 

algorithms, the information is treated in a probabilistic way, and a final probability 

assessment of the presence/absence of a compound feature is computed. Additionally, all the 

necessary parameters except the chromatographic band broadening for the method are 

learned from the data in training and learning phase of the algorithm, avoiding the 

introduction of a large number of user-defined parameters. The proposed method was 

validated with a large dataset and has shown improved sensitivity and specificity in 

comparison to a threshold-based commercial software package.  
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4.1 Introduction 

In many analytical laboratories, liquid chromatography (LC) coupled to mass 

spectrometry (MS) is one of the most commonly used techniques for compound screening1-5. 

Such a technique is currently being used in a wide range of fields, such as pharmaceutical, 

environmental, food, forensic, and material sciences6-10. Compared to gas chromatography 

coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS), which is limited to detection of 

volatile/thermostable compounds, LC-MS covers a wider range of compounds and provides a 

broad applicability11.  

For complex samples, coupling of MS with LC basically generates large amounts of 

second-order data, which requires sophisticated computational approaches to extract 

meaningful information12. This process allows detection and identification of compounds 

through reliable matching of parameters such as mass/charge, retention time, and/or isotopic 

patterns13. The general workflow in targeted compound screening of biological samples 

involves feature (peak) detection, matching of features to a library, confirmation, and 

quantification. Compound screening involves two distinctive steps in the data analysis 

pipeline, namely compound detection and compound identification14-16. Detection basically 

refers to the initial step aimed at defining interesting regions within the LC-MS space that are 

potentially allocating a peak signal, followed by matching the signal parameters with a list of 

known compounds with predefined features17-19,34. This feature matching process is, for 

example, the initial step implemented in targeted compound screening in most toxicology 

laboratories (forensic, food-safety)20. In general, detection is essentially the discovery of an 

analytical signal that does not correspond to noise or a blank, without decisive recognition of 

the true nature of the compound of interest15. Therefore, compound detection does not rule 

out the possibility that, what has been observed could also be coming from another 

compound sharing the same feature parameters. Due to compounds with similar feature 
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parameters, such challenging cases are usually apparent for complex biological samples 

encountered in routine analysis in most laboratories. In addition to the complexity of the 

sample, most currently existing algorithms depend on certain cut-off values to differentiate 

the signal generated by a compound from noise, which makes the methods applied vulnerable 

to discarding low abundant compounds too early in the data analysis pipeline. Due to this, 

complete confidence in identification of a compound is not possible, and in fact, transition of 

approaches from deterministic to probabilistic methods has been reported to aid in the 

confidence of identification21. In our previous work, we have successfully demonstrated a 

Bayesian framework for peak detection and compound screening in LC-MS22-23. The 

algorithms described outperformed some of the commonly used threshold (frequentist) based 

algorithms23.  

Once the features of a compound of interest (COI) have been detected, identification 

of the compound requires more compound specific information. Fragment ions provide this 

information. One of the most common techniques used for compound identification is 

targeted LC-MS/MS24, involving isolation of a precursor ion, fragmentation of that ion, and 

measurement of at least two specific precursor/product ion transitions. For non-targeted 

analysis, fragmentation is done through one or more additional scan events that are 

alternatively acquired with the full scan measurement without fragmentation. In case of one 

additional scan event, all ions from the entire mass/charge (m/z) range (e.g. m/z 100-1000) 

are fragmented (referred to as, e.g., all-ion-fragmentation). In case of multiple additional scan 

events, the m/z range is segmented in e.g. m/z 100-200, 200-300, 300-400, etc, which are 

fragmented in subsequent events, together still covering the entire m/z range (referred to as 

vDIA or SWATH). Further details on these approaches can be found elsewhere25-27. In 

general, the quality of the MS/MS data depends on experimental settings which besides the 

precursor-ion isolation width also include the collision energy. Therefore, the interpretation 
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of fragment ion spectra needs particular attention, especially when dealing with matrices of 

different complexity. Depending on the collision energy used to fragment the ions, a priori 

information of experimentally determined fragment feature parameters can be matched with 

the signal observed. Here, it is crucial to note that, even though the level of uncertainty in the 

compound identification can be significantly minimized by matching fragment patterns, there 

still remains the challenge of interfering fragment ions (with similar feature parameters 

emerging from isomeric or isobaric compounds), which could potentially lead to false 

positive results28-30. Identification of a COI through a probabilistic approach can measure 

such levels of uncertainty and this can be taken into account in the identification process. 

Basically, the probability of finding an isobaric compound should be estimated. This topic is 

beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed in this manuscript.   

In this work, an extension of the probabilistic framework developed for compound 

identification in forensic toxicology23 is presented. A Bayesian framework has been 

developed to include the ion fragment patterns as further evidence into one model. The 

method presented here reduces the dependency on user input parameters aiming at 

automation of the data analysis pipeline, as well as elimination of the need to set user 

threshold values as much as possible.  The algorithm is focused on identification of targeted-

compound peak features, which include retention times, peak shapes, isotopic ratios, m/z 

values observed, adducts, as well as fragment ions and relative heights between precursor and 

fragment ions. All this information is included in a Bayesian (probabilistic) framework, and a 

single probabilistic value reflecting the presence/absence of peak features is obtained. The 

method has been tested using data from food safety measurements as an example.  

4.2 Theory 

As it has been demonstrated in chapter two and three22-23, Bayesian statistics can 

elegantly combine different pieces of evidence obtained from the data, to update our initial 
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belief in the occurrence of certain scenarios (hypotheses). Thus, the final output (posterior 

probability) in regards to our hypothesis assists the end user in logical decision making. For 

this particular example application (pesticide screening), the general framework presented is 

a follow-up of the method presented in chapter three23. However, contrary to chapter three 23, 

in which the utilized information is limited to LC-MS data, here, additional information 

obtained from tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is utilized as additional evidence in the 

formulation. To proceed further in the explanation of the method developed, the two 

complimentary hypotheses referring to the expected screening outcomes can be defined as 

follows: 

H1: Isotopic and fragment ion peaks corresponding to the compound of interest are present 

H2: Isotopic and fragment ion peaks corresponding to the compound of interest are not 

present 

For any given chromatogram taken as a data (D), the probability of presence/absence 

of expected features of COI given the data, P(H1|D) and P(H2|D), can be represented using 

Bayes theorem as follows: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(H1)

P(H2)
×

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
      (4.1) 

The formulation in Eq.(4.1) represents Bayes' theorem in its odds form. P(H1|D)  and 

P(H2|D) are referred to as posterior probabilities, P(H1) and P(H2) are the prior probabilities 

estimating the prior knowledge we have in regards to our hypothesis before taking the 

evidence into account, 
P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
 is the likelihood ratio, and D is, as mentioned, the 

chromatographic data consisting of several pieces of evidence. Here it should be noted that 

for a given COI, it is assumed that its expected retention time (τe) and possible shift in 

retention time due to LC system variation (σts) expressed in standard deviation units, the 

standard deviation of the Gaussian chromatographic peak (i.e. ¼ of the average peak width) 
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in the retention time dimension in seconds (σt), the standard deviation of the Gaussian 

chromatographic peak in the m/z dimension (σ
m

) ,the expected m/z value for the precursor 

(μ
𝑝,e

), and the expected m/z value for the fragment ions (μ
𝑓,e

) are known a priori. These 

parameters, however, can be automatically learned from a training phase, using the 

calibration data available. Such training phase of the algorithm will be discussed later on in 

the manuscript. For ease of discussion, here these parameters are assumed to be known. 

Given these values, the data (D) consisting of the entire third-order (LC-MS/MS) 

chromatographic space can further be refined into a region of interest (ROI). The ROI 

refinement process starts by extracting all the data points within the LC-MS data, i.e., within 

the [τe  ± (2σt + 4σts)] × [μ
𝑝,e

± 2σm] window for the most abundant isotope of the 

precursor ion. Taking into account that the parameters τe, σt and σts for a given COI can vary 

from run-to-run, in a pre-step of the algorithm, these parameters are updated into τe
∗ , σt

∗ and 

σts
∗  by utilizing the extracted dataset. This information updating step is achieved by 

implementing a Bayesian learning algorithm developed to obtain the optimal parameter set23. 

The optimality of the parameters is determined by finding the parameters maximizing the a 

posteriori probability (MAP). The use of τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗  (opposed to τe, σt and σts) therefore 

significantly improves the computational efficiency. For a detailed explanation on how this 

algorithm performs, refer to the supplementary information of chapter three23. Once the 

parameters have been updated to τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗ , the final step of ROI refinement will consist 

of extracting all data points within the [τe
∗  ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ )] × [μ

𝑝,e
± 2σm] window for N 

number of isotopes of the precursor ion and the [τe
∗∗  ± (2σt

∗∗ + 4σts
∗∗)] × [μ

𝑓,e
± 2σm] 

window for the fragment ions in the LC-MS chromatographic space. Here, it should be noted 

that, for the case of fragment ions, taking τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗  as the initial parameters, the same 

parameter learning algorithm discussed earlier is applied (in order to take into account the 
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retention time difference between precursor and fragment ion occurring due to scanning delay 

of the MS detector). 

The data within the ROI can therefore be structured as follows: t={t1, t2, …, tt, …, tT} 

are the acquisition times covering the full [τe
∗  ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ )] as well as [τe

∗∗  ± (2σt
∗∗ +

4σts
∗∗)] region; mtp={mtp,1, mtp,2, …, mtp,m,…, mtp,M} are the m/z values for the tth acquisition 

time of the precursor ion, covering at least the μ
p,e

± 2σm; mtf={mtf,1, mtf,2, …, mtf,m,…, 

mtf,M} are the m/z values for the tth acquisition time of the fragment ion covering at least 

μ
𝑓,e

± 2σm range; and Itp={Itp,1, Itp,2, …, Itp,M} and Itf={Itf,1, Itf,2, …, Itf,M} are the intensity 

values corresponding to this acquisition time and m/z values for precursor and fragment ions, 

respectively.   

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐇𝟐) 

As stated previously, the term P(H1) from Eq.(4.1) refers to the prior probability of 

finding isotopic and fragment ion peaks corresponding to the COI. On the other hand, the 

term P(H2) corresponds to the prior probability of not finding these peak features. As these 

probabilities are only prior probabilities, the formulation of P(H1) assumes randomness in 

peak location in both the chromatographic and the mass spectrometry space, which can be 

described by a Poisson distribution31. The same concept expressed in Eq.(2.12-2.14) in 

chapter two has also been shown to be valid in chapter three for such applications. Therefore, 

the probabilities can be expressed as follows: 

P(H1) =
λe−λ

λe−λ+e−λ
                                                                                                                   (4.2) 

P(H2) = 1 − P(H1)                                                                                                              (4.3) 

In Eq.(4.2), the quantity λe−λ + e−λ in the denominator refers to the normalizing 

constant to make sure that the two probabilities, P(H1) and P(H2), add up to 1. λ refers to the 
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average number of peaks within the [(μ
𝑝,e

± σm) × (τe
∗ ± σt

∗)] chromatographic space. 

Details on how this value has been estimated can be found in Eq.(2.6) in chapter two. 

Calculation of Likelihood  

 The data (D) in the likelihood ratio, 
P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
, of Eq.(4.1) can further be split into 4 

specific pieces of evidence, namely E1, E2, E3, and E4. The first evidence (E1) will be used to 

check whether the chromatographic peak of the full scan (MS) data and fragment (MS/MS) 

data within the ROI contains features that resemble the expected multivariate peaks in the 

time and a m/z domain around τe
∗ , μ

𝑝,e
 and τe

∗∗, μ
𝑓,e

, respectively for both precursor and 

fragment ions. The second evidence (E2) refers to the observed m/z value of the precursor 

isotopic features and fragment ion features, used to check whether such observed m/z values 

of the precursor (µ
𝑝,o

) and the fragment (µ
𝑓,o

) are within the acceptable range from the 

expected m/z values, i.e. (μ
𝑝,e

) and (μ
𝑓,e

). The third evidence (E3) consists of information 

from the relative peak heights of the different isotopes of the molecule, and it will be used to 

check whether the observed isotopic relative heights (𝐫𝒑,𝐨) for N number of isotopes, show 

the expected pattern (𝐫𝒑,𝐞). Both 𝐫𝒑,𝐨 and 𝐫𝒑,𝐞 are vectors. Lastly, the fourth evidence (E4) 

consists of information from the relative peak heights of the fragment ions of a molecule, 

relative to the most abundant isotopic peak of the precursor ion, and it will be used to check 

whether the observed fragment ions relative heights (𝐫𝒇,𝐨) for two fragment ions searched, 

show the expected pattern (𝐫𝒇,𝐞).  Similarly both 𝐫𝒇,𝐨 and 𝐫𝒇,𝐞 are vectors. Given all the pieces 

of evidence, the likelihood odds in Eq.(4.1) can also be expressed as follows: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

P(E4, E3, E2, E1|H1)

P(E4, E3, E2, E1|H2)
=

P(E4|H1,, E1, E2, E3)

P(E4|H2, E1, E2, E3)
×

P(E3|H1, E1, E2)

P(E3|H2, E1,E2)
×

P(E2|H1,E1)

P(E2|H2, E1)
×

P(E1|H1)

P(E1|H2)
                               (4.4) 
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To reduce computational complexity by considering all these pieces of evidence 

independently, we obtain: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

P(E4|H1 )

P(E4|H2)
×

P(E3|H1 )

P(E3|H2)
×

P(E2|H1)

P(E2|H2)
×

P(E1|H1)

P(E1|H2)
×

P(H1)

P(H2)
    

 Taking into account the randomness of compound concentration normally 

encountered in routine analysis (which strictly determines the number of observable 

isotopes), affinity of COI to a specific adduct, and all pieces of evidence within the data 

(E1, E2, E3, E4) described above, each component of the formulation presented in Eq.(4.4) can 

be calculated as described in the next section.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟐) 

 For the calculation of P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2), the algorithm contemplates the 

possibility of a multivariate Gaussian peak (in both time and m/z dimensions) centered 

anywhere within the ROI, for both the precursor ion and the fragment ion. The presence of 

chemical noise as well as base-line drift is also considered. As the position of the peak is 

necessary to calculate the likelihood, the marginalization of P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2) over 

several peak models (pi), which contemplate different peak positions, is calculated. 

Furthermore, E1 can be split into sub-evidence obtained from precursor (E1𝑝), the first 

fragment ion (E1𝑓1
), and the second fragment ions (E1𝑓2

). Thus, given these pieces of 

evidence, the probability of  E1 under the supposition that H1 is true can be formulated as 

follows: 

P(E1|H1) = P (E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

|H1) = P(E1𝑝 |H1)P (E1𝑓1
|E1𝑝 , H1) P (E1𝑓2

|E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1
, H1) (4.5) 

 Assuming independency between the evidence obtained from the fragment ion 

features and only considering the dependency between each fragment and the precursor ion, 

the formulation in Eq.(4.5) can be simplified to give the following form:   

P(E1|H1) = P (E1p , E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

|H1) = P(E1p |H1)P (E1𝑓1
|E1p , H1) P (E1𝑓2

|E1p , H1)         (4.6) 
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 Here it should be noted that the mathematical expression presented in Eq.(4.5) and 

(4.6) is also valid for P(E1|H2), but the probability density functions (pdf) implemented for 

cases of H1 and H2 differ. As mentioned previously, in order to calculate P(E1𝑝|H1), the 

possibility of a multivariate Gaussian peak (in both time and m/z dimensions) centred 

anywhere within the ROI [τe
∗  ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ )] × [μ

e
± 2σm] is contemplated.  This can 

mathematically be expressed by introducing a new parameter pi indicating the peak position, 

and marginalize over pi as follows: 

P(E1𝑝 |H1) = ∑ P(E1𝑝 |pi, H1)P(pi|H1)nPi
pi=1                                                 (4.7) 

 The formulation presented in Eq.(4.7) also holds for the case of H2, but the values of 

P(pi|H1) and P(pi|H2) differ. In Eq.(4.7), nPi refers to the total number of models 

contemplated, assessing exhaustive case scenarios within the ROI. The probabilities 

P(E1𝑝|pi, H1) and P(pi|H1), refer to the probability of E1 obtained from the precursor ion 

(E1𝑝) given a specific model (pi) under the supposition H1 is true, and the probability of pi 

given H1,  respectively. In order to estimate these probabilities, the formulation expressed in 

Eq.(3.10) and (3.12), in chapter three is implemented. In chapter three the value of P(pi|H1) 

is set to 0 for certain peak models and the value of P(pi|H2) is set to 0 for other models. In 

practice, this means that some models support H1 (those for which P(pi|H1) is different from 

0) and some models support H2 (those for which P(pi|H2) is different from 0).  In this work, 

this hard assumption has been partially avoided. Contrary to the previous work, all models 

are assumed to support both H1 and H2. However, the value of P(pi|H1) becomes close to 0 

for models outlining a peak location far away from the expected τe and μ
𝑝,e. More 

specifically, a multivariate Gaussian probability density function depicted in Fig.4.1B is 

implemented. For the case of H2, the probability density function implemented has the shape 
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illustrated in Fig.4.1A, where a flat probability is obtained for all models outside the [τe
∗  ±

σts
∗ ] × [μ

e
± σm] and [τe

∗∗  ± σts
∗∗] × [μ

e
± σm] window, and zero everywhere else. 

 

Figure 4.1 Part A: Probability density function for estimating probability of a given model 

in assumption H2 is true. Part B: Probability density function for estimating probability of a 

given model in assumption H1 is true.  

 

 For the case of estimating the probabilities obtained from the fragment ions 

(E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

) for H1 and H2 cases, the same formulation presented in Eq.(4.7) applies. 

However, for the case of P(E1𝑓1
|E1𝑝 , pi, H1) and P (E1𝑓2

|E1𝑝 , pi, H1), a multivariate 

Gaussian peak is contemplated within [τe
∗∗  ± (2σt

∗∗ + 4σts
∗∗)] × [μ

𝑓1,e
± 2σm] and [τe

∗∗  ±

(2σt
∗∗ + 4σts

∗∗)] × [μ
𝑓2,e

± 2σm]  window, respectively. For both cases (E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

), as 

discussed previously, the updated τe
∗∗, σt

∗∗ and σts
∗∗ parameters are obtained by applying a 

Bayesian learning algorithm, which utilizes the τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗   parameters obtained from the 
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precursor sub-evidence (E1𝑝) as a prior. This way, the dependence of the sub-evidence 

obtained from the precursor (E1𝑝), with the sub-evidence coming from the two fragment ions 

(E1𝑓1
and E1𝑓2

) is taken into account. The pdf depicted in Fig.4.1A-B as described previously, 

is also implemented for the fragment ions peak models (pi) for both H1 and H2 cases.  

 In addition, we contemplate different case scenarios normally observed as a result of 

adduct formation, and the concentration of the COI (which determines the number of isotopic 

features observed). To this aim, two new parameters (a, referring to an adduct and c, referring 

to combination of isotopes considered) can be introduced and marginalized. In this way, each 

case scenario can be weighed with its probability. For an elaborate discussion on the 

application of this concept in both H1 and H2 cases, refer to chapter three. The algorithm 

training phase for obtaining the probabilities of presence of an adduct, for each compound, 

will be discussed further on in this manuscript. When adduct formation and the number of 

isotopic features observed is taken into account, the formulation of Eq.(4.6) can be expressed 

as follows:     

P(E1|H1) =

∑ {∑ [[∏ P(E1𝑝 |n, c, a, H1)I
n=1 ]P (E1𝑓1

|E1𝑝 , n, c, a, H1) P (E1𝑓2
|E1𝑝 , n, c, a, H1)] ×N

c=1
A
a=1

P(c|a, H1)} × P(a|H1)                         (4.8) 

 In Eq.(4.8),  P(c|a, H1) refers to the chance of observing ‘c’ combination of isotopes 

when H1 is true, with N referring to the total number of isotopes considered (refer to 

Eq.(3.19) and (3.20) in chapter three for details), while as P(a|H1) refers to the probability of 

an adduct ‘a’ given H1, with ‘A’ referring to the total number of adducts considered (i.e. 

[H+], [Na+], [NH4+], [K+] ), and ‘n’ is the variable referring to the isotope number 

(n={1,2,… I}) considered for a combination ‘c’, with ‘I’ referring to the maximum number of 

isotopes for the combination under consideration. In addition to the formulation presented in 
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Eq.(4.8), the probability of observing/not-observing the two sub-evidences is also taken into 

account. In a similar fashion as the number of isotopes has been accounted for in Eq.(4.8), the 

probability for either both the precursor and the fragment ions, or whether only the precursor 

is observed can also be contemplated. Several scenarios (contemplating all the logical cases) 

arise: 

 E11: E1𝑝 , ~E1𝑓1
, ~E1𝑓2

  

E12: E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1
, ~E1𝑓2

  

E13: E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

  

In the above expressions, E11 refers to the presence of E1𝑝  and absence of E1𝑓1
and 

E1𝑓2
; E12 refers to the presence of E1𝑝 and E1𝑓1

 and absence of  E1𝑓2
; and finally E13 refers to 

the presence of all E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1
 and E1𝑓2

 sub-evidence. To implement this approach, a new 

parameter can be introduced into Eq.(4.8) and marginalized as follows: 

P(E1|H1) =

∑ 〈∑ {∑ [[∏ P(E1𝑝 |𝛉, H1)I
n=1 ]P(E1𝑓1

|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1)P(E1𝑓2
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1)] P(c|a, x, H1)N

c=1 } ×A
a=1

3
x=1

P(a|x, H1)〉 × P(E1x|H1)                                                                 (4.9) 

 In Eq.(4.9), 𝛉 = {n, c, a, x}, and x={1,2,3} is used to refer to E11, E12 or E13. The 

probability P(E1x|H1) in Eq.(4.9)  refers to the probability of observing any of the case 

scenarios (E11, E12 or E13). These probabilities basically reflect the chance of observing 

either one or more sub-evidences of E1 in assumption that H1 is true, and thus can be 

estimated by observing large number of datasets known to contain the COI, and calculating 

the frequency of observing each case scenario given the analytical system. Once this 

probability is estimated, it can be applied into Eq.(4.9) as  P(E1x|H1). One should note that 

P(E1𝑓1
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1) and P(E1𝑓2

|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1) are set to 1 when x=1, and P(E1𝑓2
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1) is 

set to 1 when x=2. This means that, when certain fragments are supposed to be not observed 
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(for example, in E11), we do not make use of these evidences. On the other hand, these 

probabilities are set to 0 if there is no evidence observed (no signal registered) for a given 

evidence opposed to the case scenario contemplated. For example, the absence of  E1𝑓1
 when 

E12 is contemplated implies that P(E1𝑓1
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H1) is set to 0. This approach is consistent 

with the notion that absence of evidence can be used as evidence. However, in high 

resolution data, such situations are exceptional. Taking into account the formulation 

presented in Eq.(4.9) also applies for H2, the probabilities for all cases of  P(E1x|H2) are 

assigned a flat probability (i.e., 
1

3
) giving equal chance to all cases. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟐) 

 As defined previously, E2 refers to the observed m/z value for a given precursor 

isotopic feature of COI (μ
𝑝,o

) or the observed m/z value for a given fragment ion (μ
𝑓,o

). 

Details on how to compute the m/z values and the pdf function for P(E2|𝛉, H1) can be found 

in Eq.(3.21-3.23) in chapter three. Furthermore, the concept introduced regarding adducts 

and concentration level randomness in estimating P(E1|H1) can also be applied for the case of 

P(E2|H1) and P(E2|H2) calculation. This means, the expressions (E11, E12 and E13) defined 

previously can easily be substituted with (E21, E22 and E23) referring to the same definition 

except referring to E2. Thus, the formulation can be expressed as follows:  

P(E2|H1) =

∑ [∑ [∑ [[∏ P(E2𝑝 |𝛉, H1)I
n=1 ]P(E2𝑓1

|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H1)P(E2𝑓2
|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H1)] ×N

c=1
A
a=1

3
x=1

P(c|a, x, H1)] × P(a|x, H1)] × P(E2x|H1)                            (4.10) 

 As before, P(E2x|H1) refers to the probability of the case scenario (E21, E22, E23) and 

all parameters are as defined previously. In a similar fashion as previously, the formulation 

presented in Eq.(4.10) also applies for H2. In order to calculate the probability for both 

hypotheses, refer to Eq.(3.24-3.25)  in chapter three.  
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟐) 

 For calculation of P(E3|H1) and P(E3|H2), the formulation presented on ‘Calculation 

of P(E3|H1) and P(E3|H2)’ section in chapter three is implemented: 

P(E3|H1) =  ∑ [∑ P(𝐫𝒑,𝐨|c, a, H1)P(c|a, H1)N
c=1 ]A

a=1 P(a|H1)                                             (4.11) 

 In Eq.(4.11), 𝐫𝒑,𝐨 is a set consisting of observed isotopic relative heights for N number 

of isotopic features, and the rest of the parameters are as defined previously. Contrary to 

using the peak maxima for isotopic relative height calculation, a robust approach was 

developed. For detailed explanation on the developed approach and its application for both 

H1 and H2 cases, refer to chapter three.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟒|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟒|𝐇𝟐) 

 E4 refers to the observed relative heights of the precursor and fragment ion peaks.  A 

similar implemented approach can also be found in reference32. This likelihood can be 

calculated as follows:  

P(E4|H1) =  ∑ [∑ P(𝐫𝒇,𝐨|a, x, H1)A
a=1 P(a|x, H1)]P(E4x|H1)2

x=1                                      (4.12) 

 In Eq.(4.12), 𝐫𝒇,𝐨 refers to the relative heights of the two fragment ions, in relation to 

the precursor ion. In order to calculate P(𝐫𝒇,𝐨|a, x, H1), we assume that 𝐫𝒇,𝐨 follows 

multivariate probability density function. In order to estimate this density, a large dataset 

known to contain COI was used, and non-parametric multivariate kernel probability density 

estimation was employed. On the contrary, for the case of P(E4|H2), taking into account the 

range of all possible case scenarios given H2 is true (as they are ratios, they range from 0 to 1 

for both variables in 𝐫𝒇,𝐨), and considering that the probability density function is flat, a 

probability of 1 is assigned.   
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐇𝟏|𝐃) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐇𝟐|𝐃) 

In order to reach the final posterior probability, P(H1|D) and P(H2|D), indicated in 

Eq.(4.1), the computation involves the application of Eq.(4.2). In this way, all evidences can 

be combined elegantly without the need to make unnecessary decisions at a sub-step level of 

the data analysis pipeline.  

4.3 Experimental 

Materials and Methods 

Raw data 

 The raw data used for this study were taken from earlier work27. The data were from 

two sets of the same samples, analysed with four weeks in between. Each sample set 

consisted of 11 different fruit and vegetable samples which were analysed without, and with 

fortification with 170 pesticides, at levels corresponding to 10, 50 and 200 µg/kg (one set was 

44 data files). All details about the test compounds, samples, the used sample preparation 

method, and the LC-MS analysis with an exception of the second fragment ion information 

per compound obtained from in-house library can be found in reference27. In short, samples 

were extracted using the so-called QuEChERS method33 which involved an extraction with 

acidified acetonitrile followed by a salt-induced phase partitioning. An aliquot of the 

acetonitrile phase was diluted with water and then analysed by liquid chromatography with 

full scan high resolution mass spectrometry. For this an Ultimate 3000 (Thermo Scientific, 

Bremen, Germany) coupled to a Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) 

was used. HPLC separation was performed on a C18 based reversed phase column using a 

water/methanol gradient. The mass spectrometer was operated in positive electrospray mode. 

A combination of a full scan (m/z 100-1000) acquisition at 70,000 resolving power, and five 

subsequent fragmentation scans (vDIA) at 35,000 resolving power, together covering m/z 
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100-1000), was used to perform an untargeted measurement of both precursor and fragment 

ions.  

Software 

Bayes-ToxScreen 

 All functions for the algorithm and GUI were developed on MATLAB Version: 

8.2.0.701 (R2015a) with Bioinformatics and Statistics Toolbox and implemented on an 

Alienware AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit 

Windows 7 Professional Operating System Desktop computer. The user input parameters 

required, besides the molecular formula of the analyte and its fragment ions (see reference 

27), are provided in Table 4.1. 

TraceFinder 

 For comparison with existing software, the 'Target Screening Method' module of the 

software package ‘TraceFinder’ (version 3.2 SP1, Thermo Scientific) was used. Data were 

processed on a Dell, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU, 3.40 GHz, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 7 

Professional Operating System Desktop computer. The user input parameters required, 

besides the target adduct of the analyte, its fragment ion, and the retention time (see 

reference27), are provided in Table 4.1. In addition, isotopic patterns and fragment ions 

search options were enabled. Besides mass tolerance (± 5 ppm) and retention time window 

(±30 sec), for all other parameters necessary for analyte detection, the defaults settings were 

used. For comparison, two different classifications of the result obtained with the software 

were used: an analyte is labelled as detected when:  

Method One 

The exact mass (± 5 ppm) of the specified adduct of the analyte is detected within ±30 

sec of the expected retention time as well as the corresponding isotopic pattern is observed. 
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Method Two 

In addition to the same criteria as in ‘method one’, the fragment ion is also detected. 

For parameter settings, refer to Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 User input parameters for ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ 

Bayes-ToxScreen 

SD of Chromatographic Peak (σt) 3 seconds 

 

TraceFinder 'Target Screening Method' module (method one) 

Peak Detection Parameters 
 Detection algorithm ICIS 

Smoothing 1 

Area Noise Factor 5 

Peak Noise Factor 10 

Baseline Window 40 

Min Peak Height (S/N) 3 

Noise Method  Incos 

Min Peak Width 3 

Multiplet resolution 10 

Area Tail Extension 5 

Area Scan Window 0 

Mass Tolerance (ppm) 5 

Retention Time Window (seconds) 30 

Isotopic Pattern 
 Fit Threshold (% ) 90 

Allowed Mass Deviation (ppm) 5 

Allowed Intensity Deviation (%)  10 

TraceFinder 'Target Screening Method' module (method two) 

As specified for method 1 above, and in addition:  

Fragment ions   

Intensity Threshold  10,000 

MS Order MS2 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion  

Algorithm Training Phase  

 The aim of the training phase is to avoid the dependency of the software on user 

defined parameters. Therefore, the only parameter the user is expected to input (besides the 

compound specific information) is the standard deviation (i.e. ¼ of the average peak width) 

of the Gaussian chromatographic peak in the retention time dimension in seconds (σt), while 
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the rest of the parameters are learned from a large number of datasets, by using a probabilistic 

(Bayesian) machine learning approach during training. The reason behind leaving σt as an 

input parameter is based on the fact that, detecting a real chromatographic peak (without any 

doubt) would require supervision. The possibility to make the algorithm fully automated is 

also an option, for example, by performing untargeted probabilistic peak detection at the 

beginning of the screening process22 and taking the average of the σt of the identified peaks 

(e.g. posterior probability >0.5) as the initial parameter. This method however carries a level 

of uncertainty dependent on the false positive rate of the untargeted screening, as well as the 

size of the chromatographic region considered for the process. Thus, a simple step of 

supervised estimation of an average peak width by visually inspecting a number of 

chromatographic peaks across the entire chromatographic range in the datasets was left for 

the end user to input. One should note that, the initial input parameter is only going to be used 

as a prior in the Bayesian learning (optimization) algorithm as described in the supporting 

information of chapter three. In any case, we noticed that, as a precaution so as not to miss 

wider peaks, it is better to overestimate the initial value of σt. A rule of thumb is to introduce 

the value of the broadest chromatographic peak in the chromatogram. 

Algorithm Validation Phase 

 In order to avoid information leakage (that could lead to over-fitting situations), all 

the parameters and probability density functions were fitted in a calibration (training) set, and 

the algorithm was tested in a validation (test) dataset. The split of the data between 

calibration and validation was done as follows. The spiked data selected for this work 

consisted of 90 data files (a mix of two large datasets analysed over a four week period as 

described in the experimental section), each spiked with  a known mixture of 170 pesticides. 

The 90 data files were further split into 40 training and 50 testing data files. Both the training 

and test datasets consisted of randomly selected datasets from the two large datasets analysed 
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over a four week period. Basically, the algorithm training phase for τe and σts parameters 

was done with the training set, and the model performance was checked with the validation 

set. In a similar way, the prior probabilities reflecting the fragment ion observation pattern 

P(E11|H1), P(E12|H1), and P(E13|H1) and the probability density function for ion ratios 

(fragment/precursor), P(𝐫𝒇,𝐨|c, a, H1), were fitted with the training data set. Later on, we 

tested the model performance with the validation data set. For detailed explanation of the 

algorithm training phase, refer to the supporting information.  

Method Performance 

 The performance of the method developed was tested and validated using datasets 

described in the ‘materials and methods’ section.  In addition to estimating the sensitivity and 

specificity of the ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ software, a comparison was made between the vendor 

supplied software package (‘TraceFinder’, ThermoFisher) and the Bayesian method 

developed (‘Bayes-ToxScreen’) as described in this manuscript.  

 The list of compounds created for the screening process consisted of 350 pesticides 

out of which 170 were spiked and are known to be present in all datasets, and the other 180 

compounds are known not to be present in the sample. Full information for the additional 180 

compounds was obtained from an in-house library regarding fragment ion, expected retention 

time, exact mass and elemental composition. The screening process involved searching for 

350 pesticides (170 present at various levels, 180 not present) in 50 samples, i.e. in total 

17,500 search events in the datasets. Compound screening was performed using ‘Bayes-

ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ software for the 50 test datasets, and the outputs were 

collected. Screening a single dataset for the 350 compounds and give an output with both 

software packages took approximately the same time (~3 minutes).  

 In case of TraceFinder software, as used in this study, analytes either comply or not 

comply with fixed settings. For example, in case of ‘TraceFinder method two’ (see 
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Experimental), the detection of both an isotope and a fragment ion is mandatory. For a certain 

analyte, when only a low signal is obtained for the fragment ion, this will be labelled a ‘not-

detected’. ‘TraceFinder method one’ does not require a fragment ion, which improves the 

detection rate (true positive rate in Table 4.2), but also results in an increase in false positives. 

The user has to select either one or the other and has to accept either a suboptimal true 

positive rate or a suboptimal false positive rate. On the contrary, ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ gives a 

single probabilistic output (value between 0 and 1) by combining all pieces of evidence in 

one model, which utilizes the pdf estimated during the training phase of the algorithm.  

 In order to compare the results obtained with the two methods (‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ 

and ‘TraceFinder’), the outputs had to be made compatible. Therefore, the probabilistic 

output from the Bayesian method had to be converted into a binary format. To estimate the 

most optimal probability threshold, a receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve was 

constructed by implementing different thresholds values between 0.1-1 for the probability 

values obtained. Fig.4.2A indicates a zoomed in view of the constructed ROC-curve. As can 

be seen, ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ performs the best in terms of specificity and sensitivity at a ~0.5 

probability threshold. At this threshold, the Bayesian method showed a good performance in 

identifying a significant number of truly existing compounds with high true positive rate 

(TPR), while still remaining at an acceptable false positive rate (FPR).  

Table 4.2 Screening results for ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ 

                                                           Spiked Samples                               Blank Samples 
                  True Positive Rate (%)     False Positive Rate(%)         False Positive Rate(%) 
Bayes-ToxScreen*      95                                  4                                      2 
TraceFinder**  Method 1     98                                11                                      8 
             Method 2     77                                  2                                      2 

* using a probability value of 0.5 (≥0.5 = detected) 
** using the 'target screening method' module from ‘TraceFinder’ described in experimental.  

 To proceed with the comparison, 0.5 was adopted as a logical probability threshold 

for categorizing the screening results obtained from ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ as COI being 

present/absent. This way, a TPR of 95% and a FPR of 4% were recorded for the Bayesian 
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method. ‘TraceFinder, method one’ produces a better performance in terms of TPR (98%) at 

the expense of increasing the FPR (11%, compared to 4% of ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’). 

‘TraceFinder, method two’, on the contrary has a low FPR (2% only, compared to 4% of 

‘Bayes-ToxScreen’) at the expense of a decrease in the TPR (77%, compared to 95% of 

‘Bayes-ToxScreen’). In addition to the FPR estimated using the 50 test datasets obtained 

from spiked samples, 29 additional datasets obtained from blank samples (samples containing 

only the biological matrix of the food samples) were used. Given these datasets, both ‘Bayes-

ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ were used to screen all 350 compounds. Fig.4.2B depicts the 

FPR of ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ recorded using threshold values between 0.1-1. At a logical 

probability threshold of 0.5, an acceptable FPR of ~2% was observed (Table.4.2). The FPR 

using the same datasets were also estimated for ‘TraceFinder’ resulting in ~8% and ~2% FPR 

using ‘method one’ and ‘method two’, respectively.  
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Figure 4.2 Part A: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicting the performance 

of ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ software in terms of false positive and true positive rate. Part B: False 

positive rate versus probability for Bayes-ToxScreen using blank samples.  

Example False Positives and False Negatives  

 In addition to the estimation of the total rate of true and false positives obtained with 

the software packages, some individual cases were inspected. Fig.4.3A-B depicts E1 and E2 

for ‘Teflubenzuron’ that was falsely identified (labelled ‘present’ when in fact it was 

‘absent’) with both the ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ software packages (with both 

method 1 and method 2). As can be observed, given the fact that there appears to be 

A

B
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compelling evidence (expected number of isotopes matched and peak features), both software 

positively identified the suspected compound (probability of 0.9 and 'present' for both 

software respectively). However, the ground truth is that this particular compound has not 

been spiked in the sample. This, however, might not be the ground truth as cross-

contamination may occur, or the contaminant could be really present in the purchased food 

samples. Therefore, in routine analysis, further confirmatory steps are normally necessary to 

avoid such cases of false positive identification or confirm if in fact it is an actual compound 

present. The majority of the false positives by ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ were also false positives by 

‘TraceFinder’. On the contrary, not all compounds misclassified as ‘present’ by 

‘TraceFinder’ were also misclassified by ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ as reflected by the false positive 

rates of 4% and 11% between ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and  ‘TraceFinder (method one)’ 

respectively. One good example of such cases is depicted on Fig.4.3C, indicating the most 

abundant isotopic feature for ‘Desmetryn’ which was positively identified by ‘TraceFinder 

(method one)’. In terms of the expected peak feature to be Gaussian and expected m/z error, 

indeed both E1 and E2 carry compelling evidence for only the most abundant isotope. On the 

other hand, for the rest of the expected evidence (E1𝑓1
, E𝑓,2), no information was retrievable 

(no signal registered). The reason why ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ did not misidentify this particular 

compound is due to the fact that the probability of certain evidence not to be observed is part 

of the estimation as further evidence (P(E11|H1) = 0.098, P(E12|H1) = 0.1142, 

P(E13|H1) = 0.7877, in this particular case) therefore, the observation/non-observation of 

evidence should be weighed accordingly.   
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Figure 4.3 Part A: Graphical representation of data points for isotopic peak features and 

fragment ions of Teflubenzuron identified with both ‘TraceFinder’ and ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ 

extracted from region of interest. Mesh is overlaid only for visual illustration purposes. Part 

B: Graphical representation of the observed isotopic pattern for Teflubenzuron. The expected 

isotopic pattern is overlaid. Part C: Data points depicting Desmetryn that was falsely 

identified by ‘TraceFinder’ software package. 

A

B

C
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4.5 Conclusion 

 Combining all available evidence (information) for reliable detection of a compound 

is challenging. In this work, an extended Bayesian method to fully utilize the raw LC-MS/MS 

data has been developed. Contrary to most existing software for targeted-compound 

screening purposes, this method only requires one input parameter, while the other 

parameters are automatically learned from a large training dataset in a Bayesian learning 

framework. The algorithm was validated with a large dataset, and has been shown to give a 

more optimal balance in true and false positive rates in comparison to a threshold-based 

commercial software package. The fact that the developed method also requires minimal 

human optimization efforts makes it an attractive alternative for automated screening.   

4.6 Supporting Information 

Calculation of  𝛕𝐞 and 𝛔𝐭𝐬 

At the initial stage of analytical method development, the exact estimate of COI 

retention time is not straight forward. However, in assumption that a sufficient number of 

datasets obtained from a standard solution containing the compounds of interest are available, 

the retention time of each compound can be estimated. For this, the first step is to choose a 

minimum of 5 datasets containing the compounds. That way, taking into account that the 

method developed is an automated approach with minimal human supervision, the probability 

of not observing the COI in any of the datasets selected can be minimized. Therefore, with 

these datasets, it’s assumed that COI is retained by the analytical system in question, and is 

observable in at least 2 of the datasets selected. Given that the elemental composition of the 

compound is known, the exact m/z with all possible adducts (μ𝑝,𝑒 + H+, μ𝑝,𝑒 + Na+, μ𝑝,𝑒 +

NH4+, etc.) for N number of isotopes with their expected relative heights (𝐫𝒑,𝒆) can be 

calculated. Given this information, a mathematical model (Eq.(3.9) in chapter three) is fitted 
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by least-squares exhaustively in an untargeted fashion throughout all retention times. In 

addition, μ𝑝,𝑜 for each isotope and 𝐫𝒑,𝒐 is calcuated. These pieces of evidence are then 

combined to get the posterior probability of the COI feature being present at the ROI in 

question. This approach is similar to the targeted probabilistic screening procedure presented 

in chapter three. However, in this case, given that τe is not known a priori, it’s performed for 

all possible retention times exhaustively. The end result of this exhaustive assessment would 

be a list of posterior probabilities corresponding to a specific ROI in the time and m/z space. 

Here it should be noted that, each ROI will have 3 posterior probabilities per COI, 

corresponding to all possible adducts considered (H+, Na+, NH4+). Here, the maximum a 

posterior probability (MAP) approach cannot be applied due to the fact that each estimate is 

based on different ROIs. Therefore, given the large list of posterior probabilities, those results 

with higher probability (>0.5) will be first selected. Next, in order to identify the most 

probable condition, an additional criterion is employed. This criterion, in addition to the 

posterior probability obtained, also observes the number of data points registered at each 

ROI. Given these two criteria, plus the repeatability of the result at the ROI for all datasets, 

the most probable retention time is identified. The average (mean) of the identified retention 

time from all datasets is then calculated and labelled as the initial retention time (τe,0). 

Similarly, the standard deviation between the retention times over the different datasets is 

also calculated and labelled as the initial standard deviation (σts,0). τe,0 and σts,0 are basically 

the mean and standard deviation for the prior probability of the retention time of COI, that is 

assumed to be normally distributed. In the next step, opposed to performing the exhaustive 

retention time estimation process, the initial parameters (τe,0, σts,0) can be adopted as a 

starting point, to identify the actual retention time of COI in each training dataset. Given the 

prior probability distribution based on the exhaustive approach obtained earlier (τe,0, σts,0), 

the aim is to update the prior knowledge of τe using the new mean (τê) and standard 
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deviation (σtŝ) estimated from ‘S’ number of training datasets using a Bayesian framework. 

The posterior probability of  τe given the new mean τê can therefore be expressed as follows: 

P(τe|τê) =
P(τê|τe)P(τe,0)

∫ P(τê|τe)P(τe,0)dτe
∝ P(τê|τe)P(τe,0) =

(
1

σtŝ 

S
√2π

e
−

1

2
(

τê−τe 
σtŝ 

S

)

2

) (
1

σts,0√2π
e

−
1

2
(

τe,0−τe 

σts,0
)

2

)                           (4.13) 

With straightforward arithmetic derivation of Eq.(4.13), it can easily be identified that 

the posterior probability,P(τe|τê), also follows a normal distribution. Therefore, the 

formulation in Eq.(4.13), can be derived to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 

posterior probability as follows: 

τe = (
σts,0

σts,0+
σtŝ 

S

) τê + (
σtŝ 

S

σts,0+
σtŝ 

S

) τe,0                (4.14) 

σts =

σts,0σtŝ 

S

σts,0+
σtŝ 

S

                   (4.15) 

The parameters in Eq.(4.14) and (4.15) are as defined previously. Once τe and σts for 

each COI are estimated, it can be used for future screening.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐚|𝐇𝟏) 

 P(a|H1) refers to the probability of a given adduct to be present, under the 

supposition that H1 is true. Here it should be noted that N (the number of isotopes) always 

exists as background information and will be introduced into the equations at a later stage. 

Under a controlled condition, the frequency of isotopic features of COI to be observed under 

the supposition that the ions carry that specific adduct can also be used to indirectly calculate 

P(a|H1). Therefore, in order to estimate the probabilities for a certain number of adducts 

(H+, Na+, NH4+, in our case) being present, datasets obtained from spiked samples known to 

contain COI, can be used. That way, each dataset can be screened for the isotopic features of 
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COI using the Bayesian formulation presented in chapter three. Here it should be noted that 

each adduct will be considered independently. Therefore, each sample for a given COI will 

have 3 outputs (posterior probabilities). The base of this approach is based on the fact that 

repeated measures of COI features under the same analytical condition can be used to 

determine the distribution of P(a|H1). For ‘S’ number of training datasets provided to the 

software, the probability of a given adduct under the supposition H1 is true can be expressed 

using Bayes' theorem and estimated by a sequential Bayesian probability updating process as 

follows: 

P(a|H1) =    
P(H1|N, a)P(a)

[P(H1|N, a)P(a)]+[P(H1|N, ~a)P(~a)]
=

[∏ P(H1𝑝|Ds, N, a)S
s=1 ]P(a)

[[∏ P(H1𝑝|Ds, N, a)S
s=1 ]P(a)]+[[∏ P(H2𝑝|Ds, N, ~a)S

s=1 ]P(~a)]
                                                    (4.16) 

 On the right-hand side of Eq.(4.16), the likelihood for the two competing hypothesis 

is substituted by P(H1𝑝|D𝑠, N, a) and P(H2𝑝|D𝑠, N, a), used to indirectly calculate the 

required probability. Here P(H1𝑝|D𝑠, N, a) and P(H2𝑝|D𝑠, N, a) are referring to the 

probability of H1 and H2 taking into account N number of isotopes of COI, given the data (D), 

where s={1,2,…S} and a={1,2,… A} refers to the index of the dataset used for the training 

phase, and the index of adduct in question, respectively. For the sequential Bayesian updating 

process, P(a) and P(~a), referring to the prior probabilities of a given adduct, a flat 

probability distribution is assigned (P(~a) =  P(a) = 0.5). As further data is observed, this 

prior probability is updated sequentially. After this step, in situations where P(a|H1) for a 

certain adduct is observed to be too low (i.e. <0.1), that particular probability is automatically 

set to 0 and a renormalization step will take place. The reason for this step is, given the fact 

that the probability for certain adduct to ionize the compound is too low, regardless searching 

for the features of the compound will require unnecessary computational time. 
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝟏|𝐇𝟏), 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝟐|𝐇𝟏) and 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝟑|𝐇𝟏) 

 In order to calculate the three logical case scenarios that contemplate the presence of 

precursor and/or fragment ions, once again datasets obtained from spiked samples known to 

contain the compounds of interest can be used. Taking into account adducts that could 

potentially ionize the COI, the following mathematical expression arises: 

P(E11|H1) = ∑ P(E1𝑝|a, H1)P(~E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1)P(~E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1)A
a=1 P(a|H1)          (4.17) 

P(E12|H1) = ∑ P(E1𝑝 |a, H1)P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1)P(~E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1)A
a=1 P(a|H1)            (4.18) 

P(E13|H1) = ∑ P(E1𝑝 |a, H1)P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1)P(E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1)A
a=1 P(a|H1)          (4.19) 

 P(E1𝑝 |a, H1), P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1), and  P(E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1) in Eq.(4.17-4.19) refers to 

the probability of obtaining such a data for each feature (precursor, and two fragment ions, 

respectively) under the supposition that H1 is true (features of COI are present). These 

probabilities can also be translated as how frequently we are ought to observe the features of 

COI, in assumption that H1 is true. On the other hand, P(~E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) and 

P(~E1𝑓2
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) refer to the first and second fragment ions not to be observed when the 

precursor is observed, respectively, under the supposition that H1 is true.  In order to estimate 

these conditional probabilities, it is assumed that the frequency of occurrence of each case 

scenario from a large trial can give an overall estimate of such probabilities. Therefore, the 

first step to estimate the probabilities in such a fashion is to make sure that the ground truth 

H1 is true (convert the supposition to certainty), and hence we make use of the spiked samples 

as training datasets. Similarly to the previous case, the posterior probabilities for each peak 

feature will be used as an input. Therefore, given that the training datasets are known to 

contain COI, the posterior probability for all features, P(H1𝑝|a, D), P(H1𝑓1
|a, D), and 

P(H1𝑓2
|a, D) can be estimated independently by implementing the Bayesian formulation 

presented in chapter three 23. Given these posterior probabilities, P(E1𝑝|a, H1) can be 
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calculated by applying a similar sequential Bayesian prior probability updating process as 

introduced in Eq.(4.13) as follows: 

P(E1𝑝|a, H1) =
P(H1|E1𝑝, a)P(E1𝑝)

[P(H1|E1𝑝, a)P(E1𝑝)]+[P(H1|~E1𝑝, a)P(~E1𝑝)]
=

[∏ P(H1𝑝|Ds, a)S
s=1 ]P(E1𝑝)

[[∏ P(H1𝑝|Ds, a)S
s=1 ]P(E1𝑝)]+[[∏ P(H2𝑝|Ds, ~E1𝑝)S

s=1 ]P(~E1𝑝)]
                               (4.20)   

In Eq.(4.20), however, opposed to N number of isotopes considered in Eq.(4.16), 

taking into account the probability estimate is for E1𝑝, only the most abundant isotope is 

observed. However, the priors P(E1𝑝) and P(~E1𝑝) are initially given equal probabilities 

(0.5). In order to calculate P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) and P(~E1𝑓1

|a, E1𝑝 , H1) expressed in Eq.(4.17-

4.19), the results from the training datasets in which posterior probabilities of the precursor 

ions are >0.5 will be considered. Out of these subset of data, P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) can be 

calculated as follows: 

P(E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) =

P(H1|E1𝑓1
, a)P(E1𝑓1)

[P(H1|E1𝑓1
, a)P(E1𝑓1)]+[P(H1|~E1𝑓1

, a)P(~E1𝑓1)]
=

[∏ P(H1𝑓1
|Ds, a, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S

s=1 ]P(E1𝑓1)

[[∏ P(H1𝑓1
|Ds, a, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S

s=1 ]P(E1𝑓1)]+[[∏ P(H2𝑓1
|Ds, ~E1𝑓1

, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S
s=1 ]P(~E1𝑓1)]

     

                              (4.21)   

In Eq.(4.21), P(E1𝑓1
)=P(~E1𝑓1

)=0.5. Finally, by definition of complementarities,  

P(~E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) can also be calculated as:  

P(~E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) = 1 − P(E1𝑓1

|a, E1𝑝 , H1)               (4.22) 

 For estimating P(E1𝑓2
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) and P(~E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1), two conditions need to be 

fulfilled. The first is that those cases to be considered should have P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5 and 

the second condition is that the same subset of datasets should also have P(H1𝑓1
|a, Ds) ≥ 0.5 
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reflecting that both the precursor and the first fragment ions are observable. Given these 

criteria, P(E1𝑓2
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) can also sequentially be calculated as follows: 

P(E1𝑓2
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) =

P(H1|E1𝑓2
, a)P(E1𝑓2)

[P(H1|E1𝑓2
, a)P(E1𝑓2)]+[P(H1|~E1𝑓2

, a)P(~E1𝑓2)]
=

[∏ P(H1𝑓2
|Ds, a, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5, P(H1𝑓1

|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S
s=1 ]P(E1𝑓2)

[[∏ P(H1𝑓2
|Ds, a, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5, P(H1𝑓1

|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S
s=1 ]P(E1𝑓2)]

+

[[∏ P(H2𝑓2
|Ds, ~E1𝑓2

, P(H1𝑝|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5, P(H1𝑓1
|a, D𝑠) ≥ 0.5)S

s=1 ]P(~E1𝑓2)]

                     (4.23)   

In the same way as in Eq.(4.21), in Eq.(4.23), P(E1𝑓2
) = P(~E1𝑓2

) = 0.5. By 

definition of complementarity, the probabilities for P(~E1𝑓1
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) can be calculated as:  

P(~E1𝑓2
|a, E1𝑝 , H1) = 1 − P(E1𝑓2

|a, E1𝑝 , H1)               (4.24) 

 Finally, the conditional probabilities estimated as described in Eq.(4.20-4.23) can be 

introduced into Eq.(4.17-4.19). Furthermore, the product obtained from the conditional 

probabilities is marginalized over the parameter a. Basically, the sum of all case scenarios 

based on each adduct, weighted by the probability of the adduct in question (P(a|H1), 

calculated as discussed in ‘Calculation of P(a|H1)’ section) is obtained.  

Kernel Estimate for Fragment Ratios 

 As indicated in ‘Calculation of P(E4|H1) and P(E4|H2)’ section, E4 refers to 

fragment ion ratios. In order to estimate the probability of the relative heights of the fragment 

ions in relation to the most abundant isotope of COI, P(𝐫𝒇|H1), basically estimates the 

likelihood of the observed ion ratio to fall within acceptable range (Fig.4.4). However, in 

order to obtain the pdf of this scenario, a large dataset known to contain both the precursor 

and fragment ions, under the same analytical conditions are needed. The ion ratios per COI 

for each data set are then estimated and collected in a set. From this set, a non-parametric 
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(Kernel) pdf estimate is made by using a Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth estimate as 

suggest on reference35. 

 

Figure 4.4 Depiction of an example kernel probability density for fragment ion ratios 

Probabilistic Machine Learning for Continuously Updating 𝛕𝐞 and 𝛔𝐭𝐬 

 As discussed in the ‘calculation of  τe and σts’ section, the optimal parameters are 

estimated by using a large training dataset in a Bayesian framework. However, taking into 

account that there still exist the possibility of retention time drift (e.g. due to column aging) 

over time, in ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’, the algorithm can continuously learn from every dataset 

analyzed automatically. For that, the Bayesian prior updating formulation presented in 

Eq.(4.16) is implemented. However, for this particular purpose, a stringent criterion is 

applied (e.g., posterior probability ≥ 0.9 for ≥ 5 datasets) to update the information for each 

COI. That way, for compounds identified in at least 5 of the datasets analyzed, the 

information extracted can be used to estimate τê and σtŝ followed by updating τe and σts 

obtained after the training phase of the algorithm (now taken as τe,0 and σts,0) using the same 

formulation presented in Eq.(4.16).   
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CHAPTER 5 
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In this chapter a novel method for compound identification in LC-HRMS is proposed. 

The method, based on Bayesian statistics, accommodates all possible uncertainties involved; 

from instrumentation up to data analysis into a single model yielding the probability of the 

compound of interest being present/absent in the sample. This approach differs from the 

classical methods in two ways. First, it is probabilistic (instead of deterministic), hence it 

computes the probability that the compound is (or is not) present in a sample. Second, it 

answers the hypothesis ‘the compound is present’, opposed to answer the question ‘the 

compound feature is present’. This second difference implies a shift in the way data analysis 

is tackled, since the probability of interfering compounds (i.e. isomers and isobaric 

compounds) is also taken into account.  
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5.1 Introduction 

 In compound screening, the way the hypothesis is formulated strictly determines the 

mathematical approach employed in estimating the value of its probability. Similarly, the 

definition of the hypothesis should also encapsulate the un(certainty) involved in the chosen 

analytical method. In this aspect, given a certain analytical method for targeted compound 

screening, one of the most important factors to be taken into account during formulation of a 

hypothesis, is the capability (and limitations) of the analytical method, to be able to 

distinguish a given compound of interest (COI) from any other compounds that could 

potentially be present in the sample. Therefore, in routine (targeted) compound screening, a 

clear definition of two concepts (detection and confirmation/identification) is essential. This 

way, any possible misinterpretation of information or overestimation of the analytical system 

can be avoided. Detection is essentially a discovery of analytical signal without decisive 

recognition of the true nature of the COI1-3. This basically means that the hypothesis for this 

approach can be defined as ‘is the feature of COI present/absent in the sample in question’. 

This definition in a way ignores the possibility of presence of any other compound with 

similar feature parameters, that can be detected (and confounded) by the instrument, and as 

such, is focused on serving as a means to only distinguish between signal and noise. 

Additionally, the detection step basically filters out those signals that are too different (in 

terms of form or location) from the feature that is screened. In other words, even if a clear 

signal has been detected, close (in form and location) to the COI expected, the possibility of 

interference is not taken into account in the definition of ‘detection’. Unfortunately, most 

common approaches implemented by several existing commercial or open-source software 

ignore this concept. Even more, as the nature of these approaches is frequentist, the only 

output available is a deterministic result4-10. In our previous work, we have formulated a 

probabilistic (Bayesian) approach that fully exploits our prior knowledge, and the pieces of 
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evidence obtained from liquid chromatography (LC) coupled with high resolution mass 

spectrometer (HRMS) data to reach a probabilistic output reflecting a possible match in 

feature parameters11-12. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated that tandem mass 

spectrometer (MS/MS) information acquired normally for confirmatory purposes can also be 

implemented into the Bayesian model, with minimal end user supervision13. Such an 

approach is beneficial for two reasons. First, the hypothesis is defined correctly in which the 

Bayesian formulation estimating its probability. Second, opposed to a deterministic approach, 

it also takes into account the uncertainty involved.   

 In a more strict definition of compound screening, the fundamental question that 

needs to be addressed is whether the sample in question contains the suspected COI. This 

differs from the previous definition of ‘detection’, in the sense that it measures the possibility 

of interfering compounds (e.g. isobaric compounds) generating signals that resemble the 

compound of interest. So far, in the analytical chemistry domain, some regulations have been 

accepted as identification and confirmatory methods in routine laboratory analysis.  One of 

the commonly used approaches is LC-HRMS. With this approach, tandem mass spectrometer 

(MS/MS) is used as a confirmation method where predetermined (experimental) fragment 

ions obtained from previous analysis are in perfect match to what is expected. To get a better 

insight on the regulations that had been inspired with this framework, refer to the European 

regulations for food contaminats14. However, even though this approach is the most efficient 

from the currently available methods, the challenge of highly similar features that cannot be 

differentiated still remains15. Furthermore, cases in which the compound is not observed due 

to ionization suppression (but present) is usually not taken into account. In most laboratory 

settings, such case scenarios could be a challenge, and further discussion on this can be found 

in the literature16-19. A simple chemical formula search in an online library for a given HRMS 

spectrum can easily highlight the real challenge behind20. On reference21, Berendsen et al. 
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attempted to highlight the actual challenge behind compound identification (selectivity) for a 

given setup in an LC-MS/MS system, by estimating the probability of interference. Their 

work is very useful for the fact that, for the first time, a probabilistic estimate has been made 

taking into account all existing compounds that could potentially interfere with a given COI. 

In their proposed formulation, the probability of interference was calculated as an 

independent product of the retention time and mass/charge information. However, their work 

was limited to defining sufficient selectivity during method development, and no work has 

been done so far to further exploit such a useful approach for a routine screening analysis. 

Further discussion on the importance of probabilistic approaches to capture the uncertainties 

involved and incorporating prior knowledge for compound identification can be found 

elsewhere22-23.    

 In this work, a novel probabilistic model in an attempt to answer the real question of 

whether the suspected compound(s) is/are present/absent is presented. Unlike a purely 

deterministic model (that looks at the features that match proposed COI features), our method 

is based on a probabilistic model, taking a previously published framework12-13 (chapter three 

and four) as starting point. However, we modify the hypothesis from ‘the features of the COI 

are present’ towards the question ‘the compound is present’. In this way, we naturally 

accommodate the probability of interference in our system, so as to be able to answer the 

fundamental question. Given the Bayesian method developed in our previous publication13, in 

this work we present a paradigm shift from the conventional definition of the hypothesis (‘is 

the signal matching specific parameters?’).  

5.2 Theory  

 To keep the manuscript to a reasonable length as well as avoid redundancy, the reader 

is directed to a reference whenever necessary. To explain the model proposed, a dataset of a 

random sample obtained by an LC-MS/MS system and a list of suspected compounds in a 
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laboratory setting is used.  Given the sample, the main aim behind the analysis is to perform 

chemical identification. Chemical identification can be defined as assigning an analytical 

signal to one of the set of known (suspected) individual chemical compounds based on 

matching their properties. Given the LC-MS/MS system, the two known parameters that can 

be considered as a search criteria are retention time (tR) and mass/charge (m/z) values. Given 

these parameters, approaching the chemical identification process deterministically would 

assume that the system resolution can differentiate all compounds that could potentially be in 

the sample. In reality, due to the limitations of the analytical system, approaching the 

question in such a fashion is not a realistic option. In chapter four, a Bayesian model to 

estimate the probability of a feature match for a given compound of interest (COI) has been 

presented. That way, the hypothesis presented was formulated as follows:  

Ha: Isotopic and fragment ion peaks corresponding to the COI are present.  

Hb: Isotopic and fragment ion peaks corresponding to the COI are not present. 

 With the above approach, the definition of the hypothesis of true interest slightly 

deviates from the actual question we are ought to answer (i.e. is COI present/absent). 

However, additional evidence serves as a means to drift our assumption towards answering 

the main question, and thus assist the end user to make the final decision about the true nature 

of the sample in question. In this work, however, a probabilistic model in an attempt to 

answer the fundamental question is presented. For a given compound the above two 

competing hypothesis are reformulated as follows: 

H1: Compound of interest is present in the sample. 

H2: Compound of interest is absent in the sample. 

 The definition of the two hypotheses assumes that, if H1 is true, the statistical 

approach implemented managed to explicitly identify the COI from any other known 

compound possible, potentially present in the sample within the region of interest (ROI) of 
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the chromatographic space. Taking into account that the two domains of separation in an LC-

MS/MS system (tR and m/z) are not analytically perfect, there is a limited degree of believe in 

answering questions H1 and H2, and thus the need to tackle the problem from probabilistic 

approach becomes apparent. Another advantage of the usefulness of a Bayesian framework 

becomes clear when different evidences (e.g. retention times, m/z values, isotopic patterns, 

adduct formation, etc.) are considered altogether. So far, the proposal of combining evidence 

elegantly and efficiently, as well as obtaining a probabilistic answer in LC-MS and LC-

MS/MS data analysis has been demonstrated11-13. In a similar fashion, in this work, the 

method presented will utilize Bayes' theorem as the general framework. Given the two 

complementary hypotheses (H1 and H2), the following formulation can be used to calculate 

the posterior probabilities: 

P(H1|D) =
P(D|H1)×P(H1)

[P(D|H1)×P(H1)]+[P(D|H2)×P(H2)]
                                    (5.1)     

P(H2|D) =
P(D|H2)×P(H2)

[P(D|H1)×P(H1)]+[P(D|H2)×P(H2)]
                                    (5.2)         

 In Eq.(5.1) and (5.2), P(H1|D) and P(H2|D) are the posterior probabilities, and 

P(D|H1) and P(D|H2) refer to the likelihoods. On the other hand, P(H1) and P(H2) refer to 

the prior probabilities reflecting the prior belief about the presence/absence of COI in the 

given sample before we actually consider the data. In a Bayesian framework, there is always 

some degree of subjectivity in assigning the priors. For this work, a naive a priori information 

is assumed throughout the manuscript, and therefore, the reasonable approach for such cases 

in Bayesian formulation is to assign equal (flat) probabilities to the priors and hence  

P(H1) = P(H2) = 0.5. With this assumption, the posterior odds can therefore be presented as 

follows: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
                                  (5.3)  
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 Other assumptions of priors simply modify the posterior odds by a constant factor. As 

described in chapter three and four, data can further be split into several pieces of evidence 

(E1, E2, E3, E4). E1 describes the two dimensional (2D) peaks shape and location in the 

chromatographic space of an LC-MS data for the precursor ions (E1𝑝 ) and the fragment ions 

(E1𝑓1
, E1𝑓2

) in the LC-MS/MS space. E2 describes the observed m/z values for both the 

precursor and fragment ions, E3 describes the isotopic relative heights of the precursor ions in 

relation to the expected relative heights of the true isotopic patterns, while as E4 describes the 

relative heights of the fragment ions in relation to the most abundant isotope of the precursor 

ion.  Given these pieces of evidence, the formulation on Eq.(5.3), can be expressed as 

follows:  

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

P(E4, E3, E2, E1|H1)

P(E4, E3, E2, E1|H2)
=

P(E4|H1,, E1, E2, E3)

P(E4|H2, E1, E2, E3)
×

P(E3|H1,E1,E2)

P(E3|H2, E1,E2)
×

P(E2|H1,E1)

P(E2|H2, E1)
×

P(E1|H1)

P(E1|H2)
                                               (5.4) 

 In the expression presented in Eq.(5.4), the information obtained as pieces of evidence 

(E1, E2, E3, E4) from the data (D) are utilized using Bayes’ theorem. For further details on the 

fundamentals of the Bayesian framework employed to explore the pieces of evidence, refer to 

chapter three and four.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟏|𝐇𝟐) 

As indicated in chapter four, the conditional probabilities for P(E1|H1) and P(E1|H2) 

can commonly be formulated as follows: 

P(E1|H) =

∑ 〈∑ {∑ [[∏ P(E1𝑝 |𝛉, H)I
n=1 ]P(E1𝑓1

|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H)P(E1𝑓2
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H)] P(c|a, x, H)N

c=1 } P(a|x, H)A
a=1 〉 ×3

x=1

P(E1x|H)                                                                           (5.5) 
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On Eq.(5.5) H refers to hypothesis (H1 or H2) and the equation can be applied to both 

situations (H1 and H2). Obviously, the probability density functions used in each case are 

different. In this equation, we have grouped all the nuisance parameters in 𝛉 = {x, a, c, n}. 

The meaning of each parameter is as follow: ‘c’ refers to observing ‘c’ combination of 

isotopes; ‘a’ refers to certain adduct (‘A’ being the total number of adducts), ‘n’ refers to the 

isotope considered (‘N’ being the total number of isotopes considered), and x refers to the 

possibilities of observing precursor and fragment ions (explained below). Therefore, 

P(c|a, H) refers to the probability of observing ‘c’ combinations of isotopes for a given 

adduct value under the supposition that H is true, while as P(a|H) refers to the probability of 

observing the adduct ‘a’ under the supposition that H is true. As explained above, ‘A’ refers 

to the total number of adducts considered (in this work, adducts were [H+], [Na+], [NH4+], 

[K+]). Note that ‘n’ is the variable referring to the isotope number (n={1,2,… I}) considered 

for a combination ‘c’. E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1 , and E1𝑓2 on Eq.(5.5) refer to the pieces of evidence obtained 

from the precursor, first fragment, and second fragment ions, respectively (details on how to 

estimate P(c|a, H) and P(a|H) for both H1 and H2 cases can be found in chapter four). In 

Eq.(5.5), the terms P(E1𝑝 |𝛉, H), P(E1𝑓1
|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H) and P(E1𝑓2

|E1𝑝 , 𝛉, H) need to be 

marginalized over the peak position, pi as follows: 

P(E1 |𝛉, H) = ∑ P(E1, |𝛉, pi, H)P(pi|𝛉, H)n1
pi

= ∑ (∏ P(εj,pi
|𝛉, pi, H)J

j=1 )P(pi|𝛉, H)n1
pi

      (5.6) 

On Eq.(5.6), the probability of E1 is calculated from the residuals of a least-squares 

fitting13, εj,pi
. It should be noted that the same formulation holds for E1𝑝 , E1𝑓1

 and E1𝑓2
. 

Taking into account the definition of H1 and H2 strictly assumes the presence of the COI (for 

H1), and the presence of interfering compound or noise (for H2), the probability densities of 

P(pi|𝛉, H1) and P(pi|𝛉, H2) differ. For the case of P(pi|𝛉, H1),  the formulation assumes the 

presence of only the COI, and the value of P(pi|𝛉, H1) is assumed to be multivariate 
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Gaussian, centered at the expected retention-time and m/z value of the COI, representing the 

degree of belief that the chromatographer has about the retention time and the m/z value of 

the COI. In this way, each peak model is weighed by the multivariate probability density 

function presented on Eq.(3.11) in chapter three that contemplates for possible retention time 

shift in the chromatographic domain and m/z error due to unrepeatability of the MS detector. 

On the other hand, P(pi|𝛉, H2) should contemplate two scenarios; one considering that the 

observed signal is coming from an interfering compound that could potentially fall within the 

ROI in the 2D chromatographic space of the COI, and the other contemplates the presence of 

only noise. This can be computed by introducing an extra parameter ‘w’ into Eq.(5.6). 

Omitting 𝛉 from Eq.(5.6) to simplify the notation, the formulation can be expressed as 

follows: 

P(E1|H2) = ∑ P(E1|pi, H2)P(pi|H2)n1
pi = ∑ P(E1|pi, w = 0, H2)P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w =n1

pi

0|H2) + ∑ P(E1|pi, w = 1, H2)P(pi|w = 1, H2)P(w = 1|H2)n1
pi                   (5.7) 

On Eq.(5.7), w = 0 and w = 1 refer to models contemplating a baseline (noise) only, 

or and a peak (including base-line), respectively. Therefore, the first part of the equation, 

∑ P(E|pi, w = 0, H2)P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2)n1
pi , contemplates only baseline. As in the 

case of w=0, there are no peaks, therefore the left-hand side of the sum simplifies to: 

∑ P(E1|pi, w = 0, H2)P(pi|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2)n1
pi = P(E1|w = 0, H2)P(w = 0|H2)       

                          (5.8) 

Here we have assumed that P(pi|w = 0, H2) has a value of 1 since there is only one 

model possible and P(w = 0|H2) can be calculated by applying statistical overlap theory as 

described in chapter three. The right-hand side of the sum of Eq.(5.7) contemplates the fact 

that all the possible peak positions (pi) of the interfering compounds and therefore can be 

computed as follows: First we assume complementarity between P(w = 0|H2) and P(w =

1|H2), i.e. P(w = 1|H2) = 1 − P(w = 0|H2). Second,  P(E1|pi, w = 1, H2) can be 
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calculated using the residuals of a model with an interfering peak centered at a certain pi 

location. The third term, P(pi|w = 1, H2), is calculated using information retrieved from a 

large database of compounds. For this, a large database consisting of ~5 million known 

compounds that could potentially be retained and ionized with the analytical system were 

obtained from in-house library. In addition, for the case of fragment ions, four categories 

consisting of at least 500 fragment ions spectra per group based on their corresponding 

precursor ion m/z (100-200, 200-300, 300-400, and >400) obtained from in-house 

experiments were employed. Details on the exact database implemented can be found on 

reference21. Thus, given this large database (𝔇), a list of potentially interfering candidates per 

isotope of COI (𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗) is constructed. The criterion to construct this subset is based on the 

closeness of the m/z values to the isotope of COI in question. For example, for a given 

isotope of a precursor ion, all compounds from the large database with m/z value falling 

within [μ
𝑝,𝐼

± 2σm] window around the isotope of the COI are considered as possible 

interfering candidates, and are therefore included in 𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗. Next, a grid of pi models located 

at regular intervals in the m/z and the tR domain are contemplated. Here it should be noted 

that given the peak model (pi) is a bivariate Gaussian located at a certain value of  (in the 

m/z) and tR, P(pi|w = 1, H2) can further be expanded as follows:  

P(pi|w = 1, H2) = P(pi,μ, pi,tR
|w = 1, H2) = P(pi,μ|w = 1, H2)P(pi,tR

|pi,μ, w = 1, H2) (5.9)  

assuming independence between pi,tR
 and pi,μ we obtain: 

P(pi,μ, pi,tR
|w = 1, H2) = P(pi,μ|w = 1, H2)P(pi,tR

|w = 1, H2)  

The first part of Eq.(5.9) can be calculated as follows: 

P(pi,μ|w = 1, H2) = ∑
1

σm√2π
e

−
1

2
(

μpi−μI∗,𝑑
σm

)
2

×
1

n𝔇,𝑝,𝐼

𝑛𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗

𝑑=1                                                     (5.10)                           

On Eq.(5.10), 𝑑 refers to the index of a given interfering compound, 𝑛𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗  refers to 

the number of candidate interfering compounds, μpi refers to the m/z of the peak model (pi), 
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and μI∗,𝑑 refers to the m/z value of a given interfering compound at index 𝑑. The interference 

in the m/z domain describes how probable it is for a given interfering candidate having a m/z 

value falling within [μ𝑝,𝐼 ± 2σm] window to interfere with the signal of the isotope in 

question.  Intuitively the interference in the m/z domain is dependent on the resolution of the 

MS instrument. Therefore, as shown on the first part of Eq.(5.10), 

∑
1

σm√2π
e

−
1

2
(

μpi−μI∗,𝑑
σm

)
2

𝑛𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗

𝑑=1 , given the predefined σm from the calibration curve of m/z peak 

width (details in chapter three12), the probability of a given peak model to represent an 

interference in the m/z domain can easily be calculated by marginalizing over all possible 

candidate interfering compounds and computing the value using a normal probability density 

function. As such, the probability of the peak model in question given a specific interfering 

compounds (𝔇𝑝,𝐼∗) is weighed by the probability of the interfering compound itself (
1

n𝔇,𝑝,𝐼∗
, in 

this case assigned a flat probability) and summed. On the other hand, we will assume 

P(pi,tR
|w = 1, H2) = 0.2, which defines the probability of co-elution.  For that, a probability 

of 0.2 proposed on reference21 as the worst case scenario to estimate the probability of co-

elution, when the co-elution property of the system has not been modeled with significant 

number of compounds, has been adopted (refer to reference21 for details). Indeed this 

probability can easily be substituted given a modeled system, however for this work, the 

worst case scenario proposed as a rule of thumb in reference21 has been adopted.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟏) 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐏(𝐄𝟐|𝐇𝟐) 

 E2 refers to the piece of evidence concerning the observed m/z value for a given 

precursor isotope of COI (μ
𝑝,o

) or the observed m/z value for a given fragment ion (μ
𝑓,o

). 

For the case of  P(E2|H1), the expected m/z values are μ
𝑝,𝑒

 and μ
𝑓,𝑒

 for precursor and 

fragment ions, respectively. Opposed to the conventional approach where the end-user 
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predefines a certain cut-off level in parts per million (ppm), normally implemented in most 

existing software packages; in chapter three12 we proposed a probabilistic approach. As 

proposed in our previous work13, the calculation of  P(E2|H1) and P(E2|H2) can be 

formulated as follows: 

P(E2|H) =

∑ 〈∑ {∑ [[∏ P(E2𝑝 |𝛉, H)I
n=1 ]P(E2𝑓1

|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H)P(E2𝑓2
|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H)] P(c|a, x, H)N

c=1 } P(a|x, H)A
a=1 〉 ×3

x=1

P(E2x|H)                                       (5.11) 

In Eq.(5.11) all parameters are as defined previously. In this work, under the 

supposition that H1 is true, for estimating P(E2𝑝 |𝛉, H1) or P(E2𝑓|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H1), the same 

formulation indicated on Eq.(4.21-4.23) in chapter four can be applied. However, for the case 

of P(E2𝑝 |𝛉, H2) or P(E2𝑓|E2𝑝 , 𝛉, H2), under the supposition that H2 is true, opposed to using 

the probability density function depicted on Fig.4.1 in chapter four, the probability density of 

the observed m/z (μ
𝑝,o

) in relation to the expected m/z for each interfering candidate 

compounds (μ
𝑝,𝑒,I∗ 

) are estimated and combined. For this, a parameter referring to the 

interfering compounds is introduced and marginalized. The value can then be calculated 

using a normal probability distribution as in the same fashion as for the case of H1. A 

common formulation applicable for both E2𝑝 and E2𝑓  can be expressed as follows: 

P(E2|H2) = ∑ P (E2|μ
e,I∗,𝑑

, H2)
n𝔇,I∗

𝑖=1
P(μ

e,I∗,𝑑
|H2)               (5.12) 

Where: 

P (E2|μ
e,I∗,𝑑

, H2) =
1

σm√(2π)
e

−
1

2
(

μo−μe,I∗,𝑑
σm

)
2

                           (5.13) 

and  

P(μ
e,I∗,𝑑

|H2) =
1

n𝔇,I∗
                   (5.14) 
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In Eq.(5.12-5.14), d refers to the index of a given interfering candidate compound and 

n𝔇,𝐼∗ refers to the total number of interfering candidates for a given ion (precursor or 

fragment). The estimated probability can then be implemented into Eq.(5.11). 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟏), 𝐏(𝐄𝟑|𝐇𝟐), 𝐏(𝐄𝟒|𝐇𝟏) and 𝐏(𝐄𝟒|𝐇𝟐) 

As discussed previously, E3 and E4 account for the observed relative heights of the 

isotopes and the relative heights of the fragment ions with respect to the most abundant 

isotope. For utilizing the information from E3 and E4, under the supposition that H1 is true, 

the formulation presented  in Eq.(4.11-4.12) in chapter four  can be applied. However, for the 

case of H2, the exact calculation of the probabilities under the supposition that the observed 

relative heights could be that of any of the interfering candidate compounds, or any 

combination of the candidate compounds is rather cumbersome. Technically, the most 

accurate approach would be to exhaustively estimate the probability of the observed relative 

heights (for both precursor and fragment ions) with respect to each and every expected 

relative heights of the interfering candidate compounds (precursor and fragment ions), as well 

as all combination of candidate compounds and combine those probabilities to obtain 

P(E3|H2) and P(E4|H2). However, this process will significantly add computational 

complexity. Therefore, for this work, a more simplistic approach which assigns a probability 

of 1 for both P(E3|H2) and P(E4|H2), as discussed in chapter three is used. 

Once all the probabilities presented on Eq.(5.4) has been calculated, it can be applied 

into Eq.(5.1) and (5.2), to obtain the final posterior probability reflecting the 

presence/absence of COI in the sample in question. 
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5.3 Experimental 

Materials and Methods 

Datasets 

For this study, the same 50 datasets discussed in chapter four were used. For detailed 

explanation on the preparation of standards, chemicals, samples, samples pre-treatment, 

extraction, and instrumentation conditions, please refer to ‘material and methods’ section of 

chapter four. 

Software 

Bayes-ToxScreen V.2 

All functions for the algorithm and GUI were developed on MATLAB Version: 

8.2.0.701 (R2016a) with bioinformatics and statistics and machine learning toolbox and 

implemented on an Alienware AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 

GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 7 Professional Operating System Desktop computer.  

5.4 Results and Discussion  

 Given the novelty of the method proposed, to our knowledge, there is no other 

software that approaches compound screening process in such a fashion; therefore, it was not 

possible to make a direct statistical comparison with any existing method. However, in order 

to demonstrate the philosophy behind the proposed method, the result obtained from the 

formulation presented here was assessed thoroughly. After screening the 50 data sets for 350 

compounds (details on the compounds can be found on reference13), by setting a (variable) 

threshold, the true positive and false positive rates were calculated, and the corresponding 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed. Fig.5.1 depicts the ROC-

curve constructed using different levels of posterior probability threshold. Furthermore, the 

false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) findings were assessed. As can be observed from 
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the curve on Fig.5.1, at a logical probability threshold of 0.5, ~91% sensitivity and ~97% 

specificity was observed.  

 

Figure 5.1 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicting the performance of 

‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ software in terms of false positive and true positive rate. 

False Negative Rates 

 In order to assess the impact of approaching targeted-compound screening with the 

formulation presented in this manuscript, FN results were checked. Table.5.1 shows a list of 

the spiked compounds known to be present in all 50 samples in which a posterior probability 

of <0.5 was obtained in >50% of the samples. If a posterior probability of 0.5 is taken as a 

logical threshold, these compounds could potentially be classified as FNs. However, taking 

into account the likelihood of an interfering compounds that could potentially mimic the 

same feature parameters as that of COI is high (including isobaric and isomeric compounds), 

the scenario was statistically reflected on the posterior probability. In this aspect, column 4 of 

Table.5.1 is indicating the total number of unique compounds that can produce similar 

interfering signal as that of COI for N number of isotopes (99% of the top most abundant 

isotopes based on the natural abundance of the elements composing the molecule) indicated 

on column 3, falling within [μ
𝑝,𝐼

± 2σm] for isotope I up to N (Fig.5.2). Similarly, column 5 
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refers to the total number of interfering compounds falling within [μ
𝑝,𝐼

± σm] window in the 

m/z domain for all isotopes considered.  On column 8 of Table.5.1, it can be seen that the 

average absolute m/z deviation of the closest interfering compound falling within ±σm 

window of the corresponding isotope, are all below the 5ppm level that is normally taken as a 

common cut-off tolerance for calculated m/z error in HRMS data, highlighting the danger in 

such an approach. Furthermore, compounds that could potentially interfere with the fragment 

ions are also taken into account as indicated on column 6 and 7 (Fig.5.3).  

Table.5.1 Details on false negative rates and interfering compounds 

Compound 
Name 

Avg. 
Probability 

(50 Datasets) 

FN Rate  
(%) 

(50 Datasets) 

Total 
No. of  

Isotopes 
(99%) 

Total 
No. of I∗ 

(±2σ) 
Precursor 

Total  
No. of I∗  

(±σ) 
Precursor 

Total 
No. of I∗ 
(±0.5D)  

1st Fragment 

Total 
No. of I∗ 
(±0.5D)  

2nd Fragment 

Avg.  
m/z Error 

 of I∗ 
(ppm) 

Aclonifen 0.46 46 5 1380 1055 30 24 0.63 
Aminopyralid 0.04 4 6 61 21 44 0 3.06 

Asulam 0.29 27 4 651 390 43 39 1.04 
Clopyralid 0.18 19 6 19 9 14 34 1.82 

Methamidophos 0.48 48 4 31 1 21 17 0.24 
Trinexapac-Ethyl 0.42 42 4 1881 1029 41 40 0.86 

FN: false negative  I∗: interfering compound D: Dalton 

 

Overall, this is a strong indication that, the state-of-the-art LC-MS/MS techniques 

applied still lack the capability to uniquely distinguish between ambiguous signals (with 

similar features). This is not taken into account in the currently available targeted compound 

screening algorithms. Opposed to that, in this work, the Bayesian formulation outputs a 

probabilistic result by weighing all considered pieces of evidence accordingly.  
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Figure 5.2 Heat map showing number of interfering compounds for the precursor isotopes of 

the suspected compounds (pesticides) used for this study, with their expected m/z values and 

the number of isotopes (N) considered for each compound. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Plot showing number of interfering compounds for fragment one and fragment 

two ions of the suspected compounds (pesticides) used for this study, with their expected m/z 

values. 

5.5 Conclusion 

 Targeted compound screening is a common practice in many analytical laboratories. 

The process is highly reliant on the current state-of-the-art instruments. As such, significant 

improvement in the analytical techniques applied has been made in parallel to 

instrumentation development. Thus, the type of analytical method applied for the process, 

strictly determines the level of confidence in being able to identify suspected compounds. In 

toxicology screening context, LC coupled to HRMS has made a significant impact in the way 
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compounds are detected (identified) in routine analysis. However, as much as the 

technological advancement has made a significant impact in the process, there still exist 

several levels of uncertainty that most currently available open-source (commercial) software 

packages appear to disregard when reporting results, which could potentially lead to 

information misinterpretation.  

 In this work, a novel Bayesian probabilistic approach for compound identification in 

LC-HRMS, that encapsulates the instrumentation uncertainties in all domains (tR, m/z),  

meticulously calculates the probabilities of all possible interfering compounds (i.e. isomers 

and isobaric compounds), as well estimates the computational uncertainties has been 

formulated. The algorithm has been shown to elegantly combine different pieces of evidence 

from the data in a Bayesian analysis, to provide the end user with a single probabilistic result 

reflecting the true probability of COI being present/absent in a given sample. In this work, the 

formulation presented assumes training and testing datasets to have been generated in the 

same condition from within the same laboratory, however, the Bayesian approach can easily 

be extended to accommodate an interlaboratory variation.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Computationally Efficient (Multi-Path) 

Compound Screening in Complex 

Samples Using a Bayesian Framework 
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In this chapter, we propose a novel and computationally efficient method for 

compound screening in LC-MS and LC-MS/MS. The approach includes all prior knowledge 

(retention times, isotope ratios, mass values, fragment-to-parent ratios, adduct formation, etc.) 

using a Bayesian framework. In addition, a Bayesian approach to tackle all possible 

interfering peaks is developed: opposed to discard interfering compounds based on the closest 

or highest peak criteria, our model considers interferences probabilistically, leading to a more 

accurate result in compound screening.  

 For targeted compound screening of complex samples, retention time shift and 

variation is one of the most common challenges resulting in ambiguous scenarios, one of 

which being existence of more than one potential peak within region of interest (ROI) 

resembling compound of interest (COI). As such, threshold based algorithms approaches the 

problem deterministically, and therefore are forced to decide too early if one of the potential 

peaks is the COI. As a result, a binary ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer in regards to presence of the COI 

is obtained. In contrast, our Bayesian approach assesses all possible scenarios based on prior 

state of knowledge in the location of COI, expressed as a probability distribution. This way, 

all pieces of evidence are utilized resulting in a probabilistic estimate in the presence/absence 

of the COI. In addition, the Bayesian approach merges all pieces of information (e.g. adducts, 

isotope ratios, etc.), elegantly without the need to make a decision at a sub-step level, 

minimizing error propagation.   
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6.1 Introduction 

Liquid chromatography (LC) coupled to high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) 

is a widely used technique for compound screening, and has evolved over the last decades 

into a powerful, versatile and broadly applicable analytical tool for compound screening1-5.  

As such, for data processing, several algorithms have been developed. To get an overview on 

commonly used algorithms, refer to6.  

In its simplest definition, LC-MS data processing pipeline can be categorized as (i) 

pre-processing and (ii) interpretation step7. One important step in the pre-processing phase 

(before being able to perform compound identification or quantification) is peak detection. In 

this aspect, the aim of peak detection is to identify important regions from within the LC-MS 

separation space comprising evidence corresponding to any existing peak8-9. For this data 

processing step, a certain cutoff value or predefined parameters (i.e. expected retention time, 

retention time shift, mass/charge, etc.) with respect to the compound of interest (COI) are 

normally used10-14.Given these parameters, a region of interest (ROI) can be defined. The 

main challenge in finding the correct ROI lies in the retention time variation, resulting in an 

ambiguous case scenario when there are interfering compounds present within close 

proximity to the expected retention time of the COI15-16. In most available open-source and/or 

commercial software, in situations where interfering peak features within the ROI of the COI 

are present, two possible options are commonly applied. The first option considers the peak 

feature which is the closest with respect to the expected retention time to be a potential peak 

from the COI, while as the second option considers the peak feature with the highest intensity 

to be from the COI. A good example of such an approach can be found in the peak detection 

algorithms applied in ‘TraceFinder’ (Thermo Scientific) software package17. These two 

options are strictly dependent on user defined parameters, and thus having serious limitations 

taking into account any given prior knowledge about the data to be analyzed is probabilistic 
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(so it cannot be incorporated properly in a deterministic algorithm). Moreover, as the correct 

parameters are different for each compound, it is intuitively improbable for the chosen fixed 

parameter to be the appropriate choice for all existing compounds within the dataset.  

In continuation to our previous works presented in chapter three to five, in this 

manuscript we present a computationally efficient formulation of a Bayesian compound 

screening algorithm. In chapter five, we made an approximation when more than one possible 

candidate is found within a ROI, selecting the highest and/or closest peak based on the mean 

of the probability distribution capturing the retention time shift from training dataset. Thus, in 

our previous proposal, only one peak (i.e. highest and/or the closest) was analyzed as a 

possible candidate for being a COI, discarding all other candidates. In this work, we present a 

multi-path assessment model that considers all possible candidates to determine the location 

of the COI in the LC-MS separation space, and estimate the probability of a targeted 

compound being present in the sample analyzed.  

 6.2 Theory  

 The Bayesian approach as recently introduced18-21 (chapter two to five) has shown 

significant improvement in LC-MS data analysis compared to threshold-based deterministic 

approaches. More specifically, the framework presented in chapter five allows contemplation 

of all possible case scenarios in a given multidimensional LC-MS/MS dataset to reach a final 

posterior probability reflecting either the presence/absence of the COI. In this follow-up 

study, a new and simplified formulation aimed at achieving computational efficiency, as well 

as allowing additional case scenarios, is presented.  

For a dataset obtained from an LC-MS/MS system, the process of identifying a list of 

suspected compounds begins by defining the hypothesis as follows: 

H1: Compound of interest is present in the sample. 

H2: Compound of interest is absent in the sample. 
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 H1 and H2 are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Given these hypotheses, region of 

interest (ROI) per compound within the LC-MS separation space will be defined.  

Hypothesis Testing 

The hypotheses above are tested using Bayes' theorem, making use of some prior 

knowledge. Taking into account that the elemental composition of each COI is known, the 

expected mass (μ
𝑝,e

), as well as the possible m/z deviation due to MS detector error, 

expressed as standard deviation (σm) can be estimated. In addition, the expected retention 

time (τe) obtained from large training dataset a priori, the chromatographic peak width (σt) 

expressed in standard deviation (i.e. ¼ of the average base peak width), and the retention time 

shift that could occur due to unrepeatability of retention time in the time domain expressed as 

standard deviation (σts) are all assumed to be known (detailed explanation on how to 

probabilistically estimate these parameters can be found in chapter four 19). Given this prior 

knowledge, a ROI consisting data-points from the first 3 most abundant isotopes (𝑁 = 3) and 

two fragment ions is extracted. The information in this ROI can be expressed as: retention 

times t={t1, t2, …, tt, …, tT}, m/z values for precursor isotopes mt,n={mt,n,1, mt,n,2, …, 

mt,n,m,…, mt,n,M} and fragment ions mt,f={mt,f,1, mt,f,2, …, mt,f,ṁ,…, mt,f,,Ṁ}, where we made 

explicit that the measured masses (including the number of measured masses, M) depend on 

the tth acquisition time and isotope n={1,2,…,N} and/or fragment f={1, 2}. Additionally, 

intensity values it,n={it,n,1, it,n,2, …, it,n,M} and it,f={it,f,1, it,f,2, …, it,f, Ṁ} correspond to the data-

points of tth acquisition time, for isotope n and fragment ion f, respectively. Given this data 

structure, all the data-points in this ROI are what will be referred to as the data (D) 

throughout the computation in the following sections of the manuscript. 

The hypothesis testing is thus formulated using Bayes' theorem:  

P(H1|D) =
P(D|H1)×P(H1)

P(D|H1)×P(H1)+P(D|H2)×P(H2)
                                                       (6.1)     
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P(H2|D) =
P(D|H2)×P(H2)

P(D|H1)×P(H1)+P(D|H2)×P(H2)
                                    (6.2)         

 As for the prior probabilities P(H1) and P(H2), the simplest approach is to assume a 

flat prior, P(H1) = P(H2) = 0.5. Other assumptions are possible, based on the previous state 

of knowledge that the analyst has about the presence/absence of the COI in the sample, 

before considering the information given by the LC-MS/MS analysis. With this assumption, 

the posterior odds is equivalent to the likelihood ratio: 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
                                     (6.3)  

 In Eq.(6.3), as defined earlier, D refers to the data consisting of all data-points within 

the entire ROI. Given all this data-points and the uncertainty in the exact retention time of the 

COI, parameter 𝜏 (retention time of the COI) should be introduced in order to be able to 

estimate the likelihood under the supposition H1. This nuisance parameter 𝜏 is then 

marginalized. Thus Eq.(6.3) can be expressed as follows: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D|H2)
                                                                         (6.4)  

Computing the integral of Eq.(6.4) is computationally unfeasible. This is because the 

ROI is relatively large, forcing to calculate P(D|τ, H1) in a vast region. In order to accelerate 

the computation, we will concentrate to compute P(D|τ, H1) for those τ values yielding 

values of P(D|τ, H1) sufficiently large, and discarding the rest of the τ values. In order to 

detect these regions, the ROI refinement step is applied. 

 ROI Refinement 

 In this step, an algorithm is applied to find regions (i.e. values of τ) within the ROI in 

which the data shows peak-like structures (and therefore there is a possibility that the COI is 

present at this reduced location). Consequently, P(D|τ, H1) shows significant values at these 

τ values and at their vicinity. This way, a systematic approach to utilize the ROI in a logical 
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fashion can be applied, resulting in computational efficiency. This refinement process is 

approached probabilistically to pinpoint the location of any potential peak(s) in the time 

domain. Mathematically, this refinement process is equivalent to a probabilistic estimate of 

the best fit parameter τ (retention time), that describes the data (D) under the supposition H1 

is true. In this way, the evidence from D can be systematically and efficiently utilized. 

To find the appropriate areas, a Bayesian learning algorithm to estimate the best fit 

parameters is implemented. To achieve that, a modified version of the method described in 

chapter three is applied. First, all data-points falling within [τe  ± (2σt + 4σts)] ×

[μ
𝑝,e

± 2σm] window for the most abundant isotope of COI are extracted. Next, by utilizing 

Gaussian mixture models in a Bayesian expectation-maximization framework  

(contemplating presence of either just one peak or two peak features), the prior parameters of 

τe, σts and σt for COI are updated to τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗ , as the best fit to describe the data 

observed using maximum a posterior (MAP) approach. Here, two assumptions are 

contemplated. The first is that we assume a normal probability density function for the 

retention time shift in (Eq.(3.8) in supporting information of chapter three). This 

automatically penalizes models with a peak maxima located further away from the expected 

retention time (τe). The second condition contemplates the possibility of a second peak to be 

present anywhere within the [τe  ± (2σts)] window. To achieve this, the probabilities for a 

single-peak model and two-peak models are assigned to be equal. This does not follow what 

was presented on SI of chapter three (in which statistical overlap theory15 was applied). In 

chapter three, in situations where the peak model with MAP consists of a second peak, the 

position for τe
∗  is updated to the one closer to our prior knowledge of  τe (single-path 

approach). However, in that manuscript we had admitted that the only reason for such a 

stringent decision making is to minimize computational complexity, which still might carry 

the risk of missing the COI in situations for example when an interfering peak signal resides 
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much closer to the initial learned value of τe. We are modifying this assumption in this paper, 

following each of the two possibilities that a two-peak model is proposing (multi-path 

approach). However, transitioning from a single-path approach to multi-path approach 

requires further optimization of the algorithm for computational efficiency.  

 

Figure 6.1 Contour plot of regions of interests for 11 selected compounds (pesticides) from a 

single dataset with each column referring to a given compound (for each plot, x axis 

corresponds to time, y axis corresponds to m/z). The first three rows refer to 3 isotopes for 

each compound (column) and the rest of the rows refer to fragment ions aligned in retention 

time. Columns correspond to the different compounds 

 

In this study, both approaches in terms of introducing the multi-path assessment as 

well the further optimization made to the algorithm are discussed. In contrast to a single-path 

approach using Bayesian parameter optimization step, followed by exhaustive model fitting 

as presented in chapter three, here, the benefit of multi-path assessment followed by fitting 

only highly relevant models resulting in computational efficiency is presented. Fig.6.1 depicts 

several examples where an interfering peak appears within the vicinity of COI requiring a 

multi-path assessment. In such situations, the initial ROI refinement governed by a Bayesian 

parameter optimization (learning) process discussed above is expected to assign maximum a 

posterior (MAP) to the peak model hypothesizing two peaks at the exact centers of the 

existing peaks. Given this peak model, the parameters of the model reflecting the peak 
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centers will be extracted and labeled as τe,1
∗  and τe,2

∗ , thus updating the initial estimates 

[τe, σts, σt] into [τe,1
∗ , σt,1

∗ , σts,1
∗ ] and [τe,2

∗ , σt,2
∗ , σts,2

∗ ] which follows the multi-path approach 

that contemplates more than one possible location to be assessed. However, if the peak model 

that obtains the MAP, consists of only a single peak, the initial parameters are updated to 

only [τe,1
∗ , σt,1

∗ , σts,1
∗ ] following a single-path assessment leading to only one possible location 

for COI. Thus the criteria for choosing a single-path or multi-path approach is based on the 

posterior probability assigned for each peak model (single-peak or two-peaks) generated by 

exhaustive combinatorial parameter estimates. For details in how the Bayesian approach is 

formulated, refer to SI of chapter three. Given that each peak model (with one-peak and two-

peaks) has been assigned a posterior probability, the model that obtained the MAP determines 

which path to follow; if the model consists of a single peak, single-path will be followed, or if 

the model consists of two peaks, multi-path will be followed. In both cases, the screening 

process can be focused around the detected potential peak(s) for search of the COI, resulting 

in computational efficiency. In the following sections, how the refined region(s), and learned 

parameters will be utilized for hypothesis testing in both case scenarios (single and multi 

path) will be discussed in detail. 

Calculation of the Likelihood 

 Given the learned parameters and the refined ROI, the numerator of Eq.(6.4) is 

calculated using values of 𝜏 only around those regions of interest in which there is a 

possibility of a peak-like structure, i.e. around τe,1
∗  and (eventually) τe,2

∗ . The way this 

numerator is calculated depends on whether a single peak-like structure or two peak-like 

structures have been found. 
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Bayesian Hypothesis Testing For Single-Path Scenario 

In the case of only one potential peak is found (around τe,1
∗ ) the initial data (D) is split 

into two refined regions, namely D = (D0, D1). D1 consists of all data-points around τe,1
∗  

encapsulating the detected potential peak and its vicinity, and D0 refers to the region 

consisting of all data-points everywhere else outside the region defined by D1 within ROI. 

Given this refinement of the ROI, and splitting of data (D), the likelihood ratio in Eq.(6.4) can 

be expressed as follows: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D0, D1|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D0, D1|H2)
=

∫ P(D0|τ, H1)P(D1|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D0|H2)P(D1|H2)
                                          (6.5) 

 In Eq.(6.5), we have assumed independence between D0 and D1, since P(D0|τ, H1) 

and P(D1|τ, H1) refer to the probability of observing data D0 and D1 under the assumption 

that COI is present and located at τ. Here it should be noted that, taking into account D1 

encapsulates all data-points of the only potential peak detected at retention time (τe,1
∗ ) and its 

vicinity, intuitively implies that D0 (defined as the region outside D1) is noise, making it 

independent from τ, i.e.   P(D0|τ, H1) = P(D0|H1). Furthermore, we make P(D0|H1) =

P(D0|H2), expressing that the probability of the data for regions that contain only noise is 

independent to whether the compound is present or not, as long it is far away from D0. 

Therefore, Eq.(6.5) is simplified as follows: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D1|τ, H1)
τe,1

∗ +∆τ

τe,1
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D1|H2)
                                               (6.6) 

Note that in this equation we made explicit that the computation of the integral of 

Eq.(6.6) is reduced to the values of τ around τe,1
∗  (i.e., between τe,1

∗ − ∆τ  and τe,1
∗ + ∆τ ) and 

assuming P(D1|τ, H1) is 0 for values of τ that are outside this interval.  
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Bayesian Hypothesis Testing For Multi-Path Scenario 

In a similar fashion as for the case of single-path, if the ‘ROI refinement’ step 

identified two potential peaks leading to multi-path scenario, then the data (D) can be split as: 

D = (D0, D1, D2). In this case, D1 consists of all data-points around retention time τe,1
∗  

encapsulating the first detected potential peak and its vicinity, D2 consists of all data-points 

around retention time τe,2
∗ , and D0 refers to all data-points outside the regions defined by D1 

and D2. For this particular scenario, the likelihood ratio in Eq.(6.4) can therefore be expressed 

as follows: 

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D0, D1, D2|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D0, D1, D2|H2)
=

∫ P(D0|τ, H1)P(D1|τ, H1)P(D2|τ, H1)P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D0|H2)P(D1|H2)P(D2|H2)
   (6.7) 

Once again we have assumed independence between D0, D1 and D2, since we suppose 

they are far apart. By adopting the same logic for D0 discussed in single-path case, we have 

P(D0|τ, H1) = P(D0|H1) = P(D0|H2). Narrowing down the integral around the vicinity of 

both τe,1
∗   and τe,2

∗  we obtain:  

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

∫ P(D1|τ, H1)P(D2|τ, H1)
τe,1

∗ +∆τ

τe,1
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ+∫ P(D1|τ, H1)P(D2|τ, H1)
τe,2

∗ +∆τ

τe,2
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D1|H2)P(D2|H2)
  

                                   (6.8) 

Note that in this equation we have assumed a similar approximation as in Eq.(6.6), in 

which we make the integral 0 for values far away from the vicinities of τe,1
∗  and τe,2

∗ . 

Furthermore, as these two time points are sufficiently far apart, we can assume that 

P(D2|τ, H1) does not depend on τ in the interval [τe,1
∗ − ∆τ, τe,1

∗ + ∆τ] (note that D2 

corresponds to the data around τe,2
∗ , not τe,1

∗ ). Furthermore, as for this case (under H1) the 

COI is located at the vicinity of τe,1
∗ , we can assume that we can model P(D2|τ, H1) similarly 

to P(D2|H2). A similar reasoning occurs with P(D1|τ, H1) when calculated within the interval 

[τe,2
∗ − ∆τ, τe,2

∗ + ∆τ]. Thus Eq.(6.8) can further be simplified as follows: 
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P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
=

P(D2|H2) ∫ P(D1|τ, H1)
τe,1

∗ +∆τ

τe,1
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ+P(D1|H2) ∫ P(D2|τ, H1)
τe,2

∗ +∆τ

τe,2
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D1|H2)P(D2|H2)
=

∫ P(D1|τ, H1)
τe,1

∗ +∆τ

τe,1
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D1|H2)
+

∫ P(D2|τ, H1)
τe,2

∗ +∆τ

τe,2
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|H1)dτ

P(D2|H2)
                                                  (6.9) 

 In contrast to the earlier model as described in chapter three to five, in this study, the 

entire data (D) is split into only two pieces of evidence (E1
∗, E2

∗). E1
∗ relates to the two-

dimensional (2D) peak-shape and location in the LC-MS separation space for the 𝑁 = 3 most 

abundant isotopes of the precursor ion as well as the peak shape for the fragment ions. On the 

other hand, E2
∗  represents the observed m/z values for the precursor and fragment ions.  Given 

these pieces of evidence, factorization of P(D|H ) in Eq.(6.6) and Eq.(6.11) yields:  

P(D|H) = P(E1
∗, E2

∗|H) = P(E1
∗|H)P(E2

∗|H)                                                                             

(6.10) 

 In Eq.(6.10), independence between the two pieces of evidence (E1
∗, E2

∗) has been 

assumed. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏
∗|𝐇) 

 As in chapter five, P(E1
∗|H) is computed by marginalizing over all possible 

experimental situations in which this evidence can be observed:  

P(E1
∗|H) = ∑ [∑ [∑ [P(E1

∗|θ, H)]P(cá,x|H)N
c=1 ]P(á|H)A

á=1 ]P(x|H)3
x=1             (6.11) 

 Eq.(6.11) marginalises over different parameters, grouped all in θ = {x, á, N}. The 

parameter x = {1,2,3} refers to the number of ions observed. Three cases are possible: (i) 

observing only the precursor and no fragments (x = 1), (ii) observing the precursor and 

fragment 1 (x = 2) and (iii) observing the precursor and the two fragments (x = 3). The 

parameter á refers to the type of adduct observed (e.g. á = 1  refers to sodium, á = 2 refers to 

potassium, á = 3 refers to ammonium, á = 4 refers to hydrogen), with A referring to the 

maximum number of adducts considered (in the example above A = 4). On the other hand, 𝑁 
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refers to the maximum number of isotopes considered. As for the number of isotopes 

observed might be different from the number of isotopes considered (i.e. the number of 

isotopes the user wants to inspect), we marginalise for this quantity too: being 𝑐 the number 

of isotopes actually observed and 𝑁 the number of isotopes that we want to observe. This is 

valid for each adduct and for each parent ion and fragment. 

In Eq. (6.11), P(x|H) and P(á|H) are prior probabilities for ion/fragment observations 

and adduct observations. These probabilities can be estimated using a large training datasets 

containing COIs obtained in a laboratory setting assumed to mimic a realistic condition, 

normally observed in routine screening analysis. By observing these frequencies in a large 

(training) data set, the probability of a given adduct under the supposition H is true, P(á|H), 

as well as the probability of a given case scenario of ions, P(x|H),  can be estimated for every 

COI. On the other hand, P(ca,x|H) refers to the prior probability of observing a given 

combination of isotopes under the supposition H is true, for a given adduct á and a given case 

scenario of observed ions, 𝑥. To estimate this probability, a Poisson probability distribution is 

used. Further details and similar applications of Eq.(6.11) can be found in chapter three to 

five. In the following sections the calculation of P(E1
∗|θ, H) in Eq.(6.11) will be discussed in 

detail. For the computation of P(E1
∗|θ, H), E1

∗ is further split into different sub-evidences:  

E1
∗ ≡ (E1,𝑝 

∗ , E1,𝑓
∗ )  

 E1,𝑝 
∗  refers to the first evidence for the first, second and third isotope of the precursor 

ion where we had made 𝑁 = 3 with their corresponding relative isotopic heights; E1,𝑓
∗  refers 

to the first evidence for the first and second fragment ions, respectively with their 

corresponding relative ratios of the intensities of the two fragment ions with respect to the 

precursor ion. Note that for this discussion, we only consider 3 isotopes for the precursor ion; 

however, the equations could easily be extended for a different number of isotopes if 

necessary. Factorization of P(E1
∗ |θ, H) gives the following expression: 
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P(E1
∗ |θ, H) = P(E1,𝑝 

∗ , E1,𝑓
∗ |θ, H) = P(E1,𝑝 

∗ |θ, H) × P(E1,𝑓
∗ |θ, E1,𝑝 

∗ , H)                              (6.12)   

Mathematical Models      

 In order to calculate the conditional probabilities expressed in Eq.(6.12) for both H1 

and H2 cases, revisiting the definition of E1
∗ and ROI is crucial. As discussed previously, E1

∗ 

contains the peak(s) shape (i.e. ‘Gaussianess’) as well as peak(s) location in the LC-MS 

separation space with their corresponding isotopic pattern (i.e., the relative heights of the 

isotopes) of the precursor molecule. Similarly, ROI contains all data-points falling within a 

defined distribution based on prior parameter estimates. Given these data-points, as discussed 

in the ‘ROI refinement’ section, the initial ROI is refined to {D0, D1} or {D0, D1, D2} 

depending on single-path or multi-path scenario. Once the refined regions are obtained, 

pinpointing the location of potential peak(s), further assessment whether COI is 

present/absent should be made by utilizing the evidence in D1 or D1 and D2 (once again 

depending on the scenario). Under H1, the distribution of the data-points should follow 

Eq.(6.13): 

ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 = a + b × ∑ re,n [exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,𝑛,𝑚−μe,n

σm,n
)

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe
∗

σt,n
∗ )

2

)]N
n=1                   (6.13) 

In Eq.(6.13), the parameter 𝑎 is a constant that captures the possible drift in the time 

domain, 𝑏 is a parameter expressing the total quantity of compound, re,n refers to a parameter 

equal to the relative isotopic height of isotope 𝑛 based on the natural abundance of each 

element of the COI, μe,n  refers to the peak center of isotope 𝑛 in the m/z dimension, τe
∗  refers 

to the retention time of the COI (once refined using the MAP) and m𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 and t𝑡 are as 

defined previously in the ‘hypothesis testing’ section. Finally ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 refers to the predicted 

intensity value of the model for data-point at time 𝑡 for isotope 𝑛 at m/z 𝑚. Given the model 

in Eq.(6.13), under the supposition H1 is true, the only parameters that will be optimized are 

𝑎 and 𝑏 (see below). 
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On the other hand, if the COI is absent (case when H2 is true), three case scenarios 

are possible. The first contemplates that the detected potential peak(s) belongs to an 

interferent. Here, an interferent is defined as any other chemical compound different than the 

COI giving a similar signal as that of COI within the ROI in both m/z and time dimensions. 

Hence a similar mathematical model indicated in Eq.(6.13) is implemented to capture this 

scenario using the model in Eq.(6.14): 

ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 = a + ∑ re,n,I∗ [exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,𝑛,𝑚−μe,n,I∗

σm,n,I∗
)

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe,I∗

σt,n,I∗
∗ )

2

)]N
n=1                 (6.14) 

 In this case, however, we do not know the relative isotopic ratio; hence the parameter 

‘b’ is not used. In contrast, note that in Eq.(6.14) the set {re,n,I∗ , μe,n,I∗ , τe,I∗} refer to the 

heights of a given interfering peak 𝑛, its expected m/z value, and its expected retention time 

within ROI. Under the supposition H2 is true, taking into account there could be several case 

scenarios that could fulfil this assumption, all parameters {a, re,n,I∗ , μe,n,I∗ , τe,I∗}, except the 

value of μe,n,I∗ of the most abuntant isotope are optimized. Details of the optimization process 

will be discussed later on in the manuscript. 

The second case assumes that the potential peak(s) is a chemical noise. Here we 

define chemical noise as any chemical compound giving a  similar signal feature as that of 

COI in the m/z domain and appearing as a continuous drift in the time domain. This is 

captured by the following mathematical model: 

ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 = a + ∑ re,n,c exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,𝑛,𝑚−μe,n,c

σm,n,c
)

2

)N
n=1                  (6.15) 

 In Eq.(6.15), re,n,c refers to the heights of a given peak 𝑛 for a chemical noise, μe,n,c 

refers to the expected m/z value for a given isotope 𝑛 of a chemical noise, and all the other 

parameters are as defined previously. Thus the parameters {𝑎, re,n,c, μe,n,c} are optimized. The 

third case scenario contemplates just a constant (electronic noise), where an electronic noise 
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is defined as a signal registered by the system even when there are no chemical compounds 

present, appearing as a constant. To capture such signal, the following model is implemented:  

ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚 = a                                                                                         (6.16)  

 In Eq.(6.16), 𝑎 refers to a constant which is estimated (fitted) using the mean of all 

intensity values. In the following sections, how Eq.(6.13-6.16) are utilized to calculate the 

conditional probabilities expressed in Eq.(6.12) will be discussed. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ |𝛉, 𝐇𝟏)  

In order to calculate P(E1𝑝 
∗ |θ, H1), evidence E1𝑝 

∗  is utilized, referring to all data-

points falling within [τe
∗  ± (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ )] × [[μe𝑝1

± 2σm,1] + [μ𝑒𝑝2
± 2σm,2] +

[μ𝑒𝑝3
± 2σm,3]] window, belonging to the first, second, and third most abundant isotopes of 

COI.  

Under the supposition H1 is true, taking into account the location of the isotopic 

features and the relative heights is to be considered, the mathematical model presented in 

Eq.(6.13) is employed. Therefore, the parameters {a , b} in the model are considered 

nuisance parameters while the expected isotopic relative heights (𝐫𝐞), and expected m/z 

values (𝛍𝐞) to their corresponding isotopic features are known. Mathematically, this process 

can be expressed as follows: 

P(E1𝑝
∗ |θ, H1) = ∫ ∫ ∫ P(E1𝑝

∗ |θ, τ, a, b, H1) × P(b|θ, H1) × P(a|θ, H1) ×
𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛

τe,1
∗ +∆τ

τe,1
∗ −∆τ

P(τ|θ, H1) db da dτ                                 (6.17) 

Some approximations are assumed to calculate this integral. First, we assume constant 

values for P(τ|θ, H1), P(a|θ, H1) and P(b|θ, H1). As this is intuitive for P(a|θ, H1) and 

P(b|θ, H1) (we assume a flat prior expressing total prior ignorance about these parameters), 

the assumption of P(τ|θ, H1) being constant requires more explanation. In this case, 
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P(τ|θ, H1) is Gaussian with mean τe
∗  and standard deviation σts

∗  (it expresses the degree of 

belief of the chromatographer about the retention time of the COI). However as the region of 

the integration (2∆τ) is a lot smaller than σts
∗ , we will suppose P(τ|θ, H1) is a constant within 

these limits.

Second, we approximate P(E1𝑝
∗ |θ, τ, a, b, H1) using a Taylor expansion of the integral 

at the optimal point of { a, b, τ} and truncating the solution to the quadratic terms23. The 

optimal point for {a, b} is found by classical least-squares optimization: i.e. finding the { a, b} 

that minimizes the residuals, while we assume that τe,1
∗  (calculated using the MAP technique) 

is already the least-squares solution. With these approximations, Eq.(6.17) reduces to: 

P(E1𝑝 
∗ |θ, H1) =

4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)

× P(τe,1
∗ |θ, H1) × (

1

arange
) × (

1

brange
)                (6.18) 

Where: 

χmin
2 = ∑ (

y𝑡,𝑛,𝑚−ŷ𝑡,𝑛,𝑚

σn
)

2
T,N,M
𝑡,𝑛,𝑚=1                 (6.19) 

In Eq.(6.18), det (∇∇χ2) is the determinant of the Hessian matrix evaluated at the 

optimal parameters {τe,1
∗ , 𝑎𝑜 , 𝑏𝑜} of the model, χmin

2  is the sum of squares of the residuals 

evaluated at the same optimal points, and σn refers to and standard deviation of the noise in 

the data (known a priori), respectively. In addition, the value equivalent to P(τe,1
∗ |θ, H1) 

estimated using the prior normal probability density function describing the location of COI 

is assigned to P(τ|θ, H1) within the limit of the integral. As mentioned, a continuous flat 

probability is assigned for 𝑎 and and 𝑏, thus the range of this values (the maximum minus the 

minimum) appear in Eq.(6.18). As the minimum value is 0, we prefer to use arange and 

brange. For detailed explanation in the simplification applied, refer to23. 
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ |𝛉, 𝐇𝟐) 

To calculate P(E1𝑝1 
∗ |θ, H2) under the supposition H2 is true, we have to take into 

account the three possible case scenarios discussed in the ‘mathematical models’ section, 

namely: (i) an interfering compound with similar m/z value and retention time, (ii) presence 

of chemical noise, (iii) presence of just an electronic noise. In order to contemplate these 

possibilities in the calculation, a new parameter w representing these models is introduced 

and marginalized as follows: 

P(E1𝑝 
∗ , w|θ, H2) = P(E1𝑝 

∗ |w, θ, H2)P(w|θ, H2) = [P(E1𝑝 
∗ |w1,, θ, H2) × P(w1|θ, H2)] +

[P(E1𝑝 
∗ |w2, θ, H2) × P(w2|θ, H2)] + [P(E1𝑝 

∗ |w3, θ, H2) × P(w3|θ, H2)]                        (6.20) 

On Eq.(6.20), {𝑤1, 𝑤2, 𝑤3} represents the mathematical models presented in Eq.(6.14-

6.16). Given that these models are assumed mutually exclusive and exhaustive under H2, and 

assigning equal probabilities (flat) to all of them, it results in the following: P(w1|θ, H2) =

P(w2|θ, H2) = P(w3|θ, H2) =
1

3
. Calculation of all three components on the right-hand-side 

of Eq.(6.20) will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ |𝐰𝟏, 𝛉, 𝐇𝟐): 

To estimate P(E1p 
∗ |w1, θ, H2), Eq.(6.16) is employed. The evidence E1𝑝 

∗ under the 

supposition that w1 and H2 is true implies that an interfering compound is present, therefore, 

this particular model has to take this scenario into account. In order to obtain a list of 

compounds that could be potential interfering candidates, an in-house compound library 

consisting of the m/z values of only the most abundant isotope containing P~5.000.000 

known compounds was used. All these compounds could potentially be retained and ionized 

with the analytical system. In order for the computation to accommodate this concept, a new 

parameter 𝑝 is introduced and marginalized. The introduction of 𝑝 and all other parameters to 

be optimized in the model into P(E1p 
∗ |w1, θ, H2) can be expressed as follows: 
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P(E1𝑝
∗ |w1, θ, H2) =

∑ [∫. . . ∫ P (E1𝑝
∗ |w1, θ, a, τ, μ

e,𝑝,I∗ , μ
e,2,I∗

, μ
e,3,I∗ , re,1,I∗ , re,2,I∗ , re,3,I∗ , H2) ×P

𝑝=1

Ψ1 da dτ dμ
e,2,I∗  dμ

e,3,I∗  dre,1,I∗  dre,2,I∗  dre,3,I∗  ] × P (μ
e,𝑝,I∗|w1, θ, H2)                            (6.21)   

Where: 

Ψ1 = P(a|w1, θ, H2) × P(τe,I∗|w1, θ, d, H2) × P (μ
e,2,I∗|w1, θ, d, H2) ×

P (μ
e,3,I∗|w1, θ, d, H2) × P(re,1,I∗|w1, θ, H2) × P(re,2,I∗|w1, θ, H2) × P(re,3,I∗|w1, θ, H2)                                                                         

 Note that the database contemplates only the most abundant isotope of a possible 

interferent, but not the other isotopes. This is the reason why the most abundant isotope is a 

discrete distribution, while the other isotopes are modelled as a continuous one. In practice, 

we do not calculate the sum of Eq.(6.21) for the P~5.000.000 compounds in the database, but 

only for those compounds in which the likelihood gives a value different from 0. This means 

that from this large compound database, only those compounds with the same or similar m/z 

value (i.e. within the interval μ
e,n

± σm,𝑛) of the expected m/z value are considered in the 

calculation. For the rest of compounds, 

P (E1𝑝
∗ |w1, θ, τ, μ

e,𝑝,I∗ , μ
e,2,I∗

, μ
e,3,I∗ , re,1,I∗ , re,2,I∗ , re,3,I∗ , a, H2) is considered to be 0. Eq.(6.21) 

is approximated in a similar fashion as described in Eq.(6.18), i.e. by assuming a Taylor 

expansion of the integrand at the optimal points of {a, τe,I∗ , μ
e,2,I∗ , μ

e,3,I∗ , re,1,I∗ , re,2,I∗ , re,3,I∗}, 

and assigning constant values for the probabilities of the parameters within the limit of the 

integral (assuming flat probability distribution), the formulation in Eq.(6.21) can be 

simplified as follows: 
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P(E1𝑝 
∗ |w1, θ, H1) = Ψ2 × [∑

1

√det (∇∇χmin,p
2 )

e
−(

χmin,p
2

2
)

𝑃
𝑝=1 ]                                                (6.22) 

Where: 

Ψ2 = (
1

P
) × (

4╥

(arange)(τe,I∗,range)(re,1,I∗,range)(re,2,I∗,range)(re,3,I∗,range)
) × (

1

(μe,2,I∗,range)(μe,3,I∗,range)
)  

 Note that we made explicit that χmin,p
2  depends on 𝑝, since the parameter μ

e,p,I∗ is not 

optimised by least squares, but taken from the database. Thus, a different value of χmin,p
2  is 

obtained for every value of 𝑝. In Eq.(6.22), Ψ2 refers to the probabilities assigned from a 

uniform probability distributions of parameter described in Eq.(6.21). Here the ranges (upper 

and lower boundary of the probability distributions) for the parameters are calculated as 

(amax − amin), (re,1,I∗,max−re,2,I∗,min), (re,2,I∗,max−re,2,I∗,min), and (re,3,I∗,max−re,3,I∗,min) for 

{a, re,1,I∗ , re,2,I∗ , re,3,I∗}, respectively, where the ranges in all cases refer to distance between 

the minimum and maximum registered intensity. Similarly, for the parameters {μ
e,2,I∗ , μ

e,3,I∗}, 

the ranges (μ
e,2,I∗,max−

μ
e,2,I∗,min

), and  (μ
e,3,I∗,max−

μ
e,3,I∗,min

) are used in both cases referring 

to the m/z window of ROI for the designated peak feature. Finally, for the parameter {τe,I∗}, 

the range (τe,I∗,max − τe,I∗,min) is used referring to the chromatographic window of ROI.  

 For the case of P (μ
e,𝑝,I∗|w1, θ, H2), referring to the probability of a given compound 

from the large database consisting of a discrete list of compounds, a constant value of (
1

P
), 

where 𝑃 refers to the total number of compounds in the database (~5.000.000). However, as 

mentioned before, for computational efficiency the search is only concentrated around certain 

values of 𝑝 and ignoring those values that make χmin,p
2  nearly 0. 
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ |𝐰𝟐,, 𝛉, 𝐇𝟐): 

 The calculation of P(E1p 
∗ |w2,, θ, H2) estimates the probability of observing the data 

assuming the chemical noise is present. Hence it employs the model in Eq.(6.15). As 

discussed in the ‘mathematical models’ section, the parameters 

{a, μ
e,1,c

, μ
e2,c

, μ
e,3,c

, re,1,c, re,2,c, re,3,c} are nuisance parameters. Hence, the equation becomes: 

P(E1𝑝
∗ |w2, θ, H2) = ∫. . ∫ P (E1𝑝

∗ |w2, θ, a, μ
e,1,c

, μ
e,2,I∗ , μ

e,3,c
, re,1,c, re,2,c, re,3,c, H2) ×

Ψ3 da dμ
e,1,c

 dμ
e,2,c

 dμ
e,3,c

 dre,1,c dre,2,c dre,3,c                  (6.23) 

Where: 

Ψ3 = P(a|w2, θ, H2) × P (μ
e,1,c

|w2, θ, d, H2) × P (μ
e,2,c

|w2, θ, d, H2) ×

P (μ
e,3,c

|w2, θ, d, H2) × P(re,1,c|w2, θ, H2) × P(re,2,c|w2, θ, H2) × P(re,3,c|w2, θ, H2)  

 In Eq.(6.23), μ
e,1,c

, μ
e,2,c

, and μ
e,3,c

 refer to the expected m/z values for 3 peaks of a 

chemical noise, and re,1,c, re,2,c, and re,3,c refers to their heights. Note that in this case we 

don’t maek use of the database, as this database refers to possible interferents, not chemical 

noise. Once again by using Taylor expansion around the optimal value (i.e. the minimum of 

the least-squares optimization), the formulation in Eq.(6.23) can be simplified as follows: 

P(E1𝑝 
∗ |w2, θ, H1) = Ψ4 × [

4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)
]                                                         (6.24) 

Where: 

Ψ4 = (
1

arange
) × (

1

(μe,1,c,range)(μe,2,c,range)(μe,3,c,range)
) × (

1

(re,1,c,range)(re,2,c,range)(re,3,c,range)
)  

 In Eq.(6.24), as in previous sections, for all cases of the parameters, a constant value 

assuming a flat continuous probability distribution has been assigned resulting in the 

simplification described. In regards to the lower and upper boundaries of the distributions, the 

same concept described in the previous section is applied.  
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Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ |𝐰𝟑, 𝛉, 𝐇𝟐): 

 Calculation of P(E1p 
∗ |w3, θ, H2) estimates the probability of observing only electronic 

noise under the supposition H2 is true. This assumption can be captured by the model 

presented in Eq.(6.16), therefore, w3 in the expression refers to that specific mathematical 

mode. Given that there is only one parameter to be optimized, the marginalization step over 

this parameter can be expressed as follows: 

P(E1p 
∗ |w3, θ, H2) = ∫ P(E1𝑝

∗ |θ, w3, a, H2)P(a|θ, H1)da         

(6.25) 

 In order to estimate the optimal parameter for 𝑎, opposed to performing a least-

squares fitting as in previous sections, here, the mean value of the observed data-points (y) 

can directly give an estimation for the optimal. Given this optimal parameter, the expression 

in Eq.(6.25) can also be truncated as follows:  

P(E1𝑝 
∗ |w3, θ, H1) = (

1

arange
) [

4╥

√det (∇∇χ2)
× e

−(
χmin

2

2
)

]                                                        (6.26) 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏,𝐟
∗ |𝛉, 𝐄𝟏,𝐩 

∗ , 𝐇) 

 The calculation of P(E1,𝑓
∗ |θ, E1,𝑝 

∗ , H), takes into account the probability of observing 

the first and second fragment ions under the supposition that the most abundant isotope of the 

precursor is present. Thus by splitting the evidence, the formulation can be expressed as 

P (E1𝑓1

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H). This process therefore initializes by adopting the learned parameters 

(τe
∗ , σt

∗ and σts
∗ )  from the most abundant isotope of the precursor ion as a prior for the 

Bayesian parameter optimization step (details in ‘ROI refinement step’ section). Given the 

learned parameters (τe
∗∗, σt

∗∗ and σts
∗∗) for the fragments, all data-points falling within [τe

∗∗  ±

(2σt
∗∗ + 4σts

∗∗)] × [μ
𝑒𝑓1

± 2σm,𝑓1] and [τe
∗∗  ± (2σt

∗∗ + 4σts
∗∗)] × [μ

e𝑓2
± 2σm,𝑓1] window for 
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fragment one and fragment two, respectively, are extracted. By assuming independence 

between the two fragments the following expression is obtained: 

P (E1𝑓1

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H) × P (E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H)            (6.27) 

For the case of H1, in order to estimate the product of the conditional probabilities 

P(E1𝑓1

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H1) and P(E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H1), the mathematical model presented in Eq.(6.13) 

can be utilized in a similar fashion as described in the ‘calculation of P(E1𝑝
∗ |θ, H1)’ section. 

Therefore, under the supposition H1 is true, the data-points extracted from the most abundant 

isotope and each fragment ions are expected to follow a distribution expressed by the 

following model:  

ŷ𝑡,𝑚,ṁ𝑓 = a + b × [re,𝑝 [exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe,𝑝
∗

σt,1
∗ )

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,1,𝑚−μe,1

σm,1
)

2

)] +

re,𝑓 [exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe,𝑓
∗∗

σt,𝑓
∗∗ )

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,𝑓,ṁ−μe,𝑓

σm,𝑓
)

2

)]]                                     (6.28) 

In Eq.(6.28), re,𝑝  and re,𝑓  (re,𝑓1
, re,𝑓2

) refer to the expected height of the most abundant 

isotope with respect to either the first/second fragment ions (which takes a value of 1) of 

COI, and the relative height of the first/second fragment ion with respect to the most 

abundant isotope, respectively, and ŷ𝑡,𝑚,ṁ𝑓 refers to the predicted data-points of the model. 

The rest of the parameters are as defined previously. A different model is fitted for each 

fragment (𝑓1 and 𝑓2). The values for re,𝑓1 , and re,𝑓2  are known and fixed (adopted from the 

maximum likelihood of a kernel-probability distribution constituting the relative height 

distribution of both fragments, estimated from a large training dataset). To learn more about 

how the kernel probability distribution was estimated, please refer to ‘kernel estimate for 

fragment ratios’ section in SI of chapter four. Thus, in a similar fashion as described in 

‘Calculation of P(E1𝑝 
∗ |θ, H1)’ section, the only parameters to be optimized by least-squares 
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are {𝑎, b}. The final formulation to estimate the probability P (E1𝑓1

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H1) is as 

follows: 

P (E1𝑓1

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H1) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H) × P (E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H) =

[(
4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

) (e
−(

χmin
2

2
)

) P(τe,𝑓1
∗∗ |θ, E1𝑝 

∗ , H1) (
1

arange
) (

1

brange
)] ×

[(
4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

) (e
−(

χmin
2

2
)

) P(τe,𝑓2
∗∗ |θ, E1𝑝 

∗ , H1) (
1

arange
) (

1

brange
)]                                   (6.29) 

 All terms in Eq.(6.29) are as defined previously and the same reasoning to solve the 

integral is used. Similarly, for 𝑎 and 𝑏, a flat probability distribution is also applied, and for 

both P(τe,𝑓1
∗∗ |θ, E1𝑝 

∗ , H1) and P(τe,𝑓2
∗∗ |θ, E1𝑝 

∗ , H1) a constant within the limit of the integral is 

assumed. Here it should be noted that, since the probabilities for τe,𝑓1
∗∗  and τe,𝑓2

∗∗  under H1 are 

dependent on E1𝑝 
∗ , the distribution is a lot narrower at this stage taking into account that we 

are more certain about the location of COI. For details in how to arrive at the formulation 

described, please refer back to ‘Calculation of P(E1𝑝 
∗ |θ, H1)’ section. 

For the case of H2, the three case scenarios, as in the same way as contemplated for 

the precursor isotopes is implemented. Therefore, introducing and marginalizing the model 

parameter 𝑤 will result in the following expression:  

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = P(E1𝑓1,

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2)P(w|θ, H2) =

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2)[P(w1|θ, H2)] + P(E1𝑓1,

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w2, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2)[P(w2|θ, H2)] +

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w3, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2)[P(w3|θ, H2)]                                                                        (6.30) 

 Following the expression presented in Eq.(6.27), P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) in 

Eq.(6.30) can be further factorized as follows: 

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) × P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2)   
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 Adopting the above factorization into Eq.(6.30) is straightforward. Similarly as 

before, we assume P(w1|θ, H2) = P(w2|θ, H2) = P(w3|θ, H2) =
1

3
.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟏,
∗ , 𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟐

∗ |𝐰𝟏, 𝛉, 𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ , 𝐇𝟐): 

 For the calculation of P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) the same principle introduced in 

the ‘Calculation of P(E1p 
∗ |w1, θ, H2)’ section is employed. For this particular case, a large 

compound database consisting of only fragment ions is used (for details on the database 

implemented refer to chapter five20). Given all possible (fragment) candidates, the 

mathematical model described in Eq.(6.14) can be employed as follows: 

ŷ𝑡,𝑚,ṁ,𝑓,𝐼∗ = a + re,𝑝,𝐼∗ [exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe,𝑝,𝐼∗
∗

σt,1
∗ )

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,1,𝑚−μe,1,𝐼∗

σm,1
)

2

)] +

re,𝑓,𝐼∗ [exp (−
1

2
(

t𝑡−τe,𝑓,𝐼∗
∗∗

σt,𝑓,𝐼∗
∗∗ )

2

) × exp (−
1

2
(

m𝑡,𝑓,ṁ−μe,𝑓,𝐼∗

σm,𝑓,𝐼∗
)

2

)]                        (6.31) 

 For the model described in Eq.(6.31), {a, re,𝑝,𝐼∗ , re,𝑓,𝐼∗ , τe,𝑓,𝐼∗
∗∗ } are parameters to be 

optimized by least-squares and the terms are as defined previously. By employing this model 

in the calculation of P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2), and applying the same logic and reasoning 

in the truncation of the formulation using Taylor expansion approach, the following 

simplified equation is obtained: 

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) × P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) =

[Ψ5 × [∑
1

√det (∇∇χmin,f1
2 )

e
−(

χmin,f1
2

2
)F1

𝑓1=1 ]] × [Ψ6 × [∑
1

√det (∇∇χmin,f2
2 )

e
−(

χmin,f2
2

2
)𝐹2

𝑓2=1 ]]     (6.32) 

Where: 

Ψ5 = (
1

F1
) × (

4╥

(arange)(τe,𝑓1,I∗,range)(re,𝑝,I∗,range)(re,𝑓1,I∗,range)
)  

 Ψ6 = (
1

F2
) × (

4╥

(arange)(τe,𝑓2,I∗,range)(re,𝑝,I∗,range)(re,𝑓2,I∗,range)
)  
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 In Eq.(6.32), each component on the right hand side of the equation, [Ψ5 ×

[∑
1

√det (∇∇χmin,𝑓1
2 )

e
−(

χmin,𝑓1
2

2
)

𝐹1
𝑓1=1 ]] and [Ψ6 × [∑

1

√det (∇∇χmin,𝑓2
2 )

e
−(

χmin
2 ,𝑓2

2
)𝐹2

d=1 ]] refers to 

P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) and  P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2), respectively. Furthermore, F1 and F2 

refers to the total number of compounds in the database from which the possible interfering 

candidates are selected (~18,000). As indicated by the summation, χmin,𝑓1

2  and χmin,𝑓2

2 are 

calculated for each 𝑓1 and 𝑓2values for fragment one, and fragment two, respectively. Here it 

should be noted that, the ranges described in Eq.(6.32) follows the same concept described 

previously, however, for τe,𝑓1,I∗,range and τe,𝑓2,I∗,range, the intervals τe,𝑓1,I∗,max − τe,𝑓1,I∗,min and 

τe,𝑓2,I∗,max − τe,𝑓2,I∗,min for the two fragment ions are quite narrow, given that the probabilities 

are conditioned on E1𝑝 
∗ , and thus, opposed to taking the entire chromatographic window of 

ROI as in the case of E1𝑝 
∗ , here, the chromatographic window where the precursor ion is 

supposedly located is employed ([τe
∗ + (2σt

∗ + 4σts
∗ )] − [τe

∗ − (2σt
∗ + 4σts

∗ )]). 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟏,
∗ , 𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟐

∗ |𝐰𝟐, 𝛉, 𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ , 𝐇𝟐): 

 For the calculation of P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w2, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2), once again the same formulation 

presented for ‘Calculation of P(E1p 
∗ |w2, θ, H2)’ section is employed. Here, the probability of 

a chemical noise in the position of the fragment ions is assessed, thus the mathematical model 

presented in Eq.(6.15) in a format presented on Eq.(6.31) is employed. By doing so, the 

parameters {𝑎, μ
e,𝑓,c

, re,𝑓,c, re,𝑝,c} are to be optimized by least-squares. Skipping the derivation 

step, the final formulation used to calculate this probability using the same principle 

presented in ‘Calculation of P(E1p 
∗ |w2, θ, H2)’ appears as follows: 
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P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w2, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) × P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) =

[Ψ7 × [
4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)
]] × [Ψ8 × [

4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)
]]                         (6.33) 

Where: 

Ψ7 = (
1

arange
) × (

1

(μe,𝑓1,c,range)
) × (

1

(re,𝑝,𝑐,𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)(re,𝑓1,𝑐,𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)
)  

and 

 Ψ8 = (
1

arange
) × (

1

(μe,𝑓2,c,range)
) × (

1

(re,𝑝,𝑐,𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)(re,𝑓2,𝑐,𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)
)  

 In Eq.(6.33), [Ψ7 × [
4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)

]] and [Ψ8 × [
4╥

√det (∇∇χmin
2 )

× e
−(

χmin
2

2
)

]] 

refer to a simplified formulation for  P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) and P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2), 

respectively, and all terms are as defined previously.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟏,
∗ , 𝐄𝟏𝐟𝟐

∗ |𝐰𝟑, 𝛉, 𝐄𝟏𝐩 
∗ , 𝐇𝟐): 

 Calculation of P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w3, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) estimates the probability of observing only 

electronic noise under the supposition H2 is true. This assumption can be captured by the 

model presented in Eq.(6.16), therefore, w3 in the expression refers to that specific 

mathematical mode. Given that there is only one parameter in the model to be optimized, the 

formulation can be expressed as follows: 

P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w3, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = ∫ P(E1𝑓1,

∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w3, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , a, H2)P(a|w3, θ, H1)da           (6.34) 

 In order to estimate the optimal parameter for 𝑎, the mean value of the observed data 

points (y) can be adopted as the optimal. Given this optimal parameter, with the same 

principle as discussed in the previous sections, the expression in Eq.(6.34) becomes:  
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P(E1𝑓1,
∗ , E1𝑓2

∗ |w3, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) = P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) × P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) =

[(
1

a𝑓1,range
) [

4╥

√det (∇∇χ2)
× e

−(
χmin

2

2
)

]] × [(
1

a𝑓2,range
) [

4╥

√det (∇∇χ2)
× e

−(
χmin

2

2
)

]]                     (6.35) 

In Eq.(6.35), the two components in the right-hand-side [(
1

a𝑓1,range
) [

4╥

√det (∇∇χ2)
×

e
−(

χmin
2

2
)
]] and [(

1

a𝑓2,range
) [

4╥

√det (∇∇χ2)
× e

−(
χmin

2

2
)

]] refer to the simplified formulation for 

P(E1𝑓1

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2) and P(E1𝑓2

∗ |w1, θ, E1𝑝 
∗ , H2), respectively. All terms are as defined 

previously. 

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐄𝟐
∗|𝐇𝟏) and 𝐏(𝐄𝟐

∗|𝐇𝟐) 

 The probabilities P(E2
∗|H1) and P(E2

∗|H2), refers to the probability of observing 

evidence E2
∗  under the supposition H1 and H2 are true, respectively. As defined previously, E2

∗  

refers to the calculated m/z value for each isotopic feature, therefore, in order to estimate 

those values, evidence E2
∗  will further be divided into sub-evidence obtained from precursor 

(E2𝑝
∗ ) and fragment ions (E2𝑓

∗ ). Furthermore, the sub-evidence obtained from the precursor 

ion also carries information from each isotope, so therefore can also further be split into the 

corresponding isotopes (E2𝑝,𝑛
∗ ): 

E2
∗ ≡ E2𝑝1

∗ , E2𝑝2

∗ , E2𝑝3

∗ , E2𝑓1

∗ , E2𝑓2

∗           

 Applying the above definition for both H1 and H2 cases into P(E2
∗|H), and 

furthermore assuming independence between all the pieces of sub-evidence will result in the 

following: 

P(E2
∗|H) = [∏ P(E2𝑝,𝑛

∗ |H)N
n=1 ] × [∏ P(E2𝑓ᵳ

∗ |H)2
ᵳ=1 ]                (6.36) 

 In Eq.(6.36), sub-index ᵳ takes a value of {1,2}, referring to the first and second 

fragment ions. In the same way as expressed in Eq.(6.11) in ‘calculation of P(E1
∗|H)’ section, 
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adopting the approach from chapter five, P(E2
∗|H) can also computed by marginalizing over 

all possible experimental situations in which this evidence can be observed:  

P(E2
∗|H) = ∑ [∑ [∑ [[∏ [∑ P(E2𝑝,𝑛 

∗ |θ, τ, H)P(τ|θ, H)T
τ=1 ]N

n=1 ] ×N
c=1

A
á=1

3
x=1

[∏ [∑ P(E2𝑓ᵳ

∗ |E2𝑝 
∗ , θ, τ, H)P(τ|θ, H)T

τ=1 ]2
ᵳ=1 ] ] P(c|á, x, H)] P(á|x, H)] P(x|H)          (6.37) 

All terms in Eq.(6.37) are as defined previously. To calculate P(E2
∗|H),  for both H1 

and H2 the approach described in ‘calculation of  P(E2|H1) and P(E2|H2)’ section in chapter 

five20 is applied. However, for estimating the observed m/z values (μo) evidenced by E2
∗  for 

all peak features, opposed to limiting the window of observation within τe
∗ ± 2𝜎𝑡

∗ as 

discussed in Eq.(3.21-3.23) in chapter three, for this work, the entire ROI is explored by 

marginalizing over all possible μo values, obtained when a different τ is chosen as a central 

point. This adaptation is reflected in Eq.(6.37) by the expression:  

[[∏ [∑ P(E2𝑝,𝑛 
∗ |θ, τ, H)P(τ|θ, H)T

τ=1 ]N
n=1 ] × [∏ [∑ P(E2𝑓ᵳ

∗ |E2𝑝 
∗ , θ, τ, H)P(τ|θ, H)T

τ=1 ]2
ᵳ=1 ] ]      

In this expression, the parameter τ is introduced and marginalized, governing the 

window of observation to estimate empirically the weighted average of μo for each peak 

feature. In other words, in order to calculate μo,𝑝,𝑛, μo,𝑓1
, and μo,𝑓2

, as described in Eq.(3.22-

3.23) in chapter three, the weighted average of the m/z first moments at each acquisition time 

within the window of observation (between τ − 2𝜎𝑡  andτ + 2𝜎𝑡) is utilized. P(τ|θ, H) for 

the case of H1 takes a value obtained from the prior probability distribution of COI retention 

time, while as for the case of H2, a flat probability distribution is assumed. The conditional 

probabilities P(E2𝑝,𝑛 
∗ |θ, τ, H), and P(E2𝑓ᵳ

∗ |E2𝑝 
∗ , θ, τ, H) refer to the probability of observed 

m/z (μo) under  H and all parameters considered, and therefore can also be expressed as: 

P(E2𝑝,𝑛 
∗ |θ, τ, H) = P(μo,𝑝,𝑛|θ, τ, H), and P(E2𝑓ᵳ

∗ |E2𝑝 
∗ , θ, τ, H) = P(μo,𝑓ᵳ

|θ, τ, H).  Once the 

observed m/z values for each feature have been estimated, by adopting the expected m/z 

value (μe) for each peak feature, MS detector error (σm), and assuming a normal probability 
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distribution, the conditional probabilities expressed above are calculated for both H1 and H2 

cases. However, under H1, the only expected m/z value (μe) is that of COI or its fragment 

ions, while as under H2, all the possible interfering candidate compounds from the large 

compound database discussed in previous sections is utilized. For detailed explanation, refer 

to Eq.(5.12-5.14) in chapter five. 

6.3 Experimental 

Materials and Methods 

Raw data 

 The raw data used for this study were taken from earlier work. The datasets consisted 

of 90 data files (a mix of two large datasets analyzed over a four week period) obtained by 

spiking different food samples with known mixture of 170 pesticides. The 90 data files were 

further split into 40 training and 50 testing data files. Further information of the data used22 

and full details on the training-testing subdivision can be obtained from chapter four and five. 

Software 

Bayes-ToxScreen V.3 

 All functions for the algorithm and GUI were developed on MATLAB Version: 

8.2.0.701 (R2015a) with Bioinformatics and Statistics Toolbox and implemented on an 

Alienware AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit 

Windows 7 Professional Operating System Desktop computer.  

6.4 Results and Discussion  

 In order to assess the robustness and performance of the proposed formulation, all raw 

datasets discussed in material and method section were analyzed, and receiver operating 

curve (ROC-curve) reflecting the true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates was 
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constructed. In addition, the identification rate of 11 selected compounds possessing 

potentially interfering compounds within each ROI were selected and assessed further.  

Computation Time 

As it has been reported in chapter four, the earlier version of Bayes-ToxScreen 

required ~3 minutes to screen for 350 compounds per dataset. For this particular work, taking 

into account reducing computational complexity was one of the main aims; the proposed 

formulation only requires 2.5 minutes to screen for 350 compounds per dataset even when the 

multi-path approach is implemented. The reduction in computation time is attributed to 

number of models implemented per ROI, minimizing the computationally intensive 

optimization process.  

True Positive Rate and False Positive Rate 

In order to estimate the TP and FP rate, the same 50 test datasets from previous study 

was used19,20. These datasets were screened for 350 known compounds, out of which 170 

compounds are known to be present in the datasets. Thus, the overall screening process 

involved 8,500 checks of actually present compounds and 9,000 checks of compounds that 

are known not to be present in any of the datasets. Given this information, a ROC-curve 

depicted on Fig.6.2 was constructed by using different posterior probability thresholds. As 

can be observed, at a logical threshold level of 0.5, a TPR of ~93% and a FPR of ~3% was 

achieved.  
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Figure 6.2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicting the performance of 

‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ software in terms of false positive and true positive rate using the multi-

path assessment proposed in this study. 

 

Selected Compounds True Positive Rate  

In order to inspect with more detail the performance of the multi-path approach, 11 

representative compounds that were sometimes missed (as false negatives) and had 

interfering signals in the vicinity were studied. However it should be noted that these 11 

compounds were assessed in all 50 datasets. Results are depicted in Table 6.1. Columns 2-7 

are numeric representation of Fig.6.1. In all 11 cases, there exists an interfering compound 

within close proximity of the expected retention time of each compound, resulting in 

ambiguity. Three dimensional depictions of all 11 cases can be found in supporting 

information. In addition, columns 5-7 in Table 6.1 also indicates that neither the highest 

(tallest) nor the closest peak criteria followed by deterministic algorithms are optimal 

approaches, making it clear that multi-path assessment is the only logical approach. 

Furthermore, even though fundamentally Bayes-ToxScreen V.4 and ThermoFisher 

TraceFinder17 are based on different framework of data analysis, as a reference, the results 

obtained for the 11 selected compounds in this particular study were compared with the result 

reported for TraceFinder in chapter five (with the ‘nearest peak’ as the chosen criteria for 
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peak detection). Columns 8 and 9 of Table 6.1 indicate the TPR of the selected 11 

compounds for Bayes-ToxScreen and TraceFinder, respectively in all 50 test datasets. In all 

cases, Bayes-ToxScreen has a higher performance. 

Table 6.1 Results for 11 selected compounds using ‘Bayes-ToxScreen’ and ‘TraceFinder’ 

Compound Name τe τe,1
∗  τe,2

∗  Closest Highest True Peak TPR BTS TPR TF 
Acephate 332 332 343 τe,1

∗  τe,1
∗  τe,2

∗  98 98 

Brodifacoum 753 751 756 τe,1
∗  τe,1

∗  τe,1
∗  100 88 

Carbaryl 549 547 550 τe,2
∗  τe,1

∗  τe,2
∗  100 90 

Carbendazim 476 472 479 τe,2
∗  τe,2

∗  τe,2
∗  98 94 

Carfentrazone-Ethyl 679 681 683 τe,1
∗  τe,1

∗  τe,1
∗  98 98 

Cyproconazole 654 645 655 τe,2
∗  τe,2

∗  τe,1
∗  98 67 

Imazalil 661 667 669 τe,1
∗  τe,1

∗  τe,1
∗  100 65 

Omethoate 344 343 350 τe,1
∗  τe,2

∗  τe,2
∗  98 94 

Phenmedipham 593 593 600 τe,1
∗  τe,2

∗  τe,2
∗  92 81 

Propamocarb 345 344 350 τe,1
∗  τe,1

∗  τe,1
∗  100 85 

Thiabendazole 511 507 513 τe,2
∗  τe,2

∗  τe,2
∗  100 100 

τe: Expected retention time (sec)                         τe,1
∗ : Observed retention time (sec) of peak one in ROI  

τe,2
∗ : Observed retention time (sec) of peak two in ROI                                           TPR: True positive rate  

BTS: Bayes-ToxScreen                                                                 TF: TraceFinder 

6.5 Conclusion 

In targeted compound screening of complex samples, keeping track of all the possible 

uncertainties involved in the analytical system causing variation from analysis-to-analysis is 

one of the biggest challenges yet to be fully addressed. A typical variation observed in such 

analysis is retention time shift for a given compound of interest (COI). Due to the retention 

time uncertainty for unknown complex samples, ambiguous scenarios in which possible 

interferents are present are unavoidable, adding the burden of identifying the COI with 

acceptable level of confidence. In this work, the Bayesian framework proposed in our 

previous work was further exploited for computational efficiency and to accommodate a 

multi-path retention time assessment criteria that explores all probable case scenarios. The 

proposed method combines the evidential values from all cases in an elegant fashion to 

estimate the probability of presence/absence of the COI in a given sample and yields superior 

performance compared to existing (commercial) software.  
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6.6 Supporting Information 

Contour and three-dimensional depiction of 11 example selected compounds listed in Fig.6.1 

and Table.6.1 requiring multi-path assessment 

 

 

Figure S1 Acephate 

  

Figure S2 Brodifacoum 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure S3 Carbaryl 
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Figure S4 Carbendazim 

 

  

Figure S5 Carfentrazone-Ethyl 

  

Figure S6 Cyproconazole  

 

 

Figure S7 Imazalil 
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Figure S8 Omethoate

  

Figure S9 Phenmedipham

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S10 Propamocarb                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S11 Thiabendazole
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CHAPTER 7 

Probabilistic Peak Detection in CE-LIF 

for STR DNA Typing 
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In this chapter, we present a novel probabilistic peak detection algorithm based on a 

Bayesian framework for forensic DNA analysis. The proposed method aims at an exhaustive 

use of raw electropherogram (epg) data from a laser induced fluorescence multi-capillary 

electrophoresis (CE-LIF) system. As the raw-data is informative up to a single data point, the 

conventional threshold-based approaches discard relevant forensic information early in the 

data analysis pipeline. Our proposed method assigns a posterior probability reflecting the data 

point’s relevance with respect to peak detection criteria. Peaks of low intensity generated 

from a truly existing allele can thus constitute evidential value instead of fully discarding 

them and contemplating a potential allele drop-out. This way of working utilizes the 

information available within each individual data point and thus avoids making earlier 

(binary) decisions on in the data analysis that can lead to error propagation. The proposed 

method was tested and compared to the application of a set threshold as is current practice in 

forensic short tandem repeat (STR) DNA profiling. The new method was found to yield a 

significant improvement in the number of alleles identified, regardless of the peak heights 

and deviation from Gaussian shape.  
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7.1 Introduction 

PCR-based analysis1 of DNA recovered from evidentiary items and reference samples 

has become routine among the forensic DNA typing society since the mid-1990s. The system 

of PCR based DNA profiling uses the analysis of polymorphic regions that have short 

repeated sequences of DNA2. The analysis of short tandem repeats (STR) is of fundamental 

importance to forensic science because they have become the worldwide recognized standard 

in establishing national DNA databases. The thorough scientific fundamentals, generally 

accepted quality standards, commercially available kits and instruments, the straight forward 

profile representation and added value in criminal investigations have made STR DNA 

profiling the golden standard in forensic science. The current commercial STR systems that 

are validated for forensic practice require 26 to 32 PCR amplification cycles and 0.5 to 2 ng 

of DNA template input. Forensic samples however often contain lower amounts of DNA and 

can therefore fail to provide a (complete) typing result. Greater detection sensitivity is 

technologically feasible with modified methods, which include modification(s) to the 

standard analytical conditions (i.e. Capillary Electrophoresis injection enhancement by 

increased voltage or time) 3 or modified PCR amplification conditions4. Under optimal PCR 

amplification and analysis conditions, DNA typing results could even be obtained from a 

single (diploid) cell5. With the increasing sensitivity of DNA typing, informative DNA typing 

result profiles can nowadays be obtained from a few cells allowing the analysis of DNA from 

i.e. touched items6. Although enhanced sensitivity does provide the community with new 

opportunities for solving crime, it can also result in more complex DNA profiles that are 

often made up from partial profiles of multiple donors including allele drop-in and drop-out 

effects.  
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In general, once the biological sample has been obtained, processed with the 

appropriate sample preparation, and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of DNA 

fragments of interest (STR) has taken place, there are three main steps that follow7-9: 

(i) The first step involves data acquisition of the electropherogram (epg); to that end the 

digital signal of a sample consisting of amplified STR fragments at various loci can be 

obtained as a multi-channel signal (labeled through different colors) by using a laser induced 

fluorescence multi-capillary electrophoresis (CE-LIF) system, which captures information 

from STRs tagged with different fluorescent dyes 10-11.  

(ii) Next, in the information extraction step (signal processing), the evidence is extracted 

from the epg12. This information extraction process usually involves a pre-processing step 

such as baseline correction (adjusting the detected dye signals to the same background level 

to facilitate comparison), smoothing (connecting discrete points registered by the system in 

the epg in a continuous fashion), color separation (extracting the signal from each individual 

dye channel), and post-processing such as peak detection (identifying the signals associated 

with actual amplified DNA fragments), peak sizing (size correction using internal standards), 

and comparison to the allelic ladder13-15.  

(iii) Lastly the resulting information is interpreted by an expert analyst for the particular 

crime sample at hand16. For data acquisition and information extraction steps (i and ii), the 

Applied Biosystems Incorporated (ABI) genetic analyzer system is the most common 

instrument utilized in forensic laboratories together with the associated data collection 

software and the DNA fragment sizing software tool GeneMapperID17-18. Even though it 

would be ideal to obtain identical signals from the same sample by different instruments, in 

the real world this is not the case, thus, a relative fluorescence unit (RFU) is used as the 

accepted unit of measurement for the DNA profile signal19. Therefore, the data produced by 
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CE-LIF is a continuous signal plotted as time versus RFU as the amplified fragments are CE 

separated according to size and detected through the fluorescent probes on the primers. 

Generally, the level of control on the software by the end-user depends on the specific sub-

step considered. For example, the color separation step, also referred to as multi-component 

analysis, aimed at separating the signal produced for each dye channel, is run automatically 

by the vendor data acquisition software during the collection of the fluorescent signals. On 

the other hand, the end-user has some level of control in choosing the appropriate parameters 

for baseline correction and smoothing steps17. 

Part of the signal processing step is to differentiate between an informative signal and 

noise. The application of threshold-based (peak shape and height) deterministic algorithms 

has been and still is the most common approach. For example, only peaks detected by the 

GeneMapperID software above a user specified threshold (e.g. 50 RFU, the most commonly 

applied threshold in forensic DNA analysis) are considered informative, whereas signals at 

lower intensity are not taken into consideration because they are too difficult to distinguish 

from random detector noise and signal artefacts. This procedure arises from the concept of 

limit of detection, a frequentist-based view on peak detection, in which the probability of 

type-I and type-II errors is measured. However, frequentist-based approaches like this do not 

calculate the probability of a peak (allele or stutter) being present. A threshold-based process 

is of a strong binary nature resulting in the loss of valuable information due to the “threshold-

imposed rejection of peaks”. The information loss associated with the rigorous application of 

thresholds has been discussed and demonstrated in several recent studies20-22.  Significant 

improvement in allele detection can be obtained by using base-line analysis20. Rakay et. Al 20 

effectively illustrate that a tradeoff exists between erroneous allele annotation and drop-out 

when applying lower analytical thresholds (AT). Lowering the AT leads to improved ability 

to assign alleles from minor contributors in complex DNA-mixtures albeit at a higher risk of 
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incorrect labeling. Also with enhanced peak detection methods potentially valuable 

information can be lost, as at any given threshold informative minor peaks can be discarded. 

Moreover, GeneMapperID or similar software tools only permit a distinct threshold to be 

applied across the whole epg where baseline noise levels can vary between different DNA 

samples, CE instruments and dye channels. The concept of ignoring available information is 

hard to justify in forensic DNA analysis where genuine exploration of all data is a key 

element in determining the truth in criminal cases23. This highlights the importance of 

introducing continuous models for the DNA peak calling procedure. The continuous models 

make use of the peak height information and thus utilize an additional source of information 

from the epg. These approaches include the modeling of stutter phenomena; different number 

of contributors; and allele drop-in and drop-out, and the forensic community has in recent 

years introduced such methods and associated software solutions (both open source and 

commercial) for probabilistic evaluation and interpretation24-35. To enable the statistical 

evaluation of epgs with alleles under the threshold these software tools can assess any 

genotype candidate value to determine how well it explains the observed data. The likelihood 

is larger when the quantitative data is better accounted for by a predicted peak height pattern 

based on the allele pair value. Even allele pairs with no peaks in the epg are assigned a non-

negligible probability value. Lower thresholds or expert interpretation are often applied to 

conserve as much information as possible for the probabilistic modeling. As efforts are 

undertaken to arrive at general standards for the statistical evaluation of complex DNA 

profiles, it is expected that objective and fully automated analysis and statistical evaluation of 

trace DNA profiles will emerge on a global scale in forensic case work creating once more a 

paradigm shift in forensic biology. Despite these promising developments, to our knowledge, 

all currently existing commercial and open-source software solutions for DNA analysis rely 
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on threshold-based peak detection, and thus include a binary decision to create peak input 

tables.  

Any binary approach at the peak detection stage can lead to suboptimal use of the 

information present in the epg. In this work, we introduce a novel probabilistic approach for 

peak detection in CE-LIF epg’s from STR DNA profiling data. Our Bayesian framework has 

been originally developed and introduced for chromatographic-mass spectrometric data in 

analytical chemistry and proved to be ideally suited for this purpose36-39. We theorize that the 

statistical evaluation of low level (complex) DNA profiles will be enhanced by including 

probabilistic peak detection data which are generated directly from the CE data. The next 

logical step, exploring the combination of probabilistic peak detection and statistical 

evaluation of the evidential strength of the DNA profiling result will go beyond the scope of 

this manuscript and will be the topic for future studies. This current work presents a 

convolution based probabilistic peak detection algorithm for CE-LIF STR data using a 

Bayesian framework.  The novel approach is demonstrated and compared to the regular use 

of fixed thresholds for complex DNA profiles from the freely available dataset from Boston 

University Biomedical Forensic Sciences. 

7.2 Theory 

The data structure of an epg obtained from a CE-LIF system can be summarized as a 

matrix; the first order of measurement being the dye-channel (where the number of channels 

depends on the system chosen), and the second order of measurement represents the scan unit 

(SU) (or migration time) where a given data-point was registered. Such a matrix contains, at 

each SU and channel, the relative florescence unit (RFU). For ease of discussion, the term 

‘data’ throughout this manuscript refers to a vector corresponding to a single dye-channel 

(i.e. values of RFU registered at each scan unit, SU). 
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The idea behind this paper is to account for the uncertainty to determine whether a 

given data point from an epg is part of a signal (originated from a DNA fragment) or just 

noise. If such a data point is part of a signal (generated as a result of a DNA fragment), in 

theory, the signal observed should appear as a Gaussian peak. In reality, however, the signal 

observed is not always ideal, i.e. an actual DNA fragment of low abundance could appear as 

only a peak-like structure embedded in the noise region (baseline), far from Gaussian. Thus, 

even though the standard deviation of the noise (σn) in the data can be estimated, with which 

a threshold can be set (e.g. 4×σn), discarding all data points below that threshold will carry a 

significant amount of risk. Such approach is a common way of working for frequentist 

(threshold) based methods, where once the signal is above the threshold, the hypothesis in 

question is automatically assumed true. Therefore, in this manuscript, as an extension of our 

previous work29, we present a method to estimate the probability of whether a given point is a 

center of a peak-like structure or not, for all data-points in the epg. One should note that not 

all peak-like structures are DNA alleles, as artifacts (stutter, drop in, etc.) might be present, 

generating peak-like structures. In this work, all peaks and/or peak-like structures generated 

either from an allele or artifacts will collectively be referred to as signal of interest (SOI) 

throughout this manuscript.  In addition to determining whether a peak is present/absent, in 

DNA analysis, it’s also crucial to characterize the parameters of the peak (i.e. the amplitude 

and peak center), and the method presented here also takes that into account. Any given scan 

unit from the raw data under investigation will be referred to as point of interest (POI). Given 

this POI, two complimentary hypotheses can be defined as follows: 

H1: Point of interest (POI) is the center of a peak feature 

H2: Point of interest (POI) is not the center of a peak feature 

These hypotheses are tested using a Bayesian framework with the data around the 

POI. This data (called region of interest, i.e. ROI) consists of a window of 21 points. The 
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above-mentioned hypotheses should contemplate all possible case scenarios: (i) there is a 

peak centered at POI (ii) there is peak centered at any other point other than POI within ROI 

(iii) there is no peak at all within ROI. It is obvious that the only case scenario that could 

result in H1 being true is case (i), while as the other two case scenarios (ii) and (iii) could 

result in H2 being true. The assessment of the first two case scenarios (i and ii), requires a 

thorough check of where a peak is centered at any point within ROI (if in fact there is a peak 

within ROI). 

Taking into account the actual center (first moment) of a peak might not necessarily 

be at a registered data-point (SU) (but in-between two data points) means that the assessment 

of scenarios (i) and (ii) should outline a center of a peak at different positions within the ROI, 

not only at just the observed data-points of the ROI. Therefore, in this work, we have 

partitioned the analysis into two main steps. In the first step, all the registered data- points 

will be used as a query point (POI). In the second step, those data-points (SUs) which have 

been identified as a potential peak centers are then utilized to characterize parameters of the 

peak (i.e. the amplitude and exact peak center).  

 

Figure 7.1 Depiction of electropherograms with the collected data from all dye-channels and 

a zoom in depiction of a Gaussian peak. 
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The first step consists of making a probabilistic estimate for which hypothesis 

(H1/H2) is true. Using Bayes’ theorem, in a similar fashion as presented in our previous work 

[28] : 

P(H1|D)

P(H2|D)
=

P(H1)

P(H2)
×

P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
     (7.1) 

Eq.(7.1) represents Bayes' theorem in its odds form, where P(H1|D) and P(H2|D) are 

posterior probabilities of the two competing hypothesis, P(H1) and P(H2) are the prior 

probabilities reflecting our prior knowledge in regards to each hypothesis being true. In this 

case any prior knowledge possessed in regards to the possibility for a SOI to be present at a 

given location would be useful. However, for this particular case, assuming naive Bayesian 

approach, we assign equal (flat) probabilities to the priors and hence: P(H1) = P(H2) = 0.5. 

This means that, a priori, we expect half of the epg is occupied by a peak, and the other half 

is occupied by noise. Given this assumption, the posterior odds can be simplified as 
P(D|H1)

P(D|H2)
 

(likelihood ratio), where D refers to all the data-points from the epg around the POI.  

Mathematical Models  

Fig.7.1 depicts a typical multi-channel epg obtained from a CE-LIF system where the 

epg from all dye-channels has been superimposed. From the figure it can easily be observed 

that the basic shape of an ideal peak is Gaussian, and therefore, for this work, a Gaussian 

function is used to represent any relevant structure originating from SOI. However, as the 

description later on in the manuscript will reveal, it is easy and straightforward to incorporate 

other models that contemplate deviations from Gaussian peaks. For a given ROI, centered at 

POI; if the region is occupied by a peak, the data-points can be modeled with the following 

mathematical function: 

yĵ = (A × e
−

1

2
(

SUj−μ

σ
)

2

) + B                     (7.2)  
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In Eq.(7.2), the first part of the equation , (A × e
−

1

2
(

SU𝑗−μ

σ
)

2

), refers to a Gaussian 

function where A is the amplitude of the peak, 𝑆𝑈𝑗 is the registered scan units, μ refers to the 

peak center, σ  is the stand deviation of the peak (i.e. 1/4th of the peak width), B, is an offset 

parameter (optimized by least squares), and yĵ is the predicted RFU value. On the other hand, 

if the ROI does not consist of any peak, the data-points in that region can be modeled with a 

straight line model as follows: 

yĵ = B                        (7.3)       

In Eq.(7.3), 𝐵 and yј̂ are as defined previously. The mathematical models described in 

Eq.(7.2) and (7.3) are the only models that will be utilized to estimate the likelihood 

described in Eq.(7.1). In the following section, implementation of these models and 

calculation of the likelihoods will be discussed in detail.  

Calculation of 𝐏(𝐃|𝐇𝟏) and 𝐏(𝐃|𝐇𝟐)  

The likelihoods in Eq.(7.1) refer to the probability of the observed data (D) within 

ROI under the supposition that either H1 or H2 is true. In order to describe the calculation of 

the likelihood, we will focus on a single POI; however, this computation will be repeated for 

all data-points within the epg. Here it’s worth recalling the different case scenarios a given 

ROI can hold (i, ii, or iii). The assessment of all these three cases however can be performed 

by making use of only two mathematical models described in Eq.(7.2) and (7.3), i.e. case (i  

and ii) utilize model in Eq.(7.2), and case (iii) utilize model in Eq.(7.3). In order to 

accommodate these mathematical models in the likelihood calculation, a new parameter 𝑤 

can be introduced and marginalized as follows: 

P(D|H1) = P(D|w = 1, H1)                                                              (7.4) 

P(D|H2) = [P(D|w = 1, H2)P(w = 1|H2)] + [P(D|w = 2, H2)P(w = 2|H2)]                 (7.5) 
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In Eq.(7.4) and (7.5), the nuisance parameter 𝑤 refers to the presence (w = 1) or 

absence (w = 2) of a peak. In other words, w = 1 refers to Eq.(7.2) describing the data, and 

w = 2 refers to Eq.(7.3) describing the data. Therefore  P(D|w = 1, H1) and P(D|w = 1, H2) 

refer to the probability of the observed data (D) within ROI under the supposition that a peak 

is present. Given H2, we assume equal probability for the two models, thus P(w = 1|H2) =

P(w = 2|H2) = 0.5. The peak model in the case of H1, μ contemplates only the center of the 

window (POI) as depicted in Fig.7.2, while as for the case of H2, all data points except the 

one at the center of the window are contemplated (Fig.7.2). On the other hand, for σ 

parameter, taking into account it’s assumed not to be known for both cases (H1 and H2), all 

possible values within a certain limit (details below) are considered. This consideration can 

be expressed as follows: 

P(D|w = 1, H1) = ∑ P(D|w = 1, 𝑝i, H1)P(𝑝μ=POI,σi
|w = 1, H1)

Nσ
i=1                                    (7.6) 

P(D|w = 1, H2) = ∑ P(D|w = 1, 𝑝i, H2)P(𝑝μ𝑖σi
|w = 1, H2)

Nμ,σ

i=1
                                        (7.7) 

In Eq.(7.6) and (7.7), 𝑝𝑖 represents the ‘peak model case’, with a particular value of μ 

and σ. In this way for the case of H1 as in Eq.(7.6), 𝑝μ=POI,σi
 refers to one particular peak 

model with parameters {μ = POI, σ = σi} where only σ parameter is marginalized. On the 

other hand for the case of H2 as in Eq.(7.7), 𝑝𝑖 = { μi, σi} refers to a given peak model where 

both parameters are marginalized. 𝑁σ is the maximum number of grid points considered for 

the σ parameter, and 𝑁μ,𝜎 refers to the maximum number of parameter pairs considered. The 

values of P(𝑝μ=POI,σi
|w = 1, H1) and P(𝑝μ𝑖σi

|w = 1, H2) can be calculated as follows: 

P(𝑝μ=POI,σi
|w = 1, H1) =

1

σmax−σmin 
                  (7.8) 

P(𝑝μ𝑖σi
|w = 1, H2) = (

1

μmax−μmin 
) (

1

σmax−σmin 
)                                          (7.9) 
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Figure 7.2 Depiction of a Gaussian peak and the hypothetical peak center (µ) and standard 

deviation (σ) assessed for hypothesis testing. 

 

For both Eq.(7.8) and (7.9), σmin and σmax refers to the limits (1 and 5 for this study) 

of σ  parameter defining the boundaries of a uniform probability distribution assumed for the 

parameter. Similarly, in Eq.(7.9), μmin and μmax refer to the limits (1 and 21 for this study)   

for μ  parameter defining the boundaries of the uniform probability distribution assumed for 

the parameter. For each model case, the value of P(D|w, 𝑝𝑖, H) is calculated assuming 

Gaussian noise around the modelled 𝑦 and inspecting the residuals as follows: 

P(D|w, 𝑝𝑖, H) = ∏ P(εj|w = 1, H)J
j=1 = ∏

1

 σn√2π

J
j=1 exp [

−1

2
(

εj

 σn
)

2

]            (7.10) 

In Eq.(7.10), ε refers to the residual (calculated as 𝑦 − �̂�) and  σn refers to the noise in 

the data estimated a priori by inspecting peak free region of a data from the same system. 

Here it should be noted that, taking into account the data-points in the epg are equally spaced, 

for computational efficiency, the computation of the residuals is performed using a 

convolution approach33. 

Characterization of Detected Peaks 

As discussed previously, one of the key factors in peak detection for STR DNA 

analysis in forensic cases is determining the exact centre of a peak, and its amplitude (height). 

The probabilistic peak detection method described above determines if peak is present/absent 
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with high confidence utilizing every observed-data-point as a query POI. However, taking 

into account an observed data-point is not necessarily the exact centre of a peak, after the 

probabilistic peak detection, a non-linear least-squares fit is implemented to characterize the 

exact peak center and its peak height. This analysis is performed only when the posterior 

probability is above 0.5.  

7.3 Experimental 

Materials and Methods 

Raw data 

The data used for this study was obtained from Boston University Biomedical 

Forensic Sciences resources freely available for download from the link in reference40. The 

downloaded datasets contain .fsa files obtained from two-person (labeled as ‘C’ and ‘D’)  

mixed DNA samples, amplified with the Identifiler kit. The two person DNA samples were 

mixed at different concentrations (4 ng, 2 ng, 1 ng, 0.5 ng, 0.25 ng, 0.125 ng, and 0.0625 ng), 

however for this study, the extreme-conditions (i.e. 4 ng and 0.0625 ng) were selected to test 

the performance of the proposed method. Similarly, three different injection times (2 sec, 5 

sec, 10 sec), and ratios (1:19, 1:1) were selected for the 0.0625 ng data making a total of four 

datasets. In this study all the figures presented will be labeled with the data naming system 

presented on the website; ID_2_SCD_NGx_Ry_A1_Vz (where x, y, and z refer to the 

concentration, ratio, and injection time described above). For further details on the materials 

and methods, sample preparation as well as to download the data, visit the link in reference40. 
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Software 

Data Conversion  

For .fsa to text conversion, freely available software from Applied Biosystems was 

used41. In order to make the conversion process compatible with the in-house algorithm; the 

file conversion tool was imbedded into Matlab.    

Algorithm 

All functions for the algorithm were developed on MATLAB Version: 8.2.0.701 

(R2016a) and implemented on an Alienware AURORA_R4, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3820 

CPU, 3.60GHZ, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 7 Professional Operating System Desktop 

computer.  

7.4 Results and Discussion  

The assessment of the method proposed had two main aims. The first aim was to test 

the robustness of the proposed algorithm in peak detection. The second aim was to verify 

which one of the detected peaks originated from an actual DNA fragment (allele). It should 

be noted that, taking into account the two most common data pre-processing steps (baseline 

correction and smoothing) could result in significant lose of information (especially for low 

abundant peaks), for this study, the assessment was performed on the .fsa file data without 

any pre-processing.  
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Figure 7.3 Plot of ID2SCDNG4R1:1A1V1.3.fsa data with the posterior probabilities of the peak 

detection result overlaid. Part A: For Blue Channel. Part B: For green channel. Part C: For 

yellow/black channel. Part D: For red channel.  

 

Peak Detection  

The first aim is straightforward, does not require any ground-truth and can thus be 

treated as a simple signal processing step. Therefore, peak detection was performed for all 

dye-channels separately for all 4 datasets consisting of 3 extreme-conditions and 1 

favourable-condition (‘ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1’, ‘ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.2’, 

‘ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.3’, and ‘ID2SCDNG4R1:1A1V1.3’). Fig.7.3-7.6 depicts the detected 

peaks for all channels with an overlay of the corresponding posterior probabilities. In all the 

datasets, all actual peak features were detected with a posterior probability >0.5. For the 

dataset with a favourable-condition (4 ng, 1:1 ratio, 10 sec injection time), the Bayesian 

approach detected a total of 224 peak features with posterior probability >0.5 (77 for blue 

channel, 56 for green channel, 59 for yellow channel, and 32 for red channel). Similarly, for 

the dataset with the extreme-condition (0.0625 ng, 1:19 ratio, and three injection time 

conditions i.e. 2, 5, and 10 seconds), the Bayesian approach detected 29 peak features (7 for 

A B

C D
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blue channel, 10 for green channel, 6 for yellow channel, and 6 for red channel), 37 peak 

features (10 for blue channel, 12 for green channel, 9 for yellow channel, and 6 for red 

channel), and 51 peak features (16 for blue channel, 15 for green channel, 12 for yellow 

channel, and 8 for red channel) all with posterior probability >0.5, respectively. A complete 

list of all the detected peaks using the Bayesian approach (scan unit, peak height, and 

corresponding posterior probability) is also provided in the supplementary information 

(supporting information two).  

 

Figure 7.4 Plot of ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.fsa data with the posterior probabilities of the 

peak detection result overlaid. Part A: For Blue Channel. Part B: For green channel. Part C: 

For yellow/black channel. Part D: For red channel.  
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Figure 7.5 Plot of ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.2.fsa data with the posterior probabilities of the 

peak detection result overlaid. Part A: For Blue Channel. Part B: For green channel. Part C: 

For yellow/black channel. Part D: For red channel.  

 

Fig.7.7 is a zoomed in representation of regions from the most extreme-conditioned 

data (0.0625 ng, 1:19 ratio, and 2 sec injection time), depicting the peak features that were 

detected and are significantly below the commonly used threshold (50 RFU) in forensic DNA 

analysis. In all cases, the algorithm developed was insensitive to minimal distortion of the 

peaks from Gaussian shape, as well as peak height, and thus has managed to detect very low 

abundant peaks. It should be noted that the avoidance of the pre-processing step (i.e. baseline 

correction and smoothing) is very essential considering that some of the features detected 

were as low as 8-15 RFU (Fig.7.7).  A simple pre-processing step can easily cause these 

features to vanish, so therefore it is vital that the raw-data is utilized in forensic cases to 

maintain all the information in the epg.  In addition, detection of all existing peak features in 

the data (even if large in number) is very crucial at this stage; taking into account the allele 

calling step that normally follows can be able to accommodate the probability of non-allelic 

peaks (i.e. stutters) in the model. Thus, narrowing down the possibilities to the more probable 

scenario, gradually, up to the last point of data analysis for decision making, opposed to 
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binary (threshold-based) approaches not utilizing the entire data by making a stringent 

decision too early.    

Assessment of Detected Peaks 

Here it should be noted that, taking into account all possible case scenarios in a 

forensic case as well as uncertainties involved in data analysis, the allele calling step after the 

peak detection should be performed in a probabilistic manner. However, since such a 

discussion will go beyond the scope of this paper, in this section, discussion on the value 

added by probabilistic peak detection will be limited to revealing the allelic information 

carried by normally discarded data. This will be done by performing a one-to-one match of 

the detected peak features to truly existing alleles. 

 

Figure 7.6 Plot of ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.3.fsa data with the posterior probabilities of the 

peak detection result overlaid. Part A: For Blue Channel. Part B: For green channel. Part C: 

For yellow/black channel. Part D: For red channel.  

 

 In order to perform further assessment on the relevance of the detected peaks, 

knowledge of the ground-truth with respect to the alleles present from the two contributors 

(‘C’ and ‘D’) was required. To obtain that information, the dataset with the most favourable-

condition (i.e. consisting of the highest possible concentration of 4 ng DNA, with 1:1 ratio, 

A B
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and highest injection time of 10 sec, was selected and analyzed with ‘GeneMapperID’ 

software (using a 50 RFU threshold). The alleles identified from this step were considered as 

the ground-truth (Fig.7.8A-D, blue, green, yellow and red channels, respectively). From this 

dataset, for all dye-channels, ‘GeneMapperID’ software identified a total of 47 alleles (13 for 

blue channel, 14 for green channel, 12 for yellow channels, and 8 for red channels). A table 

with a complete list of all truly existing alleles with their information (scan unit, size, and 

peak height) can be found in the supplementary information (supporting information one). 

Given this ground-truth, the peaks detected with the Bayesian approach proposed in this 

manuscript, for both extreme and favourable conditioned datasets was assessed for allele 

match. For the dataset with the favourable-condition (4 ng, 1:1 ratio, 10 sec injection time), 

the Bayesian approach detected all 47 alleles from the ground-truth (13 for blue channel, 14 

from green channel, 12 for yellow channel, and 8 for red channel).  

 

Figure 7.7 Depiction of example peak features below 50 RFU detected by the Bayesian 

method. 
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For the datasets corresponding to extreme-conditions (0.0625 ng, 1:19 ratio, and three 

injection time conditions i.e. 2, 5, and 10 seconds), with peak signals significantly below the 

specified commonly accepted threshold (50 RFU), the ‘GeneMapperID’ software  does not 

call  all truly existing alleles. Only 5 alleles out of 47 (for all channels) for condition with 

0.0625 ng, 1:19 ratio, and 2 sec injection time were above 50 RFU. With 0.0625 ng, 1:19 

ratio, and 5 sec injection time this number increases to 14 out of 47 (for all channels) and 

with 0.0625 ng, 1:19 ratio, and 10 sec injection time 27 alleles out of 47 (for all channels) 

were above the threshold. In contrast, with our Bayesian approach majority of the alleles 

irrespective of their height (abundance) within the datasets were detected.  At respectively 2, 

5, and 10 seconds of injection time for the extreme-conditioned dataset, 28 (instead of 5)  

alleles out of 47  (8 in blue, 10 in green, 4 in yellow and 6 in red channel), 31 (instead of 14) 

alleles out of 47  (8 in blue, 10 in green, 7 in yellow and 6 in red channel),  and 35 (instead of 

27) alleles out of 47  (10 in blue, 10 in green, 8 in yellow and 7 in red channel) were detected. 

A complete list of the results can be found in the supplementary information (supporting 

information two). For further illustration, Fig.7.9 depicts peak features of confirmed alleles 

with their corresponding locus and allele number. These peaks were identified by the 

Bayesian approach but excluded by the ‘GeneMapperID’ software because of threshold 

restrictions and data processing. It should be noted that this comparison is based on the 

standard operating procedures typically applied in forensic laboratories involved in case 

work. As indicated in the Introduction several studies have been reported in recent scientific 

literature to optimize sub threshold allele detection. These methods also show improved 

performance versus the current standard but to our knowledge always result in absolute peak 

detection prior to probabilistic genotype modelling24-35.   
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Computation Time 

As discussed in the theory section, the proposed method applies a convolution based 

approach, and as such is computationally very efficient. For a given raw .fsa data, the 

proposed algorithm takes approximately 40 seconds to convert the raw data into the 

appropriate format, perform the probabilistic peak detection for all dye-channels and report 

the results.   

7.5 Conclusion  

Nowadays, DNA evidence is often of crucial importance in criminal investigations. 

With recent breakthroughs in sample preparation, instrumentation, data-analysis and 

probabilistic profile interpretation19-28, minute amounts of human biological material can be 

analyzed and complex DNA profiles can be used reliably in court to provide decisive 

evidence.   .   

One of the most important steps in the analysis of raw epg data in a forensic DNA 

case is peak detection, followed by allele calling. Currently, the algorithms used to determine 

the presence/absence of alleles are strictly of a binary deterministic nature by rigorously 

applying a threshold to establish peak tables.  However, to our knowledge no effort has been 

made so far to actually assign a probabilistic weight to the raw data for further analysis. This 

avoids premature decisions that could lead to loss of information and error propagation. In 

this work we have proposed a novel approach that transforms the way the epg is utilized as 

evidence. By performing probabilistic peak detection within a Bayesian framework, each data 

point in the electropherogram is assigned a probability reflecting its relevance for the next 

step of the data analysis. The proposed method has the capacity to detect relevant allele peaks 

well below the generally applied threshold. When incorporated in the DNA profiling 

methodology this could lead to more complete suspect profiles from trace evidence 

(incriminating evidence) but could also result in the detection of unknown minor donors 
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(exculpatory evidence). The most straight forward implementation would be to perform a 

peak detection sensitivity analysis as function of the posterior probability and make sensible 

choice to decide which peaks to include in the probabilistic profile interpretation. However, 

this would in the end also result in a binary decision (allele is either present or absent) with a 

potential loss of information. A more sophisticated (but also more complex) approach would 

be to directly incorporate the probabilistic peak detection output from the raw data within the 

probabilistic models for complex DNA profile interpretation. The Bayesian framework 

allows for such a coupling, and this way the evidential strength for the forensic hypotheses 

considered could be directly assessed from the raw epg. It can be argued that using the raw, 

unprocessed data is also preferable from a scientific and quality perspective. All available 

information is maintained and used in the forensic interpretation preventing bias and selective 

use of the data. Whether such an approach is feasible, applicable and of added value for 

forensic DNA analysis in casework will have to be demonstrated in follow-up studies. 

Application in case work requires extensive validation using comprehensive datasets that are 

representative for the forensic practise. In this work we have used a well-known open source 

DNA dataset to introduce the concept of probabilistic peak detection in DNA STR typing and 

to demonstrate its potential.     
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Figure 7.8 Plot of the ‘GeneMapperID’ allele detection results (adopted as ground-truth) 
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Figure 7.9 Plot of selected regions consisting of allele peaks below the conventional 

threshold (50 RFU) detected by the Bayesian method and missed by the ‘GeneMapperID’ 

software. Part A-D: Blue, green, yellow and red channel for ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.fsa 

data. Part E-H: Blue, green, yellow and red channel for ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.2.fsa data. 

Part I-L: Blue, green, yellow and red channel for ID2SCDNG0.0625R1:19A1V1.3.fsa data. 
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7.6 Supporting Information One 

List of all alleles identified by ‘GeneMapperID’ software from the dataset utilized for 

this study (ID2SCD), adopted from reference33, with their corresponding scan unit, peak 

height, and DNA fragment size.   

Alleles List for NG4_V1.3 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 4298 142.08 3837 

14 3721 146.17 3892 

15 3454 150.36 3948 

16 3954 154.49 4003 

28 5528 198.49 4589 

30 2529 206.45 4696 

32.2 2373 216.53 4830 

8 1926 262.04 5430 

10 1569 270.06 5536 

12 2572 278.02 5641 

10 2374 318.37 6173 

11 2593 322.51 6225 

12 4020 326.57 6277 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

14 1766 118.4 3507 

16 3644 126.22 3618 

18 1995 134.47 3733 

7 8596 172.45 4243 

9.3 3283 183.78 4394 

11 2114 227.24 4971 

12 4041 231.31 5025 

13 2133 235.31 5078 

10 3044 271.05 5549 

12 3567 279.01 5654 

13 6449 283.01 5707 

22 3476 332.98 6360 

23 3276 336.96 6412 

25 5661 344.96 6516 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

12 3382 112.27 3420 

13 6309 116.24 3476 

14 2805 120.14 3532 

15 5796 168.13 4185 

16 2477 172.23 4240 

19 2587 184.38 4402 

8 7464 228.52 4988 

11 7894 240.55 5147 

14 1956 289.03 5787 

16 1564 297.07 5894 

18 1574 304.96 6000 

20 1468 313.07 6107 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

X 5764 105.04 3320 

Y 4701 110.98 3402 

11 2650 148.79 3927 

12 4744 152.91 3982 

13 2375 157.13 4038 

20 1400 225.2 4944 

23 2344 237.35 5105 

28 1191 257.77 5373 

Alleles List for NG0.0625_V1 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

12 58 278.02 6506 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

9.3 62 183.78 4569 

12 65 231.31 5219 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 81 116.24 3626 
11 89 240.55 5345 
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Alleles List for NG0.0625_V1.2 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 73 142.0 4006 
28 106 198.4 4782 
8 73 262.0 5649 
12 85 278.0 5867 

12 125 326.5 6522 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

16 65 126.2 3781 
7 60 172.4 4426 

9.3 134 183.7 4580 
12 135 231.3 5232 
12 93 279.0 5880 
13 87 283.0 5934 

23 59 336.9 6662 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 170 116.2 3635 
15 73 168.1 4366 

11 171 240.5 5358 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

X 75 105.0 3473 
11 69 148.7 4100 
13 79 157.1 4214 
20 80 225.2 5148 
28 60 257.7 5590 

 

 

 

 

Alleles List for NG0.0625_V1.3 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 122 142.0 4012 
16 73 154.9 4183 
28 160 198.4 4788 
32.2 63 216.5 5036 
8 125 262.0 5650 
12 154 278.0 5871 

12 221 326.5 6527 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

16 103 126.2 3786 
7 110 172.4 4432 
9.3 249 183.7 4586 
12 235 231.3 5236 
13 90 235.3 5291 
12 175 279.0 5881 
13 160 283.0 5940 
23 108 336.9 6665 

25 75 344.9 6773 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

13 310 116.2 3642 
15 123 168.1 4372 
19 100 184.3 4596 
11 287 240.5 5362 
14 93 289.0 6022 

20 75 313.0 6351 

Allele No Height Size Scan U. 

X 115 105.0 3479 
11 130 148.7 4107 
13 143 157.1 4220 
20 149 225.2 5153 

28 102 257.7 5595 
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7.7 Supporting Information Two 

List of all detected peak features for the dataset utilized in this study (ID2SCD); using 

the Bayesian method presented in this manuscript. The information consists of scan unit, 

peak height, and their corresponding posterior probability. 

Peak Detection Result: NG4_V1.3 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3021.63 33.06 0.99 

3046.11 14.39 0.82 

3078.32 31.92 0.99 

3138.87 35.30 0.99 

3189.82 45.67 0.99 

3221.47 18.64 0.95 

3247.55 40.38 0.99 

3304.52 29.13 0.99 

3336.05 20.44 0.99 

3360.31 29.38 0.99 

3432.09 38.56 0.99 

3488.86 61.95 0.99 

3545.25 80.83 0.99 

3577.89 41.52 0.99 

3602.46 66.18 0.99 

3633.31 21.56 0.99 

3659.55 46.08 0.99 

3753.09 56.27 0.99 

3782.05 217.59 0.99 

3808.49 55.64 0.99 

3837.73 4486.14 0.99 

3893.28 3890.22 0.99 

3917.03 61.91 0.99 

3948.70 3629.28 0.99 

4004.02 4126.30 0.99 

4057.60 30.32 0.99 

4113.35 16.16 0.99 

4137.07 64.45 0.99 

4170.69 27.80 0.99 

4193.89 32.99 0.99 

4224.14 20.20 0.99 

4244.90 490.29 0.99 

4302.44 86.40 0.99 

4331.39 27.95 0.99 

4345.07 32.48 0.99 

4360.18 16.85 0.92 

4413.53 34.98 0.99 

4481.80 27.15 0.99 

4503.78 32.00 0.86 

4516.35 26.01 0.94 

4536.30 261.05 0.99 

4560.86 13.13 0.99 

4590.01 5763.30 0.99 

4643.51 228.74 0.99 

4669.87 8.00 0.91 

4697.13 2641.35 0.99 

4750.13 14.78 0.95 

4776.99 165.28 0.99 

4830.73 2494.12 0.99 

4932.05 12.28 0.94 

4957.37 21.48 0.87 

5054.18 18.94 0.99 

5106.10 24.99 0.99 

5129.86 14.84 0.99 

5129.86 14.82 0.99 

5211.63 27.04 0.99 

5235.00 30.41 0.99 

5261.80 39.71 0.99 

5377.88 51.96 0.99 

5431.09 1987.35 0.99 

5485.33 51.02 0.99 

5537.58 1626.39 0.99 

5589.70 142.48 0.99 

5642.51 2645.47 0.99 

5933.68 14.64 0.99 

6121.30 91.01 0.99 

6173.63 2465.16 0.99 

6225.68 2689.43 0.99 

6277.61 4153.81 0.99 

6329.70 25.45 0.99 

6359.92 16.33 0.84 

6453.72 11.79 0.99 
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6517.82 12.28 0.99 

6711.34 10.00 0.99 

7225.97 11.55 0.99 

7734.11 10.99 0.99 

7979.80 6.66 0.89 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3055.77 51.24 0.99 

3178.15 20.74 0.99 

3248.34 16.02 0.99 

3291.65 22.34 0.99 

3308.30 15.37 0.99 

3363.57 5.07 0.98 

3403.05 17.07 0.95 

3421.58 11.70 0.92 

3452.22 86.31 0.99 

3477.68 42.85 0.99 

3508.01 1820.85 0.99 

3562.26 264.80 0.99 

3618.45 3656.95 0.99 

3677.92 164.45 0.99 

3734.21 2059.64 0.99 

3801.97 36.03 0.99 

3908.89 26.36 0.92 

3961.89 26.74 0.99 

4016.04 48.89 0.99 

4068.33 96.54 0.99 

4109.02 36.81 0.99 

4137.07 42.11 0.99 

4165.48 110.53 0.99 

4189.80 246.07 0.99 

4244.59 8798.30 0.99 

4360.27 55.11 0.99 

4394.52 3467.06 0.99 

4431.91 26.60 0.99 

4485.15 30.12 0.99 

4540.08 31.53 0.99 

4602.78 8.63 0.84 

4645.72 11.50 0.86 

4761.55 12.94 0.83 

4918.88 83.01 0.99 

4972.07 2197.14 0.99 

5025.86 4220.42 0.99 

5078.62 2231.81 0.99 

5107.35 27.06 0.99 

5106.77 27.10 0.86 

5150.19 37.99 0.99 

5497.68 105.03 0.99 

5550.16 3138.75 0.99 

5602.54 235.55 0.99 

5655.12 3721.43 0.99 

5707.66 6708.46 0.99 

5759.01 46.78 0.99 

5779.13 23.12 0.99 

6052.76 29.57 0.99 

6258.18 36.60 0.99 

6308.64 316.84 0.99 

6360.72 3584.57 0.99 

6413.05 3379.34 0.99 

6441.44 43.69 0.91 

6465.05 493.68 0.99 

6516.88 5816.33 0.99 

6597.64 75.92 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3016.28 299.68 0.99 

3085.73 127.10 0.99 

3167.72 167.87 0.99 

3191.46 107.60 0.99 

3222.97 34.72 0.99 

3346.43 49.60 0.99 

3365.19 264.28 0.99 

3401.63 77.52 0.99 

3421.13 3567.06 0.99 

3477.20 6619.12 0.99 

3533.04 2961.03 0.99 

3690.32 47.21 0.99 

3722.63 23.51 0.96 

3762.64 21.71 0.92 

3845.16 81.95 0.99 

3870.47 105.98 0.99 

3885.09 113.00 0.99 

3899.93 153.00 0.99 

3929.29 215.58 0.99 

3969.90 72.99 0.99 

3982.67 88.24 0.99 

3999.48 118.34 0.99 

4049.75 42.45 0.99 

4105.89 15.96 0.99 

4131.84 314.74 0.99 
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4186.13 6091.36 0.99 

4240.60 2452.10 0.99 

4314.03 51.18 0.99 

4348.53 218.04 0.99 

4368.80 24.05 0.99 

4402.97 2702.69 0.99 

4447.94 59.81 0.99 

4477.08 34.20 0.99 

4502.97 33.46 0.99 

4532.12 15.29 0.99 

4557.41 46.95 0.99 

4610.01 42.11 0.99 

4639.85 23.58 0.99 

4666.00 35.85 0.98 

4695.09 22.00 0.98 

4720.26 42.75 0.99 

4771.14 110.46 0.99 

4802.87 22.37 0.91 

4855.45 101.21 0.99 

4881.57 25.28 0.99 

4936.00 141.23 0.99 

4988.98 7708.31 0.99 

5095.52 227.83 0.99 

5147.94 8192.04 0.99 

5258.58 11.68 0.87 

5735.00 158.49 0.99 

5788.22 2014.01 0.99 

5841.45 160.60 0.99 

5894.91 1599.09 0.99 

5948.06 166.29 0.99 

6001.40 1609.21 0.99 

6054.51 185.60 0.99 

6107.70 1520.24 0.99 

6160.93 28.06 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3031.95 21.34 0.99 

3059.46 43.96 0.99 

3149.64 32.29 0.99 

3178.24 39.05 0.99 

3213.78 49.25 0.99 

3235.42 99.59 0.99 

3320.70 6030.42 0.99 

3402.12 4931.64 0.99 

3465.08 41.22 0.99 

3577.95 42.81 0.91 

3744.43 18.48 0.80 

3852.09 61.60 0.99 

3873.15 116.21 0.99 

3928.41 2801.39 0.99 

3983.53 4929.09 0.99 

4038.63 2492.99 0.99 

4093.79 27.68 0.83 

4412.58 23.23 0.81 

4564.45 22.79 0.94 

4618.79 42.57 0.99 

4890.92 82.97 0.99 

4944.68 1470.93 0.99 

5030.40 36.57 0.99 

5052.64 178.49 0.99 

5106.29 2444.40 0.99 

5320.22 73.27 0.99 

5374.02 1215.29 0.99 

5658.87 30.23 0.99 

5713.03 42.38 0.99 

6364.37 63.52 0.99 

6417.04 37.75 0.99 

6521.62 22.03 0.99 

Peak Detection Result: NG0.0625_V1 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3996.56 34.53 0.99 

4167.56 18.42 0.91 

4770.70 50.99 0.99 

5018.28 18.25 0.81 

5635.27 34.00 0.99 

5852.10 44.00 0.99 

6506.17 58.00 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3076.90 44.85 0.89 

3772.95 33.59 0.99 

4415.42 29.00 0.99 

4569.61 60.27 0.99 

5219.26 65.00 0.99 

5273.58 25.00 0.87 

5865.85 48.08 0.99 

5920.11 39.05 0.99 

6645.24 28.00 0.95 

6751.92 19.16 0.77 
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Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3626.73 80.78 0.99 

4355.36 34.00 0.99 

4579.42 23.00 0.99 

5345.32 90.00 0.99 

6002.35 20.00 0.60 

6331.56 18.12 0.65 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3465.86 44.08 0.99 

3550.55 17.36 0.80 

4090.93 38.02 0.99 

4204.46 39.80 0.99 

5135.53 40.39 0.99 

5576.67 26.00 0.97 

Peak Detection Result: NG0.0625_V1.2 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

4006.25 73.00 0.99 

4177.36 42.53 0.99 

4782.61 107.00 0.99 

4892.72 9.00 0.99 

5030.81 37.55 0.99 

5649.79 73.00 0.99 

5811.70 9.00 0.92 

5867.04 80.99 0.99 

6468.72 8.03 0.90 

6522.64 126.02 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3083.96 93.17 0.99 

3192.52 15.58 0.65 

3781.55 61.22 0.99 

4426.26 59.32 0.99 

4580.83 133.64 0.99 

5232.14 132.56 0.99 

5286.70 46.41 0.99 

5880.46 95.06 0.99 

5934.69 77.15 0.99 

6607.45 18.46 0.74 

6662.10 57.10 0.99 

6769.34 41.27 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3311.20 33.21 0.56 

3577.57 9.00 0.51 

3635.71 170.00 0.99 

3693.20 18.00 0.81 

4366.10 73.00 0.99 

4590.17 54.36 0.99 

5358.52 170.00 0.99 

6017.64 53.37 0.99 

6346.59 39.13 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3473.88 76.02 0.99 

3557.64 22.75 0.88 

4100.87 68.00 0.99 

4214.67 80.42 0.99 

5148.41 73.48 0.99 

5590.78 55.69 0.99 

Peak Detection Result: NG0.0625_V1.3 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3297.66 8.94 0.93 

3956.12 8.12 0.94 

4012.45 129.20 0.99 

4126.58 6.58 0.98 

4183.69 74.47 0.99 

4732.60 6.05 0.91 

4788.31 196.30 0.99 

4898.90 18.99 0.99 

4981.72 9.41 0.87 

5002.87 8.52 0.96 

5036.13 65.68 0.99 

5654.03 127.00 0.99 

5816.73 16.00 0.99 

5871.24 160.99 0.99 

6473.36 15.43 0.99 

6526.82 230.43 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3089.60 189.07 0.99 

3728.02 9.07 0.59 

3786.58 104.58 0.99 

3905.61 13.05 0.58 

4432.04 112.27 0.99 

4586.67 243.29 0.99 

5182.10 10.65 0.93 

5236.47 241.24 0.99 

5290.87 86.01 0.99 

5830.45 14.29 0.68 
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5884.41 177.02 0.99 

5938.81 163.19 0.99 

6611.48 29.42 0.99 

6666.13 110.08 0.99 

6773.34 75.30 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3229.38 84.96 0.50 

3314.56 72.49 0.50 

3584.20 18.51 0.75 

3642.34 318.75 0.99 

3700.46 25.00 0.80 

4372.18 122.19 0.99 

4540.36 13.27 0.64 

4595.91 96.70 0.99 

5307.15 8.97 0.59 

5362.20 280.63 0.99 

6022.36 89.60 0.99 

6351.69 75.27 0.99 

Scan U. Peak Height Probability 

3479.86 115.00 0.99 

3563.37 36.91 0.76 

4106.95 133.03 0.99 

4220.55 146.55 0.99 

5098.51 10.97 0.51 

5152.94 146.66 0.99 

5319.01 19.48 0.69 

5594.92 102.44 0.99 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusion  
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8.1 Reflection 

In analytical chemistry, rapid advancement in instrumentation, especially in high 

resolution mass-spectrometry is making a significant contribution for further development of 

the field. As such, in separation science, nowadays, several hyphenated methods has proven 

to be the state-of-the-art techniques for compound identification and characterization. 

Furthermore, these techniques have found several application areas including biomarker 

discovery, forensic investigation, food-health research and many others, mainly because of 

their high sensitivity, selectivity, and scope of analysis. As these techniques advance, the 

amount of data generated by the high resolution instruments has also increased tremendously, 

requiring a more sophisticated data analysis techniques to cope with the ‘big data’, and 

simultaneously extract and utilize the information. Taking into account the benefit of 

instrument coupling (i.e. LC-HRMS) for better separation and characterization of compounds 

has already been proven to be the most efficient approach, in the years to come, it can be 

speculated that even more sophisticated techniques such as liquid chromatography coupled to 

ion mobility spectrometry, and high resolution mass spectrometer (LC-IMS-HRMS) will be 

the dominating techniques, expanding the dimensionality and the complexity of the data 

produced. Thus, more than ever, it’s crucial for data analysis techniques to advance a lot 

faster to manage the computational challenges, and so as to harness the full potential of these 

promising analytical techniques for routine analysis.  

The project of this thesis was a joint effort of industry partners involved in forensic, 

food-safety and material science, and had a common goal and interest in the development of 

robust data analysis techniques for compound screening. As such, the main aim of this thesis 

was directed towards improving the conventional data analysis techniques in regards to peak 

detection, and compound identification for both targeted and untargeted screening. Given this 

aim, novel algorithms based on probabilistic machine learning, demonstrated to be a better 
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alternative in comparison to conventional threshold-based approaches were developed, and 

validated.  

8.2 Prospective for Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis, in addition to contributing innovative methods for 

efficient data analysis in analytical chemistry, mainly for the purpose of targeted compound 

screening, also served as a foundation for the development of fully-untargeted compound 

screening methods. Thus, at the time of submission of this thesis, advancement has already 

been made; including creation of large chemical formula database for small molecules with 

predefined constrains (i.e.100-2000 Dalton, 11 elements) making it the first and the most 

exhaustive chemical formula database currently available. In addition, the Bayesian 

framework developed and discussed in chapter three to six for targeted compound screening 

was also extended to utilize the database for the purpose of fully-untargeted compound 

screening. Due to time limitations, these recent developments were not included in this thesis, 

however, will be presented to the analytical chemistry community as a scientific publication 

in the near future. Furthermore, the untargeted peak detection algorithms presented in chapter 

two and seven of this thesis can also easily be extended for multi-dimensional 

chromatographic systems, i.e. two-dimensional liquid/gas chromatography (LCxLC-

MS/GCxGC-MS). Such an algorithm, opposed to existing methods that rely on total-ion-

current for peak detection, can easily manage to explore each mass channel for efficient 

probabilistic peak detection.  

In general, as the discussion in chapter seven has revealed, any of the probabilistic 

machine learning approaches developed and discussed in this thesis could have partial or full 

application in other disciplines with similar scientific problems, and thus it’s the author’s 

interest to assist, collaborate with, or advice anyone who can benefit from it from a scientific 

perspective.
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List of Abbreviations  

LC Liquid chromatography 

CE Capillary electrophoresis 

COI Compound of interest 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

EPG Electropherogram 

ESI Electronspray ionization 

FN False negative 

FP False positive 

FWHM Full width at half maximum 

GC Gas chromatography 

HESI Heated electrospray interface 

HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography 

LIF Leaser induced florescence 

MS Mass spectrometry 

MZ Mass to charge 

PDF Probability density function 

POI Point of interest 

PPM Parts per million 

RFU Relative fluorescence unit 

ROC Receiver operating characteristics  

ROI Region of interest 

SOI Signal of interest 

STR Short tandem repeat 
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SU Scan unit 

TIC Total ion current 

TN True negative 

TOF Time of flight 

TP True positive 

UPLC Ultra-performance liquid chromatograph 

XOI Xenobiotic of interest 
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Summary 

Compound screening is a process aimed at identification of known or un-known 

compounds from any given biological/non-biological sample. As such, it is routinely applied 

in most analytical laboratories around the world. In general, the compound identification 

process can be approached either as targeted or untargeted screening. For both approaches, in 

most laboratories, highly sensitive separation techniques such as liquid chromatography 

coupled to high resolution mass spectrometer (LC-HRMS) is commonly used as the state-of-

the-art technique. In recent years, there has been a growing interest to analyze compounds 

beyond target compound lists, and therefore a shift towards non-targeted screening is on its 

way.   

In general, the process of both targeted and untargeted compound screening for LC-

HRMS can be summarized into two main steps: (i) feature detection, and (ii) feature 

matching. The main difference between targeted and untargeted screening is that for targeted 

case, the first step (i) can be performed by looking into only predefined regions. These 

regions can be defined based on prior knowledge (previous experimentation), that is assumed 

to be the most probable location for compound of interest. Any feature present in those 

regions can then be assessed for a match with a reference profile of compound of interest. 

That way, the feature detection and matching can be performed simultaneously. On the other 

hand, for the case of untargeted screening, the first step (i) refers to efficient detection of all 

existing peak features within the raw-data, taking into account the entire multi-dimensional 

separation space. That way, regions consisting of signals generated by truly existing 

compounds can be detected, followed by exhaustive probabilistic assessment of features 

configuration for a match with a pattern of any candidate compound.  

Due to the complexity and large size of high resolution datasets, almost all currently 

existing algorithms approach the above mentioned steps in overly simplistic manner; by first 
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reducing the data-size using centroiding approach, and/or using a high cut-off value for the 

intensity (threshold). Such a stringent approach is vulnerable to loss of important 

chromatographic profiles (i.e. centroiding results in loose of peak shape in the mass/charge 

domain), as well as discards low abundant peak features with chemical relevance, too early in 

the data analysis pipeline. In addition, the non-exhaustiveness of the chemical formula 

databases normally utilized for feature matching is a limiting factor. In this thesis, one of the 

biggest challenges in separation science, i.e. algorithms incapability to fully utilize datasets 

generated by high resolution instruments, has been addressed in the context of forensic, food-

safety and material science. However, the algorithmic frameworks can as easily be utilized in 

other application areas with similar scientific problems.   

Chapter one of this thesis, gives a general introduction and a brief history of 

analytical chemistry with more emphasis in compound screening. In addition, the 

interdisciplinary nature of the discipline from earlier stages of its development, up to the era 

of ‘big data’ is also presented. Here, the benefit of Bayesian statistics and machine learning 

for handling the computationally challenging large datasets nowadays produced by high 

resolution instruments is also briefly discussed.  

Chapter two of this thesis introduces a Bayesian untargeted peak detection algorithm 

developed for high resolution mass-spectrometry data. This chapter highlights the benefit of 

probabilistic feature detection opposed to the conventional binary (deterministic) algorithms. 

At this stage, the foundation for a probabilistic data analysis for high resolution mass-

spectrometry data was laid. 

Chapter three of this thesis presents an algorithm developed for the purpose of 

targeted compound screening in toxicology. In this chapter, a novel and robust Bayesian 

algorithm for xenobiotic screening in forensic toxicology, that utilizes the concept developed 

and discussed in chapter one, is introduced. Further discussion on how this new method 
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implies a paradigm shift in the way data is treated in the laboratory is also discussed. This 

approach, opposed to a frequentist method based on a threshold, applies a Bayesian 

framework to make use of all the evidence extracted from the chromatogram in a sequential 

state-of-knowledge updating process. Such a method requires no decision at a sub-step level 

preventing error propagation.  

Chapter four is a natural extension of chapter three. In this chapter a Bayesian 

framework developed for utilizing additional evidence for targeted compound screening is 

presented. For this, the Bayesian framework presented in chapter three was further expanded 

to accommodate additional evidence from the fragment ions of an LC-MS/MS data, opposed 

to just being limited to precursor information. In addition, contrary to most existing open-

source/commercial software for targeted-compound screening purposes, this method applies 

machine learning approach for sequentially updating the model utilized from every dataset. 

Chapter five of this thesis presents a new method for compound identification in LC-

HRMS data. As such, this novel method differs from the classical methods in the way the 

hypothesis itself is defined; ‘the compound is present’, opposed to answer the question ‘the 

compound feature is present’ by taking into account the probability of interfering compounds 

(i.e. isomers and isobaric compounds). 

Chapter six of this thesis describes a novel solution to one of the most common, but 

unaddressed problem in chromatographic systems i.e. retention time shift. In this chapter, as 

an extension of chapter five, a novel method that tackles the retention time ambiguity 

problem in an elegant way is introduced. Taking into account the retention time shift can 

result in the presence of more than one potential peak with similar m/z value within the 

search region of compound of interest, the probabilistic framework presented in this chapter 

approach the problem probabilistically, giving an improved result, opposed to the 

conventional methods usually applying the ‘nearest’, or ‘tallest’ peak criteria. 
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Chapter seven of this thesis discusses on the application of probabilistic peak 

detection for forensic DNA analysis. In this chapter, the Bayesian framework for peak 

detection originally developed and introduced for chromatography and mass-spectrometric 

data in chapter two to six proved to be ideally suited for peak detection in electropherogram 

produced by laser induced fluorescence multi-capillary electrophoresis (CE-LIF) for DNA 

fragments. As such, the benefit of Bayesian approach for forensic DNA analysis is also 

further discussed. 
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Samenvatting 

 

 De screening naar verbindingen is een proces dat gericht is op de identificatie van 

bekende en onbekende stoffen afkomstig van een bepaalde biologische / niet-biologisch 

monster. Het wordt als zodanig routine matig toegepast binnen de meeste analytische 

laboratoria over de hele wereld. De identificatie van stoffen kan over het algemeen worden 

benaderd als zijnde doelgerichte of niet-doelgerichte screening. Voor beide benaderingen 

worden in de meeste laboratoria veelal zeer gevoelige, state-of-the-art scheidingstechnieken 

gebruikt zoals vloeistof chromatografie gekoppeld aan hoge resolutie massa spectrometrie 

(LC-HRMS). In de afgelopen jaren is er een toenemende interesse in het analyseren van 

stoffen buiten een beoogde lijst van verbindingen waardoor er een verschuiving naar niet-

doelgerichte screening aanstaande is.  

  Over het algemeen kan het proces voor screening naar zowel bekende en niet-bekende 

verbindingen met LC-HRMS samengevat worden in twee stappen: (i) het detecteren van 

kenmerken en (ii) matchen van kenmerken. Het voornaamste verschil tussen doelgerichte en 

niet-doelgericht screening is dat voor gerichte screening de eerste stap (i) kan worden 

uitgevoerd door enkel te kijken in vooraf bepaalde gebieden. Deze gebieden kunnen worden 

bepaald op basis van voorkennis (voorgaande experimenten), wat verondersteld wordt als de 

meest waarschijnlijke locatie voor een betreffende verbinding. Op deze manier kunnen de 

detectie en het matchen van kenmerken gelijktijdig worden uitgevoerd. Aan de andere kant, 

betreffende niet-doelgerichte screening, refereert de eerste stap (i) naar efficiënte detectie van 

alle bestaande piek kenmerken binnen de ruwe data, rekening houdend met de gehele 

multidimensionale scheidingsruimte. Hierdoor kunnen regio’s worden gedetecteerd op basis 

van signalen gegenereerd door daadwerkelijk bestaande verbindingen, gevolgd door een 

grondige probabilistische beoordeling van kenmerken voor een match met een patroon van 
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elke kandidaat verbinding.   

   Door de complexiteit en grootte van datasets met hoge resolutie worden de hier 

bovengenoemde stappen op een simplistische manier uitgevoerd door hedendaagse 

algoritmen; door de grootte van de data te reduceren gebruik makend van een ‘centroiding’ 

benadering en / of gebruik makend van hoge cut off waarden voor intensiteit 

(drempelwaarde). Dergelijke strikte benaderingen zijn gevoelig voor het verlies van 

belangrijke chromatografische profielen (centroiding resulteert bijvoorbeeld in het verlies van 

piekvorm in het massa/lading domein), alsmede het verwijderen van zwak aanwezige piek 

kenmerken met chemische relevantie in een te vroeg stadium tijdens de data analyse. 

Daarnaast zijn de niet volledige chemische databanken, die gebruikt worden voor het 

matchen van kenmeren, een beperkende factor. In dit proefschrift zal een van de grootste 

uitdagingen binnen de scheidings wetenschappen, te weten het onvermogen van algoritmen 

om datasets gegenereerd door instrumenten met hoge resolutie volledig te benutten, worden 

behandeld in de context van forensisch, voedselveiligheid en materiaaltechnisch onderzoek. 

Echter kunnen de algoritmische methoden ook gemakkelijk worden gebruikt in andere 

toepassingsgebieden met gelijkwaardige wetenschappelijke problemen.   

  Hoofdstuk één van dit proefschrift geeft een algemene introductie en korte 

geschiedenis van analytische chemie met de nadruk op het screenen van verbindingen. 

Daarnaast wordt het interdisciplinaire karakter van het vakgebied uit zijn beginjaren van 

ontwikkeling tot het tijdperk van de ‘big data’ gepresenteerd. Hier zal ook de toegevoegde 

waarde van Bayesiaanse statistiek en machine learning kort worden besproken voor het 

verwerken van rekenkundig uitdagende grote datasets die tegenwoordig worden 

geproduceerd door instrumenten met hoge resolutie.   

  Hoofdstuk twee van dit proefschrift introduceert een Bayesiaanse niet-doelgerichte 

piek detectie algoritme ontwikkeld voor data afkomstig van hoge resolutie massa-
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spectrometrie. Dit hoofdstuk benadrukt het voordeel van probabilistische detectie van 

kenmerken in tegenstelling tot conventionele binaire (deterministische) algoritmen.  

  Hoofdstuk drie van dit proefschrift presenteert een algoritme ontwikkeld met het doel 

voor doelgerichte screening van verbinding in de toxicologie. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een 

nieuw en robuuste Bayesiaanse algoritme geïntroduceerd voor xenobiotische screening in 

forensische toxicologie, die gebruik maakt van het concept dat is ontwikkeld en 

bediscussieerd in hoofdstuk één. Eveneens wordt bediscussieerd hoe deze methode een 

paradigmaverschuving betekent op de manier waarop data behandeld wordt in laboratoria. In 

tegenstelling tot een ‘frequentist method’ gebaseerd op een drempelwaarde, past deze 

benadering een Bayesiaanse netwerk toe om gebruik te maken van al het bewijs afkomstig 

van een chromatogram in een opeenvolgende ‘state-of-knowledge updateprocess’. Een 

dergelijke methode vereist geen beslissing op substap niveau wat de propagatie van fouten 

voorkomt.   

  Hoofdstuk vier is een natuurlijke uitbreiding van hoofdstuk drie. Dit hoofdstuk 

presenteert een Bayesiaans raamwerk ontwikkeld voor het gebruik van aanvullend bewijs 

voor de doelgerichte screening naar verbindingen. Hiertoe werd het Bayesiaans raamwerk 

uiteengezet in hoofdstuk drie verder uitgebreid om aanvullend bewijs, afkomstig van 

fragment ionen uit LC-MS/MS data, te vergaren in plaats van alleen beperkt te zijn met 

precursor informatie. Daarnaast past deze methode, in tegenstellig tot bestaande open-source 

/ commerciële software voor doelgerichte screening van verbindingen, een machine learning 

benadering toe voor het achtereenvolgens updaten van het model gebruikmakend van elke 

dataset.   

  Hoofdstuk vijf van dit proefschrift presenteert een nieuwe methode voor de 

identificatie van verbindingen uit LC-HRMS data. Deze methode onderscheidt zich van 

klassieke methoden door de manier waarop de hypothese is gedefinieerd: ‘de verbinding is 
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aanwezig’ in tegenstelling tot de vraag ‘het kenmerk van de verbinding is aanwezig’, door 

rekening te houden met de kans op interfererende verbindingen (zoals isomeren of 

isobarische componenten).  

  Hoofdstuk zes van dit proefschrift beschrijft een nieuwe methode voor een van de 

meest veelvoorkomende, maar onbehandelde, problemen in de chromatografie namelijk 

verschuivingen in retentietijd. Als uitbreiding van hoofdstuk 5 wordt in dit hoofdstuk een 

nieuwe methode geïntroduceerd die op een elegante manier de ambiguïteit van verschuiving 

in retentietijd behandelt. Rekening houdend met het feit dat verschuiving in retentietijd kan 

resulteren in de aanwezigheid van een of meer potentiële pieken met eenzelfde m/z waarde 

binnen het zoekgebied van een beoogde verbinding, benaderd het probabilistische raamwerk 

gepresenteerd in dit hoofdstuk het probleem probabilistisch waardoor een verbeterd resultaat 

wordt behaald in tegenstelling tot conventionele methoden, die veelal de ‘nearest’ of ‘tallest’ 

piek criterium hanteren.   

 In hoofdstuk zeven van dit proefschrift wordt de toepassing van probabilistische piek 

detectie voor forensisch DNA onderzoek bediscussieerd. Het Bayesiaanse raamwerk 

ontwikkeld voor chromatografie en massa-spectrometrie, zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk twee 

tot zes, bleken zeer bruikbaar voor piek detectie in een electroferogram gegenereerd door 

laser geïnduceerde fluorescentie multi-capillaire elektroforese (CE-LIF) voor DNA 

fragmenten.  
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